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PREFACE .

The writer of these pages would have willingly affixed his name

to this production, if he thought that that would add either weight or

value to his facts and arguments. The probabilities are that it would

produce just a contrary effect ; for what senior would deign to be

dictated to by a junior in propriâ personâ ; though he might not disdain

to listen to an anonymous writer. Perhaps then it will be asked

why in the title page the writer indicates the body to which he

belongs. Simply for the purpose of assuring the reader that he has

no motives of interest to mislead the public. It may again be asked ,

that as the writer seems to fill a position which admits of direct com

munication with Government why he did not make his suggestions

there ; instead of coming before the public. The reason is obvious.

Upon a matter of this kind not only the Legislature but the public

also need enlightenment. No measure of legislation, however sound

and good, will be duly appreciated and thankfully received so long as

the public mind remains blind to its merits.

The writer is ambitious of gaining no literary reputation, nor has

he any pretensions to aspire after any such . He is perfectly conscious

that this is but a mere ephemeral publication which can but excite a

momentary interest. But he must intimate that these sheets were sent

to press, consecutively, as they were written, and therefore he has not

had the opportunity of revising, correcting and condensing his material.

Inaccuracies of expression, repetitions and diffuseness will, therefore, no

doubt, he discovered in various parts of the publication ; which he

begs, the reader will kindly excuse.
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INTRODUCTION.

The subject which I propose to discuss in the following pages,

will not include the whole of the changes or reforms of the law and

of the Judicial System, which has from time to time been made in

this Island, but the more limited topics of Judicial Establishments, Juris

diction and Procedure. The suspension of the consideration of the

Draft Acts for amending the constitution of the Supreme Court and

of the District Courts, and for extending the Jurisdiction of the Courts

of Requests, however much to be regretted and deplored is the cause

which occasioned it, affords now the advantage and opportunity of con

sidering and discussing the merits of those Acts Whether the changes

which these proposed Ordinances contemplate, are in reality what may

properly be termed reforms, and whether they are calculated to induce

a better and a more efficient system of administering Justice ; or,

whether their introduction is likely to lead to confusion , error, mis

decision and oppression, will probably be better perceived and un

derstood after a brief review of the System which stood established

before the operation of the Judicial Charter of 1833 ; the alterations

which that Charter introduced, as well as the principles on which

such alterations were based ; the departure, and the reasons for such

departure, from certain of the provisions of that Charter under the

Legislative Enactments of 1843 ; and lastly, the scope and tendency

of the further alterations now proposed by the Draft Acts.

In the First Chapter, therefore, I shall attempt to explain the Ju

dicial System of the Island as it stood before the Charter of 1833.

The Second Chapter will contain an account of the changes which that

Charter introduced ; the principles on which such changes proceeded,

and the results which the framers of that Charter contemplated.

The Third Chapter will explain the supposed grounds and reasons

which led to a partial departure from the system which had been

established under the Charter of 1833, and the general effects of such

departure.

In the Fourth Chapter I will enter into the question of the probable

results of the proposed changes, should the draft acts pass into law .

I shall conclude with a chapter which will contain a statement of

my own views as to the changes required in respect of the con

stitution ofthe Courts of this Island, their Jurisdiction and Procedure.
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CHAPTER 1.

SYSTEM OF JUDICATURE WHICH PREVAILED PRIOR TO THE INTRODUCTION

OF THE JUDICIAL CHARTER OF 1833.

MARITIME PROVINCES.

COURTS OF ORIGINAL JURISDICTION .

In stating this subject, it will be necessary to make a distinction

between the Maritime and the Kandyan Provinces ; for the system

which obtained in the latter differed materially from that in the former .

The functionaries who discharged Judicial duties, as Judges of ori

ginal Jurisdiction, in the Maritime Provinces, were, the Sitting and

Revenue Magistrates, Justices of the Peace, Provincial Judges and

Judges of the Supreme Court. The Sitting Magistrates exercised a

limited Civil and Criminal Jurisdiction within certain specified local

limits. Each Court was presided over by a single Magistrate, and

adjudicated all matters which he was competent to try without the aid

of a Jury or Assessors ; but in matters of a Criminal nature, when

ever any difficulty accrued in the course of the proceedings, he was

at liberty to call in another Magistrate to his assistance. (Vide 13th

clause of the Instructions in Regulation No. 8 of 1806.) The Juris

dictions, civil and criminal, conferred upon these Courts had no unifor

mity ; some possessed greater powers than others. However, generally ,

they had Jurisdiction over all minor offences, breaches of the peace

and public disorders, with power to fine up to Rus. 50, to imprison

for a period not exceeding two months, and to whip not exceeding

50 lashes. Their civil Jurisdiction extended over all suits (excepting

Revenue) up to Rds. 100, title to land forming no exception. The

proceedings of these Courts were regulated by rules issued from time

to time by the Governor (Regulation No. 1 of 1805.) The Magis

trates were required to keep Diaries or Journals of Proceedings. They

obtained the matter of plaint and of defence from the mouth of the

parties or their substitutes whom the parties were at liberty to select

without restriction of any kind - heard their witnesses and recorded

the substance of their evidence, (for they were not bound to record

it at full length,) and decided the causes in a summary manner. Written

pleadings did not form the rule of these Courts ; but parties were

not prohibited from making statements in writing by way of Peti

tion, and they not unfrequently availed themselves of this liberty.

No persons were admitted as practitioners in these Courts, but as
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free substitution was permitted, and the substitutes were allowed to

plead and conduct the causes of their principals, even while these

latter were personally present in Court, there sprung up a class of

unlicensed and unadmitted Practitioners of a very inferior and un

learned class, who, it may easily be imagined, were not overscru

pulous in conducting the causes of those who retained them, and the

Judges could not hold them under any efficient control.

From these Courts an appeal was allowed to what were called the

Minor Courts of Appeal, in the case of every suit relating to land,

without reference to value, and in every other suit, when its value

exceeded the sum of Rds. 25. (Reg. No. 9 of 1814) but no appea!

was granted from any interlocutary order, except when such order

had a definitive effect (Proc. 5 of 1801.) or when it related to Juris ,

diction (Proc. 22d of 1801.) From the criminal side there was no

appeal. The powers and jurisdictions of these Courts underwent al

teration from time to time as exigencies required, and there existed

a great want of uniformity ; as, sometimes even the powers and juris

diction so given did not extend alike to all classes of inhabitante .

There was also a like want of sameness in the practice of these Courts,

owing to much being left to the discretion and regulation of each indivi

dual Magistrate. The Magistrate discharged also the duties of a Coroner

( Regulation No 6 of 1823.)

The Revenue Magistrates had cognizance of all cases within their

respective territorial Jurisdictions and their decisions were subject to

an appeal when the sum exceeded Rds. 300, that is, when the value

of the suit did not admit of a resort to the High Court of Appeal,

to a Court called “the Minor Court of Appeal for Revenue cases,".

composed of two or more members nominated and appointed by the

Governor ; otherwise, to the High Court of Appeal. The practice and

procedure of these Courts were of a much more summary kind than

those of other Magistrates' Courts, and their proceedings were regu

lated by certain specific rules laid down for their guidance. (Regu

lation No. 7 of 1809. Regulation No. 6 of 1818.)

Next in order were Justices of the Peace, whose duties and powers,

I cannot find clearly defined in any law or Regulation which has

been promulgated. The 6th clause of the Regulation No. 1 of 1805
declares

· Every Agent of Revenue and commerce and every Assistant

shall be a Justice of the Peace for his Province, and, during the ab

sence of the Provincial Judge, a Sitting Magistrate for the part of

the Province in which he resides. " As Justices of the Peace, Col

lectors of Revenue exercised, in fact, Judicial powers in criminal

matters, investigated complaints, imposed punishments and exercised



generally a kind of arbitrary Jurisdiction, apparently, without any

external control. The instructions to the Collectors of Districts, dated

the 25th August 1808, after directing them to make frequent circuits

through the whole of their respective Provinces, proceed to say “ It is

by adopting this measure alone that any collector can get a thorough

knowledge either of the real character of the Headınen under him

or of the real situation of the country over which he presides, that

the Judicial power attached to the Collector, ought principally to be

made use of."

"." In all other instances, generally speaking, where there is a Sitting

Magistrate or Provincial Judge, all Judicial decisions ought to be left

to them ; and the Collector of Revenue, except in very particular in

stances, ought not to exert such authority, but upon circuit, where

from the circumstance of his being on the spot, it gives the people

a facility of application , and the Collector an opportunity of obtaining

ready information without moving the parties from the villages to

which they belong, it appears expedient that in this instance he ought

to exercise the Judicial authority vested in him, and settle all such

minute differences and broils as may come before him .” But what

the amount of “ Judicial power attached to the Collector" or of “the

Judicial authority vested in him" was, appears nowhere explicitly

laid down or explained, and the consequence was that these Func

tionaries exercised a kind of arbitrary and despotic Jurisdiction, not

unfrequently inflicting corporal punishment even for breaches of or dis

obedience to their common and ordinary orders, and such other trivial

and venial offences. That the power thus assumed by them was occa

sionally most oppressively used, there can be no doubt, as the me

mory of many an old inhabitant will enable him to testify.

Of a higher degree in point of Jurisdiction and power were the

Provincial Judges, who also discharged their duties unaided by a Jury

or Assessors. They also possessed both a Criminal and Civil Juris

diction, partly in concurrence with the Sitting and Revenue Magis

trates, and partly without such concurrence- their Criminal Jurisdiction

extending “ over all inferior offences, breaches of the Peace and dis

orders against the Police, with power to impose a fine not exceeding

Rds. 100, imprisonment at hard labour not exceeding three months,

and whipping not exceeding 100 lashes ; " and the latter, that is the

Civil Jurisdiction , extending over cases “ when Europeans were parties,

up to Rds. 100, and unlimited in cases between natives. ”

In the Provincial Courts à limited number of Proctors, duly ad

mitted to practice in those Courts, but no others, were allowed to

appear and represent parties. Their fees were fixed according to a

7
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regulated scale, and were recoverable from a losing party. The pleadings

were in writing, but drawn by any person whom a party chose to

employ for the purpose. The Proctors so called to practice in these

Courts were, (excepting in the Court of Colombo where persons of

superior attainments and legal knowledge appeared) almost all, men

of no legal education , and their admission took place without any

examination as to their ability and learning ; and even a knowledge

of the English language was not insisted on. The Judges were

unprofessional men belonging to the Civil Service of the Island.

In criminal cases , Proctors were not allowed to appear as counsel

for either party. No appeal was open in criminal matters from the

decision of these Courts. Appeal also was denied from the Judgments

of these Courts in any Civil suit of which the value did not exceed

Rds. 200. In cases above that value an appeal was allowed either to

a Minor, or to the High Court of Appeal.

The entire Jurisdiction, civil and criminal, which did not fall within

the limits assigned to the Magistrates and Provincial Courts as above

explained, vested in the Supreme Court. The civil cases were tried

by one or other of its Judges without a Jury and without appeal,

except to His Majesty in his Privy Council when the sum appealed

from exceeded £ 500 or Rds. 5000. Criminal trials were had with

the aid of a Jury, just as at present. The Practitioners before this

Court were persons duly admitted ; the pleadings were in writing,

and drawn in due form , and the procedure bore considerable resem

blance to that of the Courts of Westminster. The Supreme ( 'ourt,

by the Charter of 1801 , under which it was established , was declared

( see clause 29) to be a Court of Equity possessing " full power anda “

authority to administer Justice in a summary manner according to the

law then established in Ceylon and in point of Form as nearly as
may be, according to the Rules and Proceedings of the High Court

of Chancery in Great Britain .”

Both the Provincial Courts and the Supreme Court conjointly ex

ercised a Testamentary Jurisdiction.

APPELLATE COURTS.

The Courts of Appeal then in existencc were of three kinds, each

possessing its own peculiar Jurisdiction. The first class of Courts

were designated Minor Courts of Appeal. There were four Courts

under this name in various parts of the Island, possessing local Juris

diction, and composed of two or more of the principal Civil Servants

or others. An appeal was allowed to these Courts from the Pro

vincial Courts when the value in dispute was between the sums of
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£15 and £ 30, and from the Sitting Magistrates when it exceeded

£1 17 6, or when the matter in dispute related to land. These were

a kind of secret tribunals, whose deliberations were carried on in

perfect privacy, the very Judge from whom the appeal was taken

often sitting as a member. No counsel were permitted to argue in

aid of their secret consultations, and , till their decisions were put forth

authoritativelv, all the parties concerned were kept in perfect ignorance

of their proceedings.

The second Appellate Court was that called the “ Minor Court of

Appeal for Revenue cases under Rds. 300, ” which consisted of two

more Civil Servants; and the conduct of its duties was precisely

similar to that of the Minor Courts of Appeal.

The third Court was termed “The High Court of Appeal,” which

took cognizance of all appeals above the value of £30 from all Courts

of original Jurisdiction except the Supreme Court. The two Judges

of the Supreme Court were members of it, together with the Governor,

the Chief Secretary, and the Commissioners of Revenue. Advocates

and Proctors of the Supreme Court were allowed to appear and argue

before this Court, and the Judgments which it pronounced were, in

reality, in most instances, the decisions of the only legal members, the

Judges of the Supreme Court.

or

KANDYAN PROVINCES.

COURTS OF ORIGINAL JURISDICTION .

>

These consisted of certain local tribunals, namely, that of the Ju

dicial or second Commissioner at Kandy, the Sitting Magistrate's Court

of the same, and the Courts of the Superior and Inferior Agents in

the Provinces.

Within the local limits of the Judicial Commissioner's District the

Commissioner had power to try all Civil suits of all classes of persons

except the Military, but his decisions were subject to an appeal to the

Governor whenever the object in dispute exceeded the value of Rds. 300.

To this Court also appertained a criminal Jurisdiction to try all crimes

and offences except treason and homicide, with power to award pu

nishment of any description short of deprivation of life or limb. But

it could not order its sentences to be carried into effect whenever they

awarded a fine exceeding Rds. 50 , imprisonment exceeding four months,

or whipping exceeding 100 lashes, without previously obtaining the

Governor's confirmation of such sentences, ( Instructions to the Judicial

ommissioner dated 21st November 1818.) It could also take cog

nizance of cases of treason and homicide; without, however, having the
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right to pass sentence. Its duty in such cases consisted in reporting its

opinion on the prisoner's guilt and the punishment to be inflicted, to

the Governor for his decision .

The Jurisdiction given to the superior, or otherwise called Accredited

Agents in matters criminal, corresponded exactly with that which vested

in the Judicial Commissioner. They possessed within their Provinces

a full and unlimited Civil Jurisdiction, their decisions being subject

to an appeal to the Governor when the value of the suit exceeded

Rds. 300, and to the Judicial Commissioner when the value fell between

the sums of Rds. 250 and 300 .

On the Subordinate Agents and Magistrates was conferred power

to try “Petty offences, breaches of the peace and disorders against

the Police ,” and to inflict corporal punishment not exceeding 50 lashes ;

fine, not exceeding Rds 25 ; imprisonment not exceeding two months,

But the Resident was at liberty to refer cases of a higher nature to

them for trial, and they were empowered in such cases to pass pro

visional decision and sentence awarding corporal punishment not ex

ceeding 100 lashes ; fine, not exceeding Rds. 50 ; or imprisonment

not exceeding three months; but such decision and sentence were

to remain suspended for the revision of the Resident, and were subject

to his approval, disapproval or modification.

Their Civil Jurisdiction was also confined within local limits, and

it extended to all cases in matters of debt and contract under the

value of Rds. 100, but under a reference from the Resident to any

case of the same description up to Rds. 300, in which latter circum

stance they could pronounce only a provisional decision, to undergo

the revision of the Resident and subject to his confirmation, dis

allowance or modification . They were not to entertain any question

relating to right, title, possession or produce of land, or any that re

lated to succession to personal estates, or marriage, unless by direction

of the Resident for enquiry and decision . But with a very jealous

care Government expressly reserved to itself what it declared to be

an inherent right to rectify errors, redress grievances and reform

abuses in all matters whatever, civil, criminal or Political; thus con

stituting itself the fountain head of Justice ; access to which was freely

allowed with the utmost liberality. ( Instructions to Subordinate Agents

dated 30th September 1815.)

APPELLATE COURTS.

The Court of the Judicial Commissioner 'was also'a Court of Appeal,

to hear appeals from the Agents of Government in cases wherein
land formed the subject of dispute, or personal property which ex
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ceeded Rds. 150 in value. But there was also a like appeal allowed

from the same Commissioner's Court to the Governor, in cases of a

like nature ; thus allowing two stages of appeal from the Agents'

Courts, and one from the Commissioner's. In none of the Kandyan

Courts, whether of original Jurisdiction or appeal, were practitioners

allowed to appear .

Appeal in Criminal cases was altogether shut out from all the Courts

above specified as belonging to the Kandyan Provinces, but provision

is made by the 44th section of the Proclamation dated 21st No

vember 1818 that “ in all cases of treason , murder or homicide, the

trial shall be before the Court of the Resident or of the second Com

missioner and his Kandyan Assessors, whose opinion as to the guilt of

the defendant and the sentence to be passed on any one convicted,

is to be reported through the Board of Commissioners, with their opi

nion also, to His Excellency the Governor, for his determination ."

From the above, it will be perceived, that there was one pecu

liarity attaching to the constitution of the Kandyan Courts. The Ju

dicial Commissioner and the Agents of Government were assisted by

at least two Kandyan Assessors for the trial of all cases relating to

land, or when the object in dispute exceeded Rds. 100 in value; as

also for the trial of all criminal offences except those of inferior des

cription, such as common assaults, petty thefts and breaches of the

Peace. When there was a difference of opinion between the majority

of Assessors and the Agent of Government, the proceedings were

· transferred to the Court of the Judicial Commissioner; and in the

same manner when a like difference arose between the Judicial Com

missioner and the Assessors, the proceedings were transferred to the

Collective Board, composed of the first Commissioner, the Judicial

Commissioner and the Revenue Commissioner, to report upon the case

to the Governor, with whom rested the ultimate decision. This insti .

- tution is the prototype from which our present Assessorial ( or what

past experience would incline one not inappropriately to characterize

as the Assinine) system was elaborated by the framers of the Charter

of 1833 upon the recommendation of Mr. Cameron .

Such was the machinery provided for the administration of Justice

in this Island prior to the Charter of 1833—80 far as I know and

understand the subject. I hope, I have succeeded in explaining it in a

sufficiently clear manner to enable the reader to see with distinctness

the defects which that charter intended to remedy. That both those sys

tems — that which obtained in the Maritime Provinces and that which

stood esià'lished in the Kandyan country,—were defective in theory

· wrong in principle and erroneous in their construction , it would require

-
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no great effort of argument to prove even without reference and ap

peal to the experience of their working ; but if tradition and report

can be relied on - for I cannot speak of my own personal experience

and if credit can be given to the now disinterested declarations of

those who are able to speak of their own knowledge, the adminis

tration of Justice was at that time in a wofully wretched state ; in

justice and oppression etalked abroad without let or hindrance ; ill

paid Judges fattened on corruption ; the Inferior ( ourts of Justice were

made places of resort for a kind of gambling litigation, at which fraud ,

perjury and bribery flourished uncheckeil; and a set of self -constituted

and irresponsible pettyfogging lawyers reaped a harvest of ill -gotten

gains sufficient to maintain them comfortably without recourse to any

honest labour; ard that, without possessing the slightest claim to edu

cation , learning or morality. Many of the Inferior Magistrates , in point

of learning and legal attaii ments, did not occupy a position many

degrees higher than the Practitioners in their Courts, as the most

superficial inspection of their recorded proceedings will readily show .

And how ctherwise could it be ? when the remuneration, which the

Government at that time was willing and able to give, could not

secure the services of a superior class . However, there was a vast

disparity between the salaries and emolumerts allotted to the superior

Officers of the Revenue Department and the Provincial Judges, and

that which was considered adequate to remunerate the Inferior Ma

gistrates; while, a more equable distribution of the total expenditure

incurreil in salaries inight have secured efficiency in every department

without a naterial prejudice to any, and have rendered the Inferior

Functionaries not so open to temptation. But ly some means, fair or

foul, some of these latter cfficers amassed fortunes which few in the

( ivil Service now, however high, can hope to do, and lived in a style

not unbecoming their rank . Onght these cfficers to have been ever

vested with such extensive and irresponsible power without the slightest

check or restraint from within or without ? Where was the bar that

could influence or control , in a moral point of view, the proceedings

of the Judges, or from whom the exposure of their misdeeds could be

expected ? Be the bar that is now in cxistence ever so lad, it does

it is impossible to deny, --afford that check . Some may feel uneasy

under this restraint, from the exposure of their ignorance, caprice,

neglect or other misconduct, and these might on that account feel strongly

inclined to be relieved of such a pressure, and inpute to the bar sins

greater than they really are guilty of, and magnify their faults to such

an extent as to take the very hopes of discovering any cure for

them whatever except the utter extermination of the entire body. But

away
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more of this hereafter at the proper place. Where was then the Press

that would listen to any complaint however well founded against these

Courts ? None whatever ; for, there was no free press then . Where

was the appeal whereby a grievance or an injustice could be shown

and established , and redress obtained ? None, or at least next to none.

For, in criminal cases no appeal whatever was allowed , and in civil

mattersonly — and that too in a small number - an appeal could be had ; but

the only Court of Appeal which deserved the name was the High

Court, from the circumstance of two of the Judges of the Supreme

Court having been its members; and Advocates and Proctors being

allowed to plead there. But this was accessible only to a few of

the wealthy, others being altogether shut out from it. Appeal was

taken away from a considerable number of both the Magistrates'

and Provincial Court cases ; and when it did lie, it was to a Secret

Court of which the Judge from whom the Appeal was carried, was fre

quently one of the Members Hence it was that the people groaned

ambut in secret. Government was kept in utter ignorance of the

mischief that was being done, but the people presumed that the Go

vernment knew and sanctioned it. The powers vested in the Col

lectors, Judges and Magistrates were so extensive and so utterly without

control, that had any of the oppressed dared to speak aloud against their

conduct, means would have been easily found to crush them instantly .

But the inference which the Executive drew from this forced and

unwilling silence was, that the people were content, and that Justice was

being most . efficiently and promptly administered . However, there

was no check to crime; there was no cessation of injuries. The

Courts were crowded. The criminal calendar of the Supreme Court

at that period, contrasted with the present, will shew that crime has

not increased with the population; and that there is now a consider

able diminution of offences. As for the other Courts, a conviction

or acquittal in them , was but a very doubtful indication of guilt or

innocence ; and like remark will apply to their civil cases.

Corporal punishment used at that time to be dealt out for all kinds

of real or supposed offences with the utmost liberality and good will ;

and if a census were even now taken of all those who thus suffered

and are still alive, I am pretty positive, from what has fallen within

my own knowledge, that it would show a tolerably high figure. In

illustration of the state of things then in existence, I shall here ven

ture to give but one single anecdote, handed down by tradition and

generally believed to be true, probably from the commonness of such

practices at that time. A suit is said to have been pending between

two individuals, in one of the Magistrates". Courts of the Maritime

a
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one.

Provinces, the parties to which each retained a learned substitute -who

A commonly practised in that Court - learned, not in the law , but in

the common artifices then usually employed to win a cause . Without

regard to the truth or Justice of the client's cause which each es

poused to advocate and defend, the one lawyer is said to have de

termined closely to watch the proceedings of the other in connexion

with the Magistrate, not wishing to make any uncalled for sacrifice

of money or valuables if possible, in order to secure success . On the

morning of the day fixed for the trial, one is said to have been eagerly

watching the movements of his opponent, and discovered that this

latter had been to the Judge's residence and had enlightened his wor

ship’s mind as to the righteousness of his own cause, and had at the

same time assisted the Judge in bettering his worldly substance in a

trifling degree. He therefore determined not to be outdone, whatever

sacrifice that might cost him . But to effect this he found no small

difficulty in consequence of his client's poverty and his inability to

meet the necessary demands upon his purse. Under these difficul

ties his own ingenuity suggested to him an accommodation , though a haz

; ardous He accordingly furnished the client with a neat

bull of his own, of some value, to enable him to propitiate the Judge in

his* favour. This was done, the cause was enquired into with the ap

pearance of the utmost impartiality, under the conduct of these two

sharp practitioners, and of course the bull won the cause, as its value

exceeded that of the opposite offering. This no doubt was satisfac

tory enough ;-the scheme succeeded to a miracle, but how to com

pensate himself for the loss of a valuable beast ? inasmuchas the

client was too poor to satisfy him on that particular. A sudden thought

occurred to him the next day ; he boldly walked up to the Judge's

house, and claimed of the servants ,the bull, his property , which

they were unlawfully detaining. The answer of course
was a refusal

without the Judge's orders ; so he proceeded immediately to the

Court, and openly complained to the Judge of the wjustifiable con

duct of his servants. The Judge was taken by surprise, but after

some little enquiry, ordered his servants to give up the animal, which

he said, had most probably strayed into his premises. The ruse,

no doubt, was 80 far successful, but never did the Practitioner win

apother cause before the same Court, and he found it absolutely

necessary to abandon all practice there, because the Magistrate was

unrelenting and unappeasable on any consideration--So the story

goes ; but whether all the circumstances of it be true or not, the

bare existence and belief of it generally , show that there was nothing

of improbability attaching to it in reference to the period of its al
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léged " occurrence . The sketch above given tis . I believe, not ovet .

drawn ; nor have I given it with the slightest desire to libel the

times or the Government servants of those times, several of whom ,

there is not the least doubt, were men of the right stamp, of highly

honorable character, very considerable talent, and who discharged their

duties in the most conscientious manner.. But exceptions there were

and those not a few , if I am rightly informed ; and the evils which

sprang up are almost solely attributable to the system . Make it a

rule to invest a large body of men with almost absolute, despotic

and irresponsible power; put their acts beyond revision , enquiry

or correction -- and it will be found impossible in the very nature

of things, with whatever care selection is made, that abuse and op

* pression shall not creep in , that carelessness and haste shall not oe .

7-cur in the discharge of duties committed to them ; and rashness in

dealing with the rights of others, where there is no vigilant super

vision. I have tried to pourtray the times in order to draw attention

to the probability of like results, should we abandon the safeguards

which were subseqnently adopted, and revert to the same vicious syg

tem, which, after trial and enquiry, was once abandoned as unsound

in principle and mischievous in its consequences.

The abolition of compulsory labor by the “ Order in Council" and

the Judicial "Charter of 1833 formed, in my opinion, the most im

portant era in the history of this Island under British Rule. It is

thence we',may date the independence, from almost a state of slavery,

of its inhabitants; freedom from oppression and security of persón

and property. From that period they have improved rapidly both

in intelligence and education , as also in their worldly circumstances.

Were it not for these two measures, the Island might have remained sta

tionary even up to the present day. The impulse then given, the inde

pendence thus gained, can only be protected and maintained by not

" . abandoning the principles on which both those Acts were passed . But

I regret to see a desire gradually springing up and increasing to

depart from those principles; and there is much reason for apprehension ,

that we are now pursuing a downward course, instead of,—if incapable of

making an onward progress in the right direction -- at least, of main

taining theposition in which we were once placed , not by the local

authorities, but by the authorities in England who would appear to have

anderstoodthe real interests of the Island infinitely better than those who

stood immediately and personally connected with it. Unhappily we have

still in the Island persons of high standing who enjoyed powed under

the old regime; ,who havestill a fond attachment to the abolished and

dow obsolete system , and are so wedded to it- as- to -consider that the

3
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reforms introduced in 1833, were highly mischievous, that the country

was not sufficiently prepared for so much liberality, and that the former

system of Government and Judicial administration was the more

'suited to it, exercising as it did, in the opinion of these, something

like a paternal power --- patria potestas - over its inhabitants. If the Go

vernment of that period might be deemed paternal, my impression is,

that it exercised its power and authority like a most cruel and

severe parent. It armed its servants almost every one of them, with

a rod, and left them at free liberty to chastise its children at pleasure,

.and this they did with right good will. Let us hope that the pre

, sent Rulers have no sympathy with those, have not the same preju

dices and attachments to that obsolete system, and will continne to

abide by the enlightened principles which have been once approved

and adopted.

- Having said thus much on the first head of enquiry which I pro

posed to myself, I now proceed to the second.

CHAPTER II.

THE JUDICIAL CHARTER OF 1833-CHANGES WHICH IT INTRODUCED

PRINCIPLES ON WHICH SUCH CHANGES WERE ADOPTED_RESULTS

WHICH ITS FRAMERS CONTEMPLATED.

Happily for the good Government and the best interests of this

Island and its inhabitants, the Secretary of State of the time, thought

it fit and desirable (I am not aware on whose recommendation ,

very probably on that of the retired Judges of the Supreme Court,

who must have been most unwilling witnesses of the maladminis

tration of law then prevailing in this Island) to send out a Com

mission to enquire into the state of the “ Administration of the

Government of Ceylon" and report thereupon ; I believe about the

year 1930 or 1831. Of this Commission Mr. Cameron happened to

be a member, who, it would appear, though a lawyer, was not one of

those technical lawyers of the old school, attached to a beloved ar

tificial system , but one of the modern Jurists, a disciple of the Ben

tham School, able and willing to take a comprehensive view of things, and

capable of framing a scheme of administration based upon natural and

common sense principles. Most of the recommendations which he made,

and on some of which our Judicial Charter of 1833 was framed ,

are clearly traceable to the principles propounded in his works, by

him who is now almost universally acknowledged to have been one

of the greatest Jurists , Bentham . The most important amendments

which the British Legislature has recently made in the Law ofEyi.
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dence, are fruits of the exposure which that eminent Jurist made,

of the absurdity of the artificial rules which the technical lawyers

had established . The unmeasured ridicule which he threw upon those

lawyers ; the bitter sarcasms with which he castigated them ; the

contempt with which he treated them ; the boldness with which he

exposed their absurdity and sophistry, and the clearness with which

he proved the soundness of the rules and principles he contended for

and advocated, (though he could not overcome the strong prejudices

which existed at the time of the publication of his works ) gradually

and imperceptibly recommended those principles and rules to the judge

ment of sound -thinking men, and they are now prevailing over all

obstacles. His partisans are still comparatively few ; and though few

and unable to carry out his principles to their fullest extent at once

( though that be the right course to prevent doubt and confusion)

are advancing step by step, and will , no doubt, ultimately succeed in

obtaining for them universal prevalence.

The course pursued by this Commission on its reaching Ceylon is

thus explained by one of its members, Colonel Colebrooke :

“ After my arrival at Colombo, and the publication of Ilis Majesty's

commission in the English, Cinghalese and Malabar languages , nu

merous representations in the form of petitions, were addressed to me

from different parts of the Island, and several of them were signed

by the inhabitants of towns, districts and villages, and by the people

of particular classes or castes, with a request that they might be laid

before His Majesty. The number of these petitions, and the great

variety of topics , to which they referred , precluded the possibility of

enquiring into the merits of each particular statement, even if my

instructions had authorized me to do so ; but I considered that the

inhalsitants were entitled to attention on subjects deemed by them of

importance to their own interests. Where individual complaints had

keen addressed to the Governor, the practice had been to enquire into

the grounds of the complaint through the local authorities, and a re

cord of these investigations, with the Governor's decisions, was kept

in the office of the Secretary to Government. When general repre

sentations had been made against the laws or regulations of the Is

land, they were noticed, or not, according to the views that the Go

vernor might take of the subject . There appeared to be no in

stance, in which the natives had transmitted their complaints to

His Majesty's Government, but there was no existing impediment

to their doing so. The course therefore adopted by me was to avail

myself of the information contained in the petitions in framing a series

of interrogatories on all the general topics referred to, and which I
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addressed to the Civil officers of Government and the Judicial func

tionaries throughout the Irland. From the multiplicity of the sub-.

jects brought to my notice, I found it convenient to divide the en

quiry into two branches, the one comprehending the civil Government

and institutions of the couutry, its revenues and all general and statis

tical information, relating to it ; the other specifically referring to

the laws and Judicial establishments. From the frequent reference

to the same persons on these several subjects of enquiry, and from

their practical connection in many instances, it has been impossible

to l: eep them entirely dietinct from each other ; and in treating them

apart, a general reference will be made to all the sources of infor

mation acquired?, where confirmed by my own observations."

So it would appear, that when people were allowed the opportunity

of freely stating their grievances, the will was not wanting to do so ;

nor did they consider that cause was wanting : neither did apathy

and indolence, which are said to be the characteristics of their general

habits, offer any obstacle to their seeking redress. Unless therefore,

there had been much injustice and much suffering irflicted , it cannot

for a moment be imagined that the people would have been roused

up so suddenly, to a line of conduct to which till then they were

utterly unaccustomed ; as they used to look upon their rulers as persons

vested with supreme authority over their destinies. The children of

the Parental Government did not therefore seem to have had any

very great affection for their parent, nor to feel perfectly contented with

the treatment they were receiving ; nor did they appear by any means

inclineil to remain under such a parental rule. Besides, under this

patria potestas” the peculium which they were allowed to retain of

their hard earnings, was so exceedingly small , and so large a prc .

portion of their means was exacted by way of regular revenue, labor

or extortion , that on this account also they felt in no small degree

dissatisfied . Those who advocate a paternal Government would also

establish a kind of Paternal Tribunal, a sort of Domestic Forum , only

on a more enlarged scale, giving the sole presiding Judge power

to adjudicate matters in similar manner as a parent settles the petty

quarrels of his children , that is, after some summary and superficial

enquiry, giving one a krock, another a thump, and serding them about

their business, without much enquiry as to who was right or who

wrong, or whether real Justice was done between party and party,

if only he could prevent his being troubled with any further com

plaints, he their grievances ever 60 great. These are, what are to

Le termed Emuity and good-corecierce ( 'curts, whicł --uulite ( auts

of law which are bound to decide cases according to the law
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of the landmáy act according to each Court's notion of what is equi

table ; whose decisions are to be final and irreversible whatever be the

outrages they commit against law and justice . The Commissioners of

Enquiry appear to have entertained no very great predilection for

those Paternal Tribunals, but to have recommended every possible

protection and safeguard which they could discover to prevent mis

decision and injustice, and to place the Courts of Law ,--not of Con

science -- under the immediate supervision and surveillance of a higher

Tribunal; the awe of a watchful public ; the check of an efficient bar,

and the easy and certain liability to exposuri and correction in the

event of a nis -use of power, or of incapacity. . So the first step which

Commissioner ('olelroole recommendeil, was the establishment of a

Free Press. The recommendation was made in these remarkable

words

“ In a political point of view the unrestricted operation of the Co

lonial Press would have a direct tendency to promote good Govern

ment in the Island and to diminish the influence of those classes

who are interested in ripholding the ignorant prejudlices of the people,

and who retain them in servile dependence on themselves ."

The Report of Mr.Commissioner ('ameron bevin dat the 31st Ja

muary 1832, professes to have been trimest chiefly on the informia

tion collected by Colonel Culel roche by means vi interrogatories all

dressed to Government servants and several others. Having hai', per

haps, good reason to suspect that the Triunals then in existence were

* themselvesthe instruments of considerable injury under the mask and

semblance of Justice, he comme ces his report with these emphatic

words :

* The condition of the native inhabitants of the Island of Ceylon

imposés upon Government which has their improvemeit at heart ; the

necessity not only of providing chear a accecinie decatures for

the relief of those who have suffered injury, all the punishmest of

those who have ir Hicted it, but also of Glbidding with j.eculiar anz

iety against the dunger that the Judicutun C8 ikensees should le ona

ployed as the means of perpetuing the injistice u kieh it is the olject

of their institution to 3-2 eient” fie proceculs,

i “ Those Judicial establishments and the scheme of procedure which

I am about to recommend to your Lordsirip have therefore two prin

cipal objects in view , and for the attainment of each of those objects,

two distinct sets of means seem to be essential ”
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“ I -To render it as easy as possible for any man to enforce his

rights through the medium of acourt of Justice."
las
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“ The two sets of means for its attainment, are "

" 1st. The establishment of a sufficient number of Courts to which

the suitor may apply with the least possible expense and delay" :

“ 2nd. Such a constitution of the Courts as will ensure , in the

highest posible degree, correctness of decision. "

" II – To render it as difficult as possible for any man to infiet in

jury upon another through the medium of such Courts as have been

indicated above .'.

The two sets of means for its attainments are,”

“ 1st. A rigorous investigation into the truth of every allegation

upon which a. Court of Justice is required to lend its aid to a suitor. "

“ 2d . The infliction of punishment upon every suitor who wilfully

attempts to mislead the ourt.”

& His first recommendation had for its object the creation of an uni.

form system of local Judicature throughout the Island. He says

commend that so far as regards the Judicial establishment and the

procedure according to which its functions are performed , complete

uniformity should be introduced throughout the whole Islanıl." This

recommendation was adopted in full by the framers of our Charter of

133 , and it seems superfluous to advance any lengthy argument to

show its utility That uniformity is practically better than diversity,

prevents doubts and confusion, facilitates procedure and induces cor

rectness, while its absence will often produce the contrary effects, will

be obvious to every mind upon the slightest reflection.

The second recommendation, which was also adopted, was to es

tablish " Courts of Original Jurisdiction throughout the Tsland " having

exclusive Jurisdiction over all causes civil and criminal, and all ques

tions , of whatever kind in which the intervention of Judicial authority

is . necessary, which arise within the limits of its district, except such,

criminal cases as
are to be tried before the Supreme Court. As a

reason for this recommendation he says “ The usual practice of di

viding Judicial business among Judicial functionaries according to its

nature as civil or criminal, legal or equitable & c, appears to me in

all respeets much less expedient than the division of it into integral

portions according to Districts." This recommendation ' proceeded

strictly on principles which Bentham has tried to inculcate ; that is

to make a “geographical division of Jurisdiction" instead of a “ logical,

metaphysical or arbitrary one " and which he terms " division of Ju

risdiction on the geographical principle.” He argues its utility from

its tending to prevent what he called " entanglement of Jurisdietions,"

and as “ saving of the delay, vexation and expense attendant on journeys

and demurrage.” Further, Mr. Cameron adds " As it is not possible.

3
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to mark out the boundaries of contiguous subjects of judication , as

precisely as the boundaries of contiguous Districts, many more, ånd

much more complicated questions of Jurisdiction arise under the former

plångt by which the time and money of the suitors are fruitlessly con

sumed . "

This reason applies with the greatest possible force in a country

like Ceylon, where the general ignorance of the natives, prevents

them from understanding technical distinctions, and where there are

no practitioners, except in the Capital, capable of directing one who

is searching for a judicial remedyto which Court he should apply,

if the choice is made to depend upon such distinctions." This is quite

in accordance with Bentham's opinion as will appear from the fol

lowing quotations.

- ,; " Give to one Court cognizance of causes of one description, to

another Court cognizance of causes of another description, each to the

exclusion of the other; in the first place you lose the benefit of'emu

lation ; in the next place you produce, without any use, the danger

of collision . On the part of the plaintiff, uncertainty to which of the

two Courts he ought to apply, on the occasion of this or that indi

vidual cause ; on the part of the defendant, uncertainty whether to

submit, ornot to submit, to the cognizance endeavoured by the plain

tiff to be given to the one or the other Court, on the occasion of that

individual, cause ; on the part of each Court, uncertainty whether it

ought to take cognizance of this or that sort of cause" ( Benthami's

Rationale of Judicial Evidence Book 8, cap. 9. ) He considers “ a di

versity of Courts, the fertile source of confusion and injustice.” His

opinion in short was that “In general, and after allowance made for

a few narrow exceptions, there can be no sufficient reason for taking

any sort of cause out of the Jurisdiction of the local Court, in any

other way than by appeal.”

“ If there were any such reason , what should it be ? Valne of the

matter in dispute ? too great to be entrusted to such inferior, and

comparatively untrustworthy hands. But the remedy, and the suffi

cient remedy lies in appeal, not in refusal of cognizance. When the

party who knows the circumstances of the cause, and, against whom

the decision is, sees po reason to be dissatisfied with it, is it for the

legislator, or the superior Judge, who knows nothing about the indi

vidual cause, is it for these strangers to be dissatisfied with it ?"

* From whence, is it concluded that the Judge is unfit to be trusted

with a sum above the mark ? he whose fitness for judging of all

sums up to the ark is assumed ."

The recommendation in questioninvolves another principle as above.ex.
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pressed by Bentham ; the absence of any good and valid ground or reason

for a distinction between cases of small value and of large value ;

that is, of small cause Courts for the trial of the former and supe

rior Courts for the investigation of the latter ; if justice only is to

be administered in both classes of cases, and for so doing no less skill

and no fewer safeguards are required in the former than in the latter.

Therefore Mr. Cameron in his report says,

" It is unquestionably in those cases which are usually called trifling,

in those causes the correct decision of which is of most importance

to the happiness of the people, that every motive ab extra which

can stimulate the attention of the Judge, and impress him with a sense

of responsibility, should be brought to bear upon him . "

" Experience had never shewn that all petty litigation is an evil,

or that petty injustice, which is a most grievous evil , can be pre

vented or remedied by any other means . A suit for a sm under

£1. - 17. 6. may indeed seem an olject of contempt to an European

Judge. Considering any individual case by itself, he would proliably

rather pay the amount claimel, than be at the trouble of examining

and deciding the question between the parties; but in the eyes of a

pative of Ceylon of the lower class , such a sum appears, and with

good reason , an oliject of very high importance ; an object, the unjust

detertion of which, is calculatel to excite in his mind the most violent

animosity against the person who commits the wrong, and the Go

vernment which fails to redress it.”

Among all the duties ir.cumbent on the British rnlers in the east,

it is impossible to name one more imperative that that of providing

for the effectral decision by public anthurity of the disputes arising

among the poorer classes, in other words, of providing for those classes

the means of carrying on that petty litigation which this preanıble "

(alluding to the preamble of Re -ulation No. 9 of 1814 whereby ap

peal from the Provincial Cout is taken away, when the value in

dispute did 20t exceed £ 15 ; and the appeal from any other ( ' ourts

of inferior jurisdiction is taken away when the value in dispute did

not exceed £ l . 17. 6. excepting in cases “ wlierein the title to or pos

session of landed property was directly or indirectly in question ")

80 contemptuously stigmatizes. There is no benefit which a Euro

pean government can confer upon its Asiatic suljects of the poorer

class so valuable, and no means by which it can secure the permanence

of its own dominion so honorably and ellectually as this, and it is a

benefit which rone but a European government can confer. There is

no way in which such part of the public property as the government

miglit think fit to devote to elecmosynary purposes, can be so bene.

66
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ficially employed as in paying Judicial establishments, by which the

poor may obtain really gratuitous justice.”

“ The misery and resentment of a poor man suffering under an act

of injustice are most cruelly aggravated by the contempt with which

the legislative and the Judicial powers thus openly treat his misfortunes,

and I can conceive no tie which will bind the lower people so strongly

to their Government, as à Judicial establishment so contrived as that

the very same attention and discrimination should be employed upon

their causes as upon every of their affluent neighbours." These will

strike the mind of every right thinker, as the views of a most en

lightened, liberal and comprehensive mind , capable of taking more

than a very contracted view of circumstances and things. The opi

nions of the Indian Law Commissioners and of Sir E. Perry--(the

latter speaking under the advantages of actual experience and trial claims

the highest consideration) are quite in correspondence. Sir E. Perry

in his letter to the Government of India dated 16th May 1847. (which ,

together with a Letter addressed to Lord Campbell was published last

year in the form of a Pamphlet) says ;

“With respect to the Draft Acts of the Law Commission, I have

already stated my proposal that the original Draft framed by the Comą

mission in 1843 should be enacted for Bombay, with some slight mo-,

difications which I will state immediately. The reasons why I make

this proposal are, the original Draft is founded on a broader prin

ciple than the revised Draft, and if the new Court presided over by

a Supreme Court Jndge, is capable of dispensing justice in cases up

to Rupees 600 in amount, it is capable of doing so to all amounts

Lawyers will know that this mechanical division of causes on an "arbi

trary limit of £. s. and d. is the most flimsy of all distinctions.” Again

in the letter addressed to Lord Campbell, he states

“ But siniple cases are not to be defined by the money amount sought

to be recovered in them, and the merchant's bill of exchange for

£ 5000, or the demand for rent of a Grosvenor square house, affords

no more difficulty to the law tribunal than a promissory note for £ 10 ;

or the claim for a week's rent on a lodger. To all such cases, there

fore, the advantage of dispensing with expensive pre-arranged written

pleading is obvious,"

1: I shall quote but one more authority in support of the same prin

ciple from a writer of very considerable reputation, James Mill, who says,

“ We recognize only one standard of importance, namely , influence

upon human happiness and misery. The small sum of money for winich

the suit of the poor man is institnted is commonly of much greater

importance to him , than the larger sum for which the suit of the
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rich man is instituted is to the rich . Again, for one rich man there

are thousands and thousands of poor. In the calculation , then , of perfect

benevolence, the suits for the small sums are not, as in the calcu

lation of perfect aristocracy, those of the least, or rather of no im.

portance ; they are often of a thousand times greater than the suits for

the largest sums. "

The next recommendation of Mr. Cameron, which was also adopted

in the Charter, relates to Assessors, and it runs in these words.

“ I recommend that each Court of original jurisdiction shall consist

of one Judge and three Assessors. "

“That the Assessors shall be chosen as the Jurymen now are in

the maritime provinces."

“ That the same individuals shall sit as Assessors for one day;

and for one day only at a time, unless the Judge, for special reasons

to be assigned by him in open Court, shall otherwise direct, or unless

the Assessors require time to consider of their verdict, in which case

new Assessors shall be impanelled ."

“ That when the parties have concluded their pleadings, evidence

and arguments, the Judge shall sum up the evidence and state his

opinion of the law to the Assessors ."

Who shall thereupon give such verdict as any two of them can

agree upon ."

“Which verdict shall be immediately recorded by the registrar,

but shall not prevent the Judge from giving a contrary decision , if

he thinks fit."

The reasons which he assigns for this recommendation are as follows;

" A Jury, considered as the organ of judicial decision , is an insti

tution which it would be very difficult to defend . But considered as

a portion of the public placed in an official station , which secures to it

the respect of the Judge, armed with power to interrogate the Judge

and the witnesses, and thus to acquire a complete knowledge of the

cause, compelled by penalties to be present in Court, and compelled

to attend to the proceedings by the necessity of pronouncing a public

opinion upon them , it is invaluable.”

" It is invaluable, I think, every where, but in our Indian posses

sions it is, when coupled with the effective appeal which I shall here

after recommend, the only check and the only stimulus which can be

applied to a Judge placed in a situation remote from a European

public, and necessarily almost insensible to the opinion of the native

public, with whom he does not associate .'

I shall show in its proper place, from high authority, that this re

commendation is erroneous in principle, and its adoption has been

5
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unptoductive of the results which were contemplated, but on the con

trary has given rise to considerable evils which it would be well

to obviate, providing at the same time, if possible, a more effective

check on the Judge, of a kindred nature.

The seven succeeding recommendations of the Commissioner, relate

to procedure; but need not be noticed here, as they can be conve

niently considered under their more appropriate head, the 5th Chapter.

The 11th , 12th and 13th recommendations have reference to the

abolition of allStamp and Court fees, (but were not adopted by the framers

of the Charter,) substituting in their place a fine to be imposed

on any party deemed to be “ guilty of an attempt to pervert or ob

struct the course of justice.” However sound and just the principles

of these recommendations be, founded as they are on weighty au

thority, it will be difficult to persuade our own, or any other legislature

existing in the British dominions, to act on them at present. This

must therefore be left to a more enlightened period . I shall there

fore not unnecessarily consume space in proving their utility and sup

porting them by authorities.

The 14th recommendation is a most important one. It has been

fully embodied in the Charter with its cognate recommendations, being

the 15th , 16th , 17th and 18th , all tending to constitute a Court of

Appeal, accessible to all without restriction. I shall quote them in full.

“I recommend that an appellate Jurisdiction of the most compre

hensive kind over all the Courts of original Jurisdiction in all parts

of the Island shall be vested in a Circuit Court of appeal, which shall

consist ofone Judge of the Supreme Court and three Assessors, which

Assessors shall be chosen in the same way and sball perform the same

functions as the Assessors in the Courts of original jurisdiction,

15th , I recommend that the Supreme Court shall consist of three

Judges, a Chief Justice and two Puisne Judges, who shall however

never sit together, except for the decision of such points of law as

any of them may bave thought it necessary to reserve in deciding

the cases submitted to them on their circuits, under the 18th and 19th

recommendations.

“ 16 , I recommend that, for the purposes of the Appellate Juris

diction mentioned in the 14th recomiendation, the whole Island shall

be divided into three circuits ” ( the number of circuits stands now

increased) " Colombo being the central point where the three cir

cuits meet." Στοί 3

" 17th , I recommend that a Judge of the Supreme Court shall go

on each circuit twice every year, but so that there shall be always

one Judge of that Court remaining in Colombo, and shall remain

à

1
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such places in his circuit and for so long a period at each place as

may be necessary for the attainment of substantial justice."

“ 18, I recommend that such Judge shall hear in the Circuit Court

of Appeal , all applications for redress against all decisions, whether

interlocutory or final , of the Courts of original Jurisdiction, and shall

according to what the justice of the case may require, try the cause

over again wholly or in part, or re-hear the arguments of the parties

upon points of law, and shall do generally whatever may be necessary

for the attainment of substantial justice."

The reasons assigned for these recommendations are

“ The supervision of a competent public and that of a competent

appellate Jurisdiction, are, I believe, the only means by which Courts

of original Jurisdiction are rendered in any country fitting instruments

of Judicature . "

“ Your Lordship will not therefore suppose that I mean to cast

any reflection upon the gentlemen who preside in the local Courts of

Ceylon, when I say , that it is contrary to all our experience of human

nature that they should be able to find in the recess of their own

minds a sufficient motive for the exertion of that unremitting attention

which is necessary for the investigation and decision of the matters

which come before them , and of that imperturbable patience which

can alone control the movements of indignation which the importunity,

folly, impertinence and knavery of Indian suitors and Indian witnesses

are calculated to excite.”

Every one who has any experience of our Courts will readily sub

scribe to the truth of the above observations. He proceeds,

The expediency of local Judicatures, always ready to receive the

complaints of the people, cannot be disputed, provided, first, that the

opinion of a public whom the Judge respects, can be brought to

bear upon him ; for unless this can be done, his Court is an open

Court only in name, and all the evils of secret Judicature may be

expected ."

Secondly, that there be some means of preserving the unity of

the law, which cannot fail to be impaired by the decisions of a number

of independent Judges, even though they should be animated solely

by that public spirit which is kept alive by the substantial publicity

of the tribunals."

“ The latter purpose might perhaps be obtained at the cheapest rate

by means of an appellate tribunal resident at Colombo, to which the

records of cases tried by the Courts of original Jurisdiction might

be transmitted by the post ; but such a tribunal could not be effectual,

even for this purpose, unless a much greater degree of method rea

66
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gulated the proceedings of the local Court than it now the case, and

it would be almost powerless for the still more important purpose

of impressing upon the local Judge the consciousness of unremitting

supervision ; and upon the suitors in this Court the assurance that

their just complaints will be attended to and redressed. ”

" This will, I hope, be accomplished as completely as the state of

society in Ceylon will permit, by the recommendations respecting As

sessors, and by sending the appellate Judge periodically to the places

where the causes were originally tried, and thus giving the parties

and their witnesses the same cheap and easy access to him as they

had to the Judge of original jurisdiction."

In the mode which I have prescribed to myself, I shall now pro

ceed to adduce authorities of high repute in favor of the principles
of these recommemendations, or at least that which lares that in

all cases, the losing party should have every facility for appealing

from the decision of the tribunals having original jurisdiction .”

A circuit appeal Court is altogether a new device and is opposed

to opinion in high quarters. Its results, in practice, as I will here

after show, have been any thing but satisfactory. In like manner an .

appeal from every order of a Court of original jurisdiction is with

out precedent or authority, and is attended with so much inconve

nience and mischief that a limitation in this respect would be extremely

desirable. But before I do so, I shall just give Mr. Cameron's opi

nion as to the value of the appellate Courts which were superseded by

the one which the Charter established on his recommendation . He

states in his Report,

“ The proceedings of the local Judges are very inefficiently con

trolled by appellate judicatures."

. " There are four minor Courts of Appeal, one at Colombo, one at

Jaffna, one at Trincomalie and one at Galle.”

· Their constitution is still more defective than that of the Courts of

original jurisdiction. The Judges who preside in them, like those

whose decisions they are appointed to correct, have no education

adapted to their functions ; they sit without Jury or Assessors, and

their proceedings attract less attention than those of the Courts of ori

vinal jurisdiction. The minor Court of Appeal at Colombo may be

taken as an example. " The Judges who sit in it are four in number ,

so their responsibility would be quartered, were it not so small as

to be practically indivisible. They are the Provincial Judge, the Sit

ting Magistrate (two of tho functionaries from whom the appeal lies)

the Commissioner of Revenue, and the Collector of Customs, all per.

sous whose time ought to be fully occupied with other duties."

>
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“ The high Court of appeal is better constituted than the Minor Courts

of appeal , so far as regards competency for the decision of legal ques

tions, inasmuch as the two Judges of the Supreme Court are mem

bers of it. The other members are the Governor, the Chief Secre

tary, and the Commisioner 'of Revenue, who, as far as regards any

legitimate purposes of Judicature, are superfluous, and whose time

ought to be occupied with other duties."

“ This Court is furnished by the 92nd section of the Charter of 1801 ,

with very ample powers for correcting the mistakes and abuses of the

subordinate jurisdictions ; but as it sits always at Colombo, its judg

ments must in general be founded upon the records transmitted from

the Courts in which the suits have been originally decided, as the

distance of most of these Courts from Colombo must make the bringing

of witnesses thither an operation so difficult and expensive as to be

beyond the means of ordinary suitors ."

· When, therefore, I consider the general ignorance and dishonesty

of their native legal advisers, together with the servility of both towards

the Europeans in authority over them , it seems to me that the only

mode of combining that unity which is everywhere essential to an

appellate jurisdiction, considered as the ultimate expounder of the law ,

with that ubiquity which in Ceylon it must possess, in order to be

effectually accessible to the native suitors, and effectually to control the

local judicatures, is to send one appeal Court on circuit through the

whole Island to hear and determine appeals in causes of all kinds ;

and this is accordingly the measure which your Lordship will find

recommended in its proper place . "

Let us now see how far Bentham supports these views. The fol

lowing are from him .

" . In case of appeal, which in a case of this sort" (he is speaking

of decision without external evidence) “ ought ever to be allowed,

to guard against ultimate misdecision , let it be incumbent on the Judge,

if so required , to officiate in the character of a deposing witness, and

in that character state the facts, subject to counter interrogation, ex

actly in the same manner as any other witness."

“ Even in the first instance” ( that is in case “ the only perceptions

on which the decision concerning the fact is grounded, are perceptions

obtained by the Judge himself, without any report made to him by

any other person, in the character of a percipient witness") " if the

judicatory lies as it ought if possible to be so constructed as to admit

and contain an audience, in pronouncing his decision, the Judge might

and ought to deliver ; in his character of percipient witness, in the

face of that audience, the facts which that decision takes for its grounds."

6 .
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“ Many, as will be seen , are the cases in which to help form the

ground of decision, cognizance of this or that matter of fact is, under

every system of law , obtained , in the way of immediate perception, hy

men occupied in the exercise of judicial functions ; but in these cases,

perception constituting but a part of the ground of decision , and

forming no more than a sort of supplement to testimony, they come

not under the head of decision without evidence."

Under the head of “ Publicity and Privacy ” he says,

“ The faculty of appeal may be apt to present itself as an effec

tual succedaneum to publicity in judicature. In many countries, under

the Rome-sprung system in general" (hence the secrecy of our former

Minor Courts of Appeal) “ under Anglican law in some instances,

it is the actual, and in some, the only one."

“The utility of appeal in general, its efficacy in regard to the par

ticular points here in question , will depend in no small degree upon

the arrangements made in relation to that branch of procedure ; a

detail which belongs not to this work " (Rationale of Judicial Evidence .)

“But that the faculty of appeal, however conducted, cannot operate

in any such way as to supersede the demand for publicity in the col

lection of testimony, may even in this place be made sufficiently evi

dent by various considerations ." .

" Punishment or disapprobation experienced or apprehended from

the Judge above, in virtue of the appeal, operates, even without pub

licity, as a check and remedy more or less effective against mis

conduct (whether through mental weakness, improbity or negligence)

in the Judge below . But the Judge above, where is the check upon

misconduct on his part in any shape ? What possible check so effec

tual as publicity ? and if the Court above is at the highest stage,

what other possible check is afforded by the nature of things."

Appeals without publicity, are an aggravation, rather than a re

medy ; they serve but to lengthen the succession , the dull and useless

compound, of despotism, procrastination, precipitation , caprice and ney

ligence."

One of the reasons which induced the introduction of Assessors

to the appellate Court, was to secure the publicity above referred to.

He also recommends appeal as a test for the ascertainment of the

qualifications of Judges of original jurisdiction .

“ Number of appeals from decisions grounded on the question of

fact; distinguishing between the cases in which the decision of the

subordinate judicatory was , by the superordinate, affirmed purely and

simply, and those in which it was either reversed or modified ; and

in cases of divers appeals grounded on the saine original decisivir,

a
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and presented to different judicatories; taking cognizance one after

another of the same fact, --showing the number of such successive appeals."

“ If in each instance, the evidence be exactly the same, and pre

sented in the same shape ; then upon the supposition of consummate

wisdom and probity on the part of the judicatory ultimately resorted

to in each case , together with sufficient ability in each instance, on

the part of the losing side, to carry the cause before an ulterior ju

dicatory ; all these assumptions being made, the proportion between

affirmed and reversed or modified , would exhibit the degree of ap

titude, in all shapes taken together, on the part of the respective

subordinate judicatories." Refuse appeal therefore, and the subordinate

judicatories will remain secure from any exposure of their incompetency

or inaptitude, should any such exist."

Mr. Cameron's views stand still more strongly supported by what

Mr. James Mill , has said on the subject (see article Jurisprudence in

the Encyclopædia Britannica.)

“ Of the use of appeal as a security against the misconduct of the

Judge, there is the less occasion to adduce any proof, because it seems

to be fully recognised by the practice of nations."

“ One thing, however, which is most recognised by that practice is,

that if it is necessary in one sort of causes, so it is in every other,

without exception. Not a single reason can be given why it should

exist in one set of cases, which is not equally strong to prove that

it should exist in every other.

“ It is instructive to observe the cases in which it bas been sup

posed that it ought to exist, and the cases in which it has been sup

posed that it might be omitted. The cases in which it has been thought

necessary, are those which concern property of considerable value.

Those in which it has been dispensed with, are those which concern

property of inconsiderable value. The first set of cases are those

which are of importance to the aristocratical class, the second are

those which are of no importance to that class. It is the aristocra

tical class who have made the laws : they have accordingly declared

that the suits which were important to them should have the benefit

of appeal; the suits not important to them should not have the benefit

of appeal."

“ We recognize only one standard of importance, namely, influence

upon human happiness and misery. The small sum of money for

which the suit of the poor man is instituted is commonly of much

greater importance to him, than the larger sum for which the suit of

the rich man is instituted to the rich. Again , for one rich man there

are thousands and thousands of poor. In the calculation, then of per
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fect benevolence, the suits for the small sums, are not, as in the cal

culation of perfect aristocracy, those of the least, or rather no im

portance, they are of ten thousand times greater importance than the

suits for the largest sums."

“ If an appeal ought to be had ; how many stages should there be

of appeal ? This question, we imagine, is easily answered. If you go

for a second judgment, you should , if possible, go to the very best source ;

and if you go at once to the best source, why go any further ?"

Sir E. Perry seems to be of a like opinion. He says in his letter

to the Government of India :

“ The modifications on the Commissioners' plan which I would desire

to see introduced are, first to place the Court under the superin

tendence of a Judge of equal rank and emoluments with the Judges

of the Supreme Court. He ought I think, to be a member of the

Supreme Court Bench ; and if, as I pointed out in a former Minute,

all the civil law business of the Presidency was transacted before a

single Judge in the first instance, and the appeal lay to the Bench

of three Judges, exactly the same check upon misdecision as now exists

in England would be introduced for the first time to India ." He here

does not give the least hint of a restriction or limitation of appeal

though the Court of original jurisdiction is to be presided over by

one of the Judges of the Supreme Court.

The 19th and 20th recomme lations of Mr. Cameror, relate to the

criminal jurisdiction of the Supreme Court as at present exercised,

and the 21st advises that the Supreme Court should have no other

original jurisdiction than the criminal jurisdiction so given.

The 22nd recommendation which proceeds to say, “ that the Judges

of the Supreme Court, whether at Colombo or on circuit, shall receive

application in writing from the Judges of original jurisdiction for

advice upon all matters of law and practice, and shall return answers

in writing thereto ," is clearly and manifestly wrong in principle. For,

to give an opinion, without discussion and argument, simply on the ap

plication of a Judge of original jurisdiction , who tries to supply his

lack of learning from a superior source , instead of searching and finding

it out for himself; and then again possibly to sit in judgment in ap

peal upon a decision pronounced upon such previously expressed opinion,

is obviously a most objectionable course of procedure as it is nothing

more or less than the appellate Judge reviewing his own opinion

the judgment originally given being virtually the judgment of the

appellate Judge himself. Besides, this would enable every Judge of

original jurisdiction to divest himself of all responsibility in the de

cision of any point of law that might come before him , by merely
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taking the opinion of the Supreme Court and acting in conformity

with it, and thus taking upon himself the determination of facts only.

The 23d bears upon the power to be given to the Supreme Court

to issue mandates &c ; and the Charter has made ample provision in

in that respect, accordingly.

The 24th recommendation is of no material importance to notice ;

but the 25th, which is the last, as it has been followed in the Charter,

and its operation depends on the contingency of comprehensive circuits

to be made by the Supreme Court ; I shall quote at length.

“ I recommend that the Judges of the Supreme Court shall look

over the records of the Court of original Jurisdicton, and in case they

shall observe that the law has been laid down differently, or that the

practice has varied in the different Courts of original jurisdiction, shall

take a note thereof, and shall consult together thereon, and shall draw

up a draft of such a declaratory law as the case may seem to them

to require, and submit the same to the Governor, who shall thereupon

pass, with the usual legislative forms, such law as the case may

seem to him and to those who may partake with him in the legislative

function to require, without prejudice however to the right of the

Governor, and such persons so partaking with him in the legislative

function, to legislate upon these, as upon all other subjects, without

such recommendation "

The requirements of the charter in respect of the above recommen

dation are contained in its 48th clause.

Having thus briefly stated the various recommendations made by

Mr. Commissioner Cameron, the reasons which he advanced for each

of those recommendations, as also the opinions of others of high and

indisputable authority. so far as they go to support the principles on

which these recommendations are founded ; I shall now proceed to

give a short outline of the Charter of 1833, whereby most of those

recommendations were carried into effect. Several of the recommen

dations were rejected by the then Secretary of State for the Colonies

as inexpedient and not likely to prove practically useful, ( these it

will not be necessary to notice ) and some have been but partially

followed .

The charter of 1833, in the first place, establishes a Supreme Court

for the entire Island with three Judges, having an original criminal

Jurisdiction to try all crimes and offences which the King's Advocate

or Deputy King's Advocate shall elect to prosecute before such Court.

( Clauses 5 and 40.) Hence it will be seen that the Supreme Court

is vested with a concurrent jurisdiction with the District Courts to

try any offence however trivial , provided the public prosecutor chooses
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to bring it before that Court. But these trials must be heard with

a Jury . This was the only original jurisdiction which vested in the

Supreme Court. It had no other original Civil or Criminal Jurisdic

tion , except the power of issuing some of, what are called the prero

gative writs. The Criminal Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court was

to be exercised in the District of Colombo and in Circuits alone. For

this purpose the Island was divided into a certain number of Circuits

(Clause 18th ) exclusive of the District of Colombo.'

The Governor was then authorized to subdivide these circuits, with

the concurrence of the Judges of the Supreme court, into as many

Districts as circumstances might seem to require (Clause 19th.) In

each of these Districts and in the District of Colombo was to be

established one court of Original jurisdiction to have and determine

all suits in which the defendant or defendants shall be resident within

the District, or the act, matter or thing in respect of which such suit

is brought, shall have been done within such district.

It was to have also a Criminal Jurisdiction , to enquire of all

criminal causescommitted wholly or in part withinthe district, and try
all criminal offences which shall not be punishable with Death or

Transportation or Banishment or Imprisonment for more than twelve

calendar months, or by whipping exceeding one hundred lashes, and

by fine exceeding ten pounds. So the District Courts, under the

charter, possessed the whole of the original Civil Jurisdiction, includ

ing Testamentary, Matrimonial and Revenue, and a Criminal Jurisdic

tion in concurrence with the Supreme Court within certain very

indefinite limits, as there was no existing Criminal Code belonging to

the Island whieh clearly defined what are the offences which fell

within the punishments which the District Courts were empowered

to inflict. The power given by the 25th Clause to enquire into all

crimes and offences of whatever nature was supposed to vest in these

Courts the duties now exercised by coroners and Justices of the

Peace. The constitution of these courts was to be in entire accordance

with Mr. Cameron's recommendations, the Assessors always forming a

component part of them ; so that in the investigation of acriminal offence,

even when beyond the limits of their jurisdiction, the Assessors were

to be associated with the Judgema most inconvenient mode of pro

ceeding upon such an enquiry, as was proved in practice.

Such was the constitution of Original courts ; and by the 17th Clause

of the Charter the Supreme Court was empowered to admit and enrol

Advocates and Proctors to practice in that court, after examination

by one or more of its Judges ; and the admission and enrolment of

Advocates or Proctors for the District Courts were left to be regulated
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by General Rules and orders to be made by the same court (Clauses

17 and 20.)

25 The 30th Clause makes important provision to secure publicity of

Proceedings in the District Courts, and it is well deserving of being

cited in full.

“ And we furtherdirect and appoint that every final "sentence or

e judgment of the said District Courts respectively and that every

interlocutory order of the said courts having the effect of a final

sentence or judgment and that every order of any such court having

the effect of postponing the final decision of any cause or Prosecution

sus there pending, and any other order which to the Judge of any such

court may appear of adequate importance shall by such Judge ube

to pronounced in Open Court and that such Judge shall in all such

tri falses state in presence and hearing of the Assessors beforementioned

what are the questions of Law and of Fact which have arisen for

Adjudication and which are to be decided upon any such occasion

together with his opinion upon every such question with the grounds

and reason of every such opinion and that every such Assessor shall

also in open court and in the presence and hearing of the Judge

and the other Assessors declare his opinion and deliver his vote upon

each and every question which the Judge shall have previously

declared to have arisen for adjudication whether such questions shall

-Jelate to any matter of Law or to any matter of fact. Provided

nevertheless that case of any difference of opinion between any such

Judge and the majority or the whole of such Assessors upon any

question of Law or of fact depending before any such Distriet Court

the opinion of such Judge shall prevail and shall be taken as the

sentence Judgment or order of the whole Court, Buty in every such

case a Record shall be : made and preserved among the Records of

the said court of the questions declared by the Judge to have arisen

for adjudication and of the vote : of such Judge and of every such

Assessor upon each such question ." 40075controue

Having thus disposed of Original Tribunals, the Charter proceeds

to establish one Appellate tribunal for thea whole Island -- the Supreme

Court - directing the hearing of appeals on cireuit, half yearly (except
:

mg in Colombo) at particular Civil sessions to be holden by the

said court, by some one of its three Judges ris(clauses 31 and 32.) Át

the hearing of such appeals three Assessorswere to be associated with

the Judge. The 35th, 37th and 38th clauses define the mode in which

appeals, both civil and criminal, are to be beard, and how judgment

is to be pronounced. These clauses run thus : 18 4089***

“ And we do further direct and appoint that at every civil sessions

.

य
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of the said Supreme Court so to be holden as aforesaid on every such

circuit the said court shall proceed to hear and determine all Appeals

which may be then depending from any sentence, Judgment, Decree

or order of any district court within the limits of such circuit, and to

affirm reverse correct alter and vary every such sentence Judgment

Decree or order according to law , and it necessary to remand to the

district court for further hearing or for the admission of any further

evidenceany cause suit or action, in which any such appeal as aforesaid

shall have been brought and upon hearing every such appeal it shall

also be competent to the said Supreme Court to receive and admit or

to exclude and reject new evidence touching the matters at issue in

any such original cause suit or Action as justice may require."

“And we do further direct declare and appoint that the Judge of

the Supreme Court holding any such civil sessions thereof as aforesaid

on any such circuit shall in open court state and declare in the

presence and hearing of the Assessors beforementioned what are the

questions of law and of Fact arising for adjudication upon every:

Appeal brought before the said Supreme Court at such sessions and

which are then to be decided and shall then pronounce his opinion

upon every such question with the grounds and reasons of every such

opinion, and that every such Assessor shall thereupon also in open

court and in the presence and hearing of such Judge and the other

Assessors declare his opinion and deliver his vote upon such and every

question which the Judge shall have previously declared to have

arisen for adjudication whether such question shall relate to any

matter of law or any matter of fact. And in case of any difference

of opinion between any such Judge and the majority or the whole.

of such Assessors upon any question of law or of fact depending upon

buch Appeal, the opinion of such Judge shall prevail and shall be

taken as the sentence, judgement or order of the whole court but in

every such case a Record shall be made and preserved among the

Records of the said Supreme Court, of the questions declared by the

Judge to have arisen for Adjudication and of the vote of such

Judge and of every such Assessor upon every such question .”

“And we do further direct ordain and appoint that at every criminal

sessions of the said Supreme Court to be holden on any such circuit as ,

aforesaid such court shall proceed to hear and determine all Appeals

which may be then depending from any sentence or judgement pro

nounced by any district court within the limits of any such circuit

in any criminal prosecution and to affirm reverse correct alter and vary

every such sentence and judgment according to law. And upon hearing

of every such Appeal it shall also be competent to the said Supreme



Court to receive and admit or to exclude and reject new evidence

touching the matters at issue in any such original prosecution as

justice may require.".

The 47th Clause authorizes a Judge of the Supreme Court on circuit

to reserve questions of law , pleading, evidence or practice of doubt

or difficulty for the decision of theJudges collectively at general sessions

to he holden at Colombo.

Clause 52 allows an Appeal to His Majesty in Privy Council froma

the Supreme Court, in any suit above the value of £ 500; reserving

however by the 53d clause to His Majesty, a right to entertain any

appeal of whatsoever kind, when he deemed it fit to do so.

Such were the principal and important provisions of the Charter

made in accordance with Mr. Cameron's recommendations. The Rules

of procedure framed by the Judges of the Supreme Court to give

effect to the Provisions of the Charter require the district judges not

only to pronounce their judgments in open Court, but also direct such

judgments to be recorded stating the grounds on which they proceed,

while no such rule of this last mentioned description applied to judg

ments pronounced by the Supreme Court itself.

It would be both tedious and unprofitable to enter into a detail of

the 'rules of Procedure and of Pleading which have been enacted by

the Supreme Court at various periods for the district courts, and the

Tables of Fees which it has framed as payable to the practitioners of

those courts. The rules themselves are pretty voluminous and com

plicated, and they certainly introduced a system of pleading and

procedure fraught with a great many technicalities which rendered the

objects which the Charter had in view (the administration of speedy,

accessible and cheap justice) almost utterly nugatory. Written pleadings,

motions, notices, arrests, interpleaders, postponements," appeals from

every order, judgment and ruling, however unimportant, (which last

however is equally imputable to the Charter itself ) the liberty allowed

to the practioners, to argue, answer, reply at any length upon any

point of law or fact, and in every case, civil or criminal, however

trivial, admitted of so much delay and expence, and rendered the

pleadings and proceedings so voluminous, intricate and lengthy, that

cases however simple took sometimes years before they could come

to a hearing and final decision ; whenever one of the parties desired

Bo to prolong proceedings. Thus the courts became clogged with

business, and that business fell into considerable arrear, the Supreme

Court itself was inundated with Appeals, and found that the liberty

of appeal was considerably abused. The only body that seemed to

thrive and prosper under the system appeared to be the profession:
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Every one else was dissatisfied ; for, the suitor naturally thought that

tardy and expensive justice was even worse than cheap injustices.

The very involved proceedings in the district courts, the attempt to

Carry out a system of special pleading, by means of Proctors of

whom most did not in the least understand or comprehend it ; the

artificial system of procedure which gave room to all kinds of motions

and applications, left such ample opportunity to delay and to defeat

a party upon pure technicalities, that the obtainment of justice became

à matter of simple probabilities, of which the chances were over

whelmingly against it. A decision in the district court by no means

assured the successful party of the safety of his cause. The technical

system found so much favour with the Supreme Court that no body

knew what flaw , what mismanagement might not be discovered in so

much complicated proceedings by the ingenuity of counsel employed

to argue in appeal. The finding of a district court, even of a matter

of fact upon conflicting evidence, was not safe. With such finding

there was nothing to prevent the Judge of the Appellate Court inter

fering, to any extent. I do not mean here to say that it was not a

wise provision of the Charter to have allowed an appeal from a

Court of Original Jurisdiction upon a matter of fact, but I venture

to declare that it is not a wise or prudeut course for the appellate

judge to set aside the finding of such a court and substitute another,

unless such finding be against evidence or be grounded on insufficient

evidence. The interference of the Supreme Court would be perfectly

justifiable in cases similar to those in which a Superior Court of

England would grant a new trial, notwithstanding the finding of a

Jury, in a civil suit, and nothing short of this could justify its inter

ference, in my opinion. To guess at the truth of evidence heard

before another court, merely rpon reading that evidence as recorded,

is an extremely hazardous attempt; nor do I believe, that the framers

of the charter contemplated any such course, but allowed the appeal:

with the view of enabling the Supreme Court, whenever a doult

appeared as to the correctness of the finding, to rehear the evia

dence already taken, vor to take additional evidence, and then de
cide. The effect of such interference was that every party defeated

in the district court, whether upon à point of tacu
or law , took the

chance of an appeal; though he did not see his way through clearly,

nor could make any certain calculation as to what the ultimate result

would be. Thus the liberty of appeal was grossly misused, and the Su

preme Court itself felt uncomfortable under the burden of its labourz,

which in a great measure it brought upon itself ;, while confidence in

the lower tribunals was very considerably shaken . Independent of this,

B
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it is no less true, that much of the confusion, delay, mistake and misa.

management was also attributable to the imperfections of those whoi.

were appointed to administer justice in the district courts. How could

men who never read or understood law , Rules of pleading and evi

dence, be expected to work out a technical system and mete out justice

according to law ? It was quite a hap- hazard work with them . Theya

groped in the dark ; and if they happened to stumble over some impedi

ment , intentionally or accidentally placed in their way, it was no matter

for wonder. Another evil that added still more to this embarassment

was the inadequacy of most of the establishments, either by the small )

nesss of the number of officers allotted to them , or the want of suffis :

cient qualifications on the part of such officers to perform the duties 1

of their respective offices with efficiency and dispatch. Most of these

officers had been drafted out to the District Court establishments from

the abolished Courts of Magistrates and Provincial Judges, and were

accustomed to a most imperfect method of conducting business. The

It will hence be perceived that matters, as they then stood required

amendment; the evils were obvious and palpable, the grievances of

suitors great, and both the Government and the Legislature felt it to be

their duty to provide a remedy and afford relief. Now let us see the

mode which they adopted and pursued to grant this relief , and this :9

brings me to the third Head of my enquiry. to S VII . :)

3CX

CHAPTER III.

SUPPOSED GROUNDS AND REASONS, THAT LED TO A
PARTIAL DEVIATION

FROM THE CHARTER OF 1893 UNDER THE LEGISLATIVE ENACTMENTS

of 1843_EFFECTS OF SUCA DEPARTURE.

Tor
i

.

No doubt the state of things as above described required a remedy,

and an effective remedy. The hardships imposed upon the litigant,

the expense, the delay, the trouble, the uncertainty were too greatand

apparent to be denied or overlooked . A case in the District Court,

in point of duration could occasionally, nay often , enter into compe

tition with a chancery suit. Frequently even a period of 10 or 12

years did not put a final termination to a suit. Our legislators there

fore bestirred themselves to seek for a remedy, and to bestow , on the

Island another instalment of Law reform ; but utterly forgetful of the

duty of enquiry into the causes and origin of the existing evils and

the obligation to abide by the real reforms which had already been

introduced upon good and sound principles, approved by all enlight

ened law reformers, they cast their eyes abroad into foreign

lauds to see how things were being done there, and very naturally

1
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their eyes rested on the mother country --motkier country as regards

Europeans and the ruling country as regards natives-- England. In

Eugland they saw four descriptions of Judicial offices which had no ex

ištepce there, Justices of the Peace, Coroners, Police Magistrates and

Commissioners of the Courts of Requests, possessing various powers

and discharging several duties relating to the administration of justice

as classigned to each class ; with some benefit to the public. However,

they sbestowed no thought and made no enquiry as to how they

came to exist there, and the circumstances which maintained themi.

Our then legislators, at least those who originated the legislation of

1843 in this respect, no great jurists evidently, had most probably a

natural predilection and attachment for the institutions which existed

in their own country, and never dreamt of questioning the wisdom

which established them -- an act of impiety which they would not for

the world perpetrate, particularly at so great a distance from the land

of their birth, when every reminiscence and agsociation of their earlier

years made them almost blind to the defects of those things which had

long obtainedand continued there .
"VipinSecte

oft was for more philosophic minds, those who proceeded uponIt

fixed principles, "uninfluenced by any existing prejudices and attach

ments, to pursue a different course. With our then legislators," love

of country and attachment to old institutions predominated and they

cared not to enquire into the reasons which led to the abolition of

our former system , but went headlong to engraft upon the charter

system another utterly , incompatible with its acknowledged principles
2

and leading to the same confusion , uncertainty and misdecision which

the former aimed to obviate and prevent.

I shall now proceed to notice the alterations and amendments which

the legialation of 1843 introduced, in order to see how far they are

compatible with the true principles of law reforin, and wherein they
transgress the rules which trúe law reformers seek to enforce and

establish . tostia y el : 938 )

One of the Ordinances passed in that year was " to provide for

the better holding of Inquests" and so far as this Act goes, it makes

no infringment of the rules on which Mr Cameron grounded his re

commendations. If any radical defect is to be found in the Charter

of 1833, it is its study dof sover-simplicity. It conferred upon

one Court-the wholes of the jurisdiction , civil, criininal de which

in any way stood connaited with legal enquiry and administration

arising within al districts and with jealous care prevented there being

any more than one legal functionary in each distric and at the heades

of each Courti » Noi confusion, no collisiou or contiet, no uncertaintys

$ 2
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could by any possibility be expected by the appointment of a Coroner

or Deputy Coroners to each of the districts , and therefore the Or

dinance which created these officers, prescribed the various duties and

directed the mode of their proceedings, did by no means affect the

principles of the Charter, and might therefore be safely pronounced to

be an improvement. If in the course of an enquiry instituted by a

Çoroner, an offence be discovered , it must be one which must be pro

secuted before the Supreme Court, and can have no relation to the

criminal jurisdiction of the local Courts as limited by the Charter.

Another of the Ordinances of this year created Justices of the Peace,

or at least conferred on the Governor the power to create them with

: limited powers. Within the limitation of power as defined in the Oră

dinance, that is, to enquire and commit for trial before the District

or Supreme Court criminal offenders ; to arrest and detain them ; and

generally to take measures to preserve the peace ; but with no juris

diction to try or punish ; this may also be rightly deemed a proper

and beneficial amendment of the Charter, which is not liable to pro

duce any evil by way of collision of jurisdiction, or uncertainty. It

was, in my opinion, a mistake to have confined the exercise of every

power in reference to a criminal offender to one functionary in a dis

trict, by the Charter, though it was a wise precaution not to give a

divided jurisdiction to two or more functionaries to try and punish

within the same district , excepting in the few offences which were

made triable before the Supreme i ourt. When restricted to one, un

avoidable absence , sickness or other cause left a district totally unpro

tected, without any functionary having power even to issue an urgent

process, or to institute an enquiry into a serious offence that demanded

instant preliminary investigation. This Ordinance therefore may safely

be declared a beneficial piece of legislation.

Another of the legislative Acts of the year was the one to “ alter

and amend in certain respects the constitution of the Supreme Court, the

power of the Judges thereof and the manner of proceeding therein. This

Ordinance simply makes some important improvements on the Charter

of 1833 , in perfect consistency with its principles, supplies some of

its omissions, removes certain doubts which seemed to arise from a

strict interpretation of its provisions, obviates some unnecessary res

trictions which it apparently imposed , and may be generally considered

as a very useful piece of law reform . It seemis unnecessary to enter into

ițs merits. It infringes none of the principles on which the Charter
was based.

Akin to the above is the Ordinance No. 12 to certain al

tarations in the constitution of the District Courts."
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There are many things in this Ordinance which cannot be viewed

in the light of true reforms. The first clause authorizes the Governor

to appoint more than one District Judge to one Court. There appears

to have been no urgent call or necessity for such a course , the creation

of more than one Judge of original jurisdiction to one Court. If

the business arising in a District Court was too much for speedy

despatch by one. Judge, a re -division of the district was the natural

remedy. The unity of the law could be better preserved while one

Judge decided all the cases coming before a Court than when two de

termine cases simultaneously, one independent of the other. It was

however supposed, I believe, that by establishing more Courts with

a single Judge to each, an additional expense would be incurred to

furnish them with establishments ; but this consideration should have

had no weight, if it infringed an important principle. The power

given to the Governor by this clause, however, has never been ex

ercised , and, I think, wisely. If it had been ; in one and the same Court,

one might have seen probably, one Judge lay down the law one way,

and the other another way ; one construe a rule of Practice or an Or

dinance differently from the other ; one giving implicit credence and

perhaps commending a witness for his truthfulness; while the same

witness when called before the other is discredited and his evidence

rejected as false. When a like contrariety happens in distant tri

bunals situate in two different districts it is not productive of so much

mischief; as the suitors and practitioners can guide themselves ac

cording to the opinion entertained by each Court if they do not con

sider it worth their while to incur the expenses of an appeal to

test their correctness, reconcile the difference, and produce uniformity.

If any such provision as the appointment of an additional Judge was

at all necessary , an Assistant or Deputy Judge in complete subordi

nation to the principal Judge, - to conduct easy and routine business

under this latter's guidance, instruction and suspervision would have

been far preferable. This is what Mr. James Mill suggests.

“ As the judgment seat should never be empty, for the need of

staying injustice is not confined to times and seasons, and as one

Judge may be sometimes ill , sometimes called to a distance even by

the duties of his office, provision ought to be made to supply his place.

For this purpose, the proper expedient is a deputy. That the deputy

should well perform his duty, the best security is that he should be

chosen and employed by the Judge, the Judge being responsible for

the acts of the deputy as his own. Whatever it be which the Judge

eanno lo, or cannot conveniently do, in that he may employ his des

puty. If there is a great influx of causes ; the - deputy may be em

+
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or

ployed in some of the least complex and difficult. If there is any bu

siness not of first rate importance requiring the presence of the Judge

at a distance, the delegation of the deputy or deputies is the proper

resource."

The second clause is open to still graver objections. In the first

portion, it proceeds to re -assign the limits of the criminal jurisdiction

of District Courts in these words “ Each of the said Courts shall have

full power and authority to enquire of all crimes and offences what

soever committed wholly or in part within the district to which such

Court may belong and which shall not according to any law now

hereafter to be in force within this Island, be punishable with death

or transportation or banishment or imprisonment with or without hard

labour for more than 12 calendar months or by whipping exceeding

fifty lashes or by fine exceeding twenty pounds." The change consists

here simply in giving more power to fine and less power to lash, but

the jurisdiction has been left as ill defined as before, and I should be

glad to know whether there is one learned lawyer in the Island, the

Judges of the Supreme Court inclusive, who is capable of explaining

what specific crimes or offences (excepting a very few mentioned in

our local laws) fall within the jurisdiction of the District Court and

not triable also by the Police Court, or what ought only to be tried

before the Supreme Court.

The latter part of the same clause introduces an inconvenient res «

triction which never existed before. For, it goes on to say, “ It shall not

be competent for any District Court to try any person for any crime

or offence who shall not have been committed for trial before buch

Court by some competent Justice of the Peace or unless an informa

tion in the name of the Queen's Advocate and signed by the Queen's

Advocate or some Deputy Queen's Advocate empowered to act within

such District shall be exhibited in such Court against such person."

Now, the object which Mr. Cameron always kept steadily in view

was to give full liberty to every person who felt himself aggrieved

by an injury to have immediate access to the Judge who had the cog

nizance of his cause, and obtain any relief to which he might be entitled,

without intermediate delay, expense or trouble. This requirement en

tirely debars such a course . In the first place the injured party is

obliged to apply to a Justice of the Peace, the accused is to be brought

up before him, a preliminary enquiry is to be gone through, and in the

event of a committal, to lodge another plaint for the purpose of a trial

before the District Court. This course creates a prolongation of the

investigation, the inconvenience of repeated attendances of parties and

witnesses and consequent trouble and expense. Moreover, the business

2
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and trouble of the Judge himself is unnecessarily and uselessly

increased, and impartial enquiry and arjudication rendered doubtful. In

many districts the Justice of the Peace whose duty it is to make this

preliminary enquiry and take proceedings is the very individual who

fills theoffice of Police Magistrate and of District Judge. Often he will

find the complaint overcharged and exaggerated, and the offence to be

one triable before the Police Court when reduced to its proper mag .

nitude. In such a case he will have to refer the complainant to the

Police Court, and his labour is lost ; for he will have as Police

Magistrate to enter upon a fresh trial of the cause. If the case

however be found to be one which ought to be tried before the

District Court; still, he will be obliged as the Judge of that Court

to rehear the evidence; and that with a previous bias arising from

conclusions drawn from a former enquiry, which will often lead to

superficial investigation and hasty conviction from which a prisoner

onght to beprotected. Even when these last mentioned disadvantages
have no existence ; still, the repeated attendance of parties and wit

nesses is in itself an evil ; the delay creates opportunity for tampering
Term

with witnesges,and the defeat of justice. This therefore is no im

provement, but must be injurious in its operation.

The first part of the 3d clause which authorizes the prosecution

of offences before the District Court without the intervention of the

Queen's Advocate, is a beneficial amendment of the Charter which con

fined the limits of such prosecution to " breaches of the Peace, Petty

assaults, and other Minor offences of the like nature;" but the latter

part of the clause which empowers the Queen's Advocate to intervene

wheneverhe thinks fit and stop aprosecution is highly objectionable.

If the intervention was
for the purpose of promoting the ends of

justice and of making the prosecution effectual, then it certainly would

deserve praise ; but the power thus given can also be perverted for

the purpose of preventing a party from obtaining criminal justice.

Under a similar power thus conferred on the Queen's Advocate, I

have known of an instance in which the Queen's Advocate actually

interfered and prevented the prosecution of a toll -renter though he

was openly and daily employed in exacting illegal toll. So soon as

a plaint was entered , in came the Deputy to the Queen's Advocate

and stoppedthe prosecution, without the remotest intention of carrying

it on himself, but for the purpose of securing the Government from

loss, by extending his protection to the party about to be prose
cuted , who otherwise under the peculiar nature of his contract with

Government, would have been entitled to demand compensation. Thegu

clause, in question , therefore, should have gone further and given to
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the private prosecutor liberty to proceed with the prosecution if the

Queen's Advocate neglected to take steps within reasonable time.

The power thus given to the public prosecutor is that which the 49th

clause of the Charter expressly took away from the Supreme Court

in these words.

“ It shall not be lawful for the said Supreme Court nor for any

Judge thereof in any case to grant an Injunction to prevent any

person from suing or prosecuting a suit in any District Court or to

prevent any party to any suit, in any District Court from appealing

or prosecuting an Appeal to any Court of Appeal, or to prevent any

"party to any suit in any Court of Original Jurisdiction, or in any

Court of Appeal from insisting upon any ground of Action, Defence

or Appeal."

In Council , this provision of the Ordinance was, I believe, objected

to, as investing the Queen's Advocate with too extensive a power of

which he might possibly make an abusive use ; but the answer re

turned to this objection tvas, that that would be presuming the pro

bable misconduct of a high public officer, while none such was ever

likely to occur . This answer contains an argument which cannot

safely have any weight with the legislator. Never should the legis ,

dature spare one restraint, one single check calculated to secure good

conduct, on the presumed virtuous conduct of an officer entrusted with

a weighty and important duty, if for want of such restraint or check

there is the least possibility of the occurrence of such misconduct

which must be left without correction and without punishment. Hence

it is that the Charter conferred the liberty of appeal on so extensive

à scale and without limitation, and prevented prohibition even by the

Supreme Court on any ground whatsoever.

The 5th clause of the Ordinance enacts à penalty for proceeding

in a District Court in any suit which could have been brought in

a Court of Requests, by way of loss of all costs incurred, when the

judgment is in favor of Plaintiff; and by giving the defendant double

costs when judgment is entered in favor of this latter. If the legis

lature declared that in the former event plaintiff shall recover no

more costs than he could have recovered from the defendant in the

Court of Requests, it would have been something reasonable and suf,

ficient to deter a party from unnecessarily resorting to the District

Court; but there appears to be no good reason for treating a

who doeg so, almost like a criminal and offender and inflicting upon

upon him a punishment as a delinquent whether his claim was a

just one or not. It ould have been very considerably better to have

prohibited entirely the resort to a District Court in such a case .

man
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This therefore looks very much like random legislation ; whim occu- .

pying the seat of reason and principle.

The clauses from 6th to 12th require no particular notice. The 13th

clause empowers the Judge to state his opinion either before or after

Assessors, while the Charter required him always to pre- intimate it.

This was intended , I suppose, to prevent ( when the Judge really

wished the assistance of a free and candid opinion on the part of

the Assessors ) the giving of a mere mechanical assent, which had

grown to be a common habit and practice. There is nothing objec

tionable in the provision, although this course is calculated to place

the unfortuuate Assessors occasionally in the awkward predicament of

making a random guess, which however the Judge need not adopt if

contrary to his own impression. If it confirms his, of course, it gives

him more confidence as to his being correct. The 14th clause makes

a very wholesome provision, enabling the Court to examine parties to

a suit and to punish for any false statement. The remaining clauses

contain nothing very material to our present enquiry,

The next Ordinance of 1843 which deserves notice, is the 11th

entitled “ An Ordinance to allow appeal to be heard with consent of

parties at Colombo and to allow in certain cases an appeal to the

collective Court from the decision of a single Judge of the Supreme

Court &c. ” This is an Ordinance which can be spoken of in lan

guage of the highest commendation , as things then stood. The first

clause of it allows liberty to hear appeals in Colombo instead of on

circuit, by consent of parties. When I come to the 4th head of my

subject, I think I shall be able to prove, almost to a demonstration ,

that all appeals should be heard in Colombo, and that there should

be no Circuit Court of Appeal.

The second clause enjoined on the Supreme Court the duty of en

tering on the “ records of their judgments, the grounds and reasons

thereof” As regards District Courts, this duty was imposed on them

by a Rule which the Judges of the Supreme Court had laid down on

that behalf, but they had failed to impose a like obligation on them

selves (which would show that it is much easier to prescribę duties to

others than to recognize our own) and very often omitted to perform

a like task . A judgment without a single ground or reason was ut

terly valueless to settle any point of law , and unsatisfactory, inas

much as it does not show how it was arrived at. By some strange

mistake the provisions of this clause as well as those of the next, by

defect of wording, were confined to appeals heard at Colombo, though

it was never so intended. As this clause gives reason in full, for its

enactment, I shall give it at length :
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2. “ And whereas by the Charter of King William the Fourth

dated the 18th day of February 1833 the Judge of the Supreme Court

holding civil sessions thereof is only required to state in open Court

and in the hearing of the Assessors associated with him the questions

arising for adjudication , and his opinion, and the grounds and reasons

of his opinion thereupon ; and it is only in case of a difference of

opinion between the Judge and the Assessors that any record of such

questions or of the vote of the Judge and Assessors is required. And

whereas District Judges cannot conveniently attend at every sessions

of the Supreme Court at which appeals from their decisions are heard ,

more especially when such appeals are heard at Colombo under the

provisions of the preceding clause, but it is highly expedient that they

should be accurately informed of the grounds and reasons of every re

Versal, modification or alteration, and in certain cases of every affir

mation of their decisions. It is therefore hereby further enacted that

whenever the Supreme Court or any Judge thereof sitting with three

Assessors at Colombo upon the hearing of any appeal from any Dis

trict Court in any other than its criminal jurisdiction shall reverse ,

modify or alter the decision of such District Court, the grounds and

reasons of such reversal, modification or alteration shall be entered in

the record of the judgment, decree or order of the said Supreme Court

or such Judge thereof, and whenever the Supreme Court or any such

Judge thereof shall at the hearing of any such appeal as aforesaid

affirm the decision of the District Court the grounds and reasons of

such affirmation shall in like manner be entered in such record as

aforesaid in every case where the decision of the District Court shall

appear from the record of such District Court to have been given

upon any point of Law or Practice which shall have been contested

in such District Court or where such affirmation shall proceed upon

any ground not stated in the Record of the District Court as the

ground upon which the decision thereof shall have been given .”

The Third clause grants an appeal from the judgment of one ap

pellate Judge to the Collective Court when the grounds and reasons

given by a single Judge are bad in law . Prior to the passing of

this Ordinance, a judgment delivered by the Appeal Court, even by a

single Judge of it, was final, except in the very small class of cases

appealable to the Queen in Council, and whether bad in law or not,

was assumed to be correct. This clause also I shall cite at length .

3. “ And it is further enacted that it shall be lawful for any party

who shall be dissatisfied with the grounds and reasons so entered in

the record as aforesaid upon the hearing of any appeal by the Supreme

Court on circuit or by a Judge thereof sitting at Colombo with three
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Assessors by reason of their being considered erroneous in Law in

a matter or matters substantially aftecting the merits of the case to

appeal from the Judgment Decree or order founded on such grounds

and reasons by Petition to the Judges of the Supreme Court collectively

at their General Sessions assigning specially in such petition the al

leged error or errors of Law contained in such grounds and reasons

and praying that the Judgment Decree or order may be revised

corrected varied or altered by reason of such alleged error

errors in law and the said judges at euch general sessions shall hear

determine and dispose of such appeals according to law and shall enter ,

in the record of their Judgment Decree or Order the reasons and

grounds thereof. Provided always that no such Appeal shall be

allowed or entertained unless the error or errors complained of shall

be clearly and distinctly stated in the Petition of Appeal and a duly

admitted Advocate of the Supreme Court shall have endorsed

thereon a Certificate that in his opinion such error or errors are

a matter or matters substantially affecting the merits of the case

and that the Judgment Decrees or order appealed against ought to

be reversed corrected varied or altered by reason of such error or

errors nor unless the party or parties Appellant shall have lodged

their Petition of appeal with the Registrar or some Deputy Registrar

of the Supreme Court within twenty days after the date of the

judgment decree or order against which such party or parties is or

are desirous to appeal exclusive of the day on which such judgment

Es decree or order appealed against was given and of the day of filing

se usuch Petition. And the said Judges of the Supreme Court shall not

unless they shall in some special cause to the contrary hear any

such Appeal unless a duly admitted Advocate of the Supreme Court

shall be present and prepared to argue the same at such time as the

same shall come on for hearing.”

This clause is hampered with so many restrictions as to lead one

to the belief that some interested party must have insidiously intro

duced them for the purpose of throwing as many impediments as

possible in the way of the appeal which it purportsto allow . If

the errors complained of are to be clearly and distinctly stated and

moreover required to be certified by an Advocate of the Supreme

Court, why should there have been introduced the further prerequi

site of an argument in absence of " some special cause ” which may

mean anything or nothing. This however creates two stages of

Appeal, objectionable therefore on principle as explained by Bentham

&c.; but the provision of a second stage of appeal was found

absolutely necessary to maintain the unity of the law so far as is

*
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practicable. So long as a Circuit Court of Appeal exists, nothing

prevents a Judge from laying down a different rule of law from

his brother Judge or Judges, or in fact all the three Judges enter,

taining three different opinions on one and the same point of law .

So, though the court of appeal was one, there was no impediment to

diversity, and practically it led to the creation of perplexity and to the

embarassment of the judges of original jurisdiction. Hence the suggestion

for a second stage of appeal in order to secure uniformity. But I shall

shew in my concluding chapter that if circuits be discontinued this

necessity will no longer exist, and appeals can be beneficially reduced

to one single stage. The remaining portion of this Ordinance is of

10 consequence to our present subject.

The two Ordinances, which introduced a radical change into the

system of Judicature which stood established by the Charter ; which

totally and entirely departed from the principles of true law

form , on which, Mr. Cameron based his recommendations; which re

produced and brought into life and action the abolished Magis.

trates' Courts under different names and titles, are the 10th and 11th

of 1843, establishing Courts of Requests and Police courts. So far

as constitution and jurisdiction went, we had under the Charter al

ready reached a point which the most ardent and most enlightened

modern law reformer could wish to attain . It hardly admitted of

any improvement in this respect; although a slight change without

infringing principles might have been beneficial. It must be con

stantly borne in mind that no true law reformer, no sound jurist

( none, indeed , but a technical lawyer) acknowledges the existence of a

reason or a necessity for establishing a distinction between small causes

and those of a large amount, or for the creation of two separate judi

catures for the trial of causes belonging to each of those classes .

True it is that those, in England and in India, who are zealous

to advance reform , having to encounter very considerable opposition, to

overcome long existing prejudices and vested interests, to combat against

bigotry and dogmatism ; are on that account compelled to accept

(notwithstanding their avowed opinions and principles) a small and

contracted measure of reform at a time, and to establish courts consti

tuted according to their system with simple precedure; but, contrary

to their own ideas, with limited jurisdiction; for the purpose of con

vincing the public and the legislature that there is no impracticability

in their scheme. From time to time they obtain for these courts,

(notwithstanding the opposition of their opponents, and the obstruc

tions thrown in their way by false friends, who have joined their

ļanks: as law reformers for the mere purpose of impeding their
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progress and grant to them as little as possible) an increase of

jurisdiction for local courts. Their avowed aim is to obtain for these

courts the entire jurisdiction within local limits, leaving the Superior

courts simply as courts of appeal. The measures which they introduce

into legislation with this object are often interfered with by un

unskilful hands; and provisions, bad in principle, are thrust in, to prevent

their working with good effect; but still they persevere and are daily

gaining ground. Whoever has closely watched their proceedings, and

has studied the principles they act on must have marked this.

But our legislature seems to have had no clear notion of this, or to

have been in the least aware of the progress we had made ; and they

took to imitation without understanding the system . They swept away

16
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* I am glad to be able to confirm the truth of the view ahove taken by a

passage in No. 772 of the Jurist of 25th October last, which I have just received .

The lawyers have been, until lately , backward in the cause of law reform ;

at least, that cannot now be imputed to them ; for pamphlet after pamphlet now

issues from the press, bearing the name of some member of the Profession, ur

ging law reform with abundance of energy.

For ourselves, we are almost wearied of the subject, and we conclude that

our readers are also ; therefore we would not touch upon it, were it not that

it is one , that; as professional men, they must consider ; because , the public

having at length taken it up; reforms, and large reforms, must and will be

made, and it behoves the Profession to give them all the aid of experience and

judgment. That the Judicial procedure of the country is in a very unsettled

state , all men are agreed. But how to re - settle it is the difficultyma difficulty

not diminished by the circumstance, as regards the common law at least, that

it would be premature to give to the county courts a universal original juris

diction at common law , and to give them a commensurate code of procedure ;

while it is very uncertain whether any efforts or any improved procedure can

now retain for the superior Courts their original jurisdiction, To us it appears

that the time for so doing has passed away, and that , but a few years will

elapse before it will become necessary for the countıy courts to be put on such

& footiug as to transact all the original common law business of the country , and

to convert the superior courts into purely appeal courts . If eight or ten years

ago the procedure of the superior courts had been substantially simplified , so as to

divest it of the expense and delay of which the public complained, probably

county courts would have no more been thought of. But county courts have been

allowed to be formed ; the current of business and public favour has set in towards

them ; the people have, in fact, begun to accustom themselves to local courts;

we doubt whether it is now possible , by any reform , to turn the current back ,

More, we doubt whether it would not now be wiser in the Legislature to adapt

the county court to deal with all original business, and to remodel the superior

courts, so as to convert them into one or more appeal Courts."
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and cast to the winds every principle of trne reform ; destroyed and

effaced the broad land marks which had been raised to prevent icon

fusion, doubt, uncertainly, misdecision, caprice and corruption; and

having achieved all this they congratulated themselves with havitag

introduced, as they thought. a very large amount of law reform . Lets

us keep steadily in view the broad and sound principles of the reformes

of 1833 ; for it is thusalonewe can steer clear of complete shipwrecka

Principle 1st. Division of Jurisdiction on the geographical principle,

in place of the mechanical or metaphysical principle.

2nd. The abolition of the distinction between cases

small and large amount.

3rd . Universal appeal, or the grant of unlimited appeal
to suitors and without restriction .

4th . The creation of a bar and securing publicity as a

sud check on,and in assistance to, the Judge, and to a
por the gitors to conduct their causes in an efficient

x manner, for the purposes of justice.

* 5th. The control and supervision of a Court of Appeal to

correct all mistakes and errors and to prevent mis

conduet, haste and neglect

6th. Uniformity of Judicature and Procedure; and unity

of the law, requiring of the courts to administer justice

according to law ; and in case of supposed error, the

permission of revision and correction by the one Ap

rellate Court.

7th . The prévention of conflict and collision of Jurisdie

Is tions, and ready accessibility to judicial tribunals.

Let us now . See how far the Provisions of those Ordinances transe

gressed these rules. To take first No. 10 which creates Courts of

Request.
It" establishes small" cause Courts to be presided over by

one Judge, without jury or assessors, of which the jurisdiction is

thus defined “ to hear and determine in a summary way and accord

ing to equity and good conscience" (mind, not according to law )

“all actions and aplaints and suits for the payment and recovery of

any debts demands damages or matter not exceeding Five Pounds in

value except the matter in question shall relate to the title of aný

lande or tenements or to any thing whereby rights in future may be

bound ." There is this further exception in the 11th Clause, i " That“

nothing in this Ordinance shall extend to anydebtbeingthe disputed

balance of an unsettled account originally exceeding Five pounds "

The creation of such a jurisdiction is a total rejection of the 1st

2nd 6th and 7th rules and principles above. noted ;rand sits working

**

7. *

2

1
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hasproved abundantly mischievous. Many a case has oecurred in

which a party could not know which of the Courts of Original

Jurisdiction he ought to resort to. For instance, one trespasses upon

pour land, appropriates its produce, without precisely informing you

Apon what alleged right he does 80. You go to the Court of Rer

quents for damages under £ 5 ; but a question as to the title to the

property is raised and you are then driven from this court to the

district-conrt, and that with loss Suppose, to avoid any such mis

fortune, you ,at once resort to the District Court; there possibly the

defendant diselaims any title to the property, but only claims the

profits, and the question turns upon the truth of such a -defence :

Here Plaintiff, even when sụccessful, loses his costs, and when defeated

has to pay. A penalty by way of double costs for a mere mistake of

jurisdiction. Take another case : A party is either slandered, lihelled,

or his wife or daughter is seduced, or he himself has been falsely

prosecuted , and he has to sue for damages ;--- for such actions are

here triable before Courts of Requests though very prudently excluded

from the jurisdiction given to the county courts in England in

1846. Perhaps, estimating his damages according to the intensity of

his injured feelings, and also knowing the almost absolute necessity

of professional assistance to prosecute effectnily such a case, he

brings it before the District Court laying his damages above £ 5 ; but

the court eventually awards him a damage below that sum ; and he

loses his right to recover costs, which perhaps exceed the sum given

to him as compensation by way of damages. In fact, I have known

instances wherein parties, who have been to the Court of Requests

and their claims struck off for alleged want of jurisdiction , have been

refused costs in a District Court in obtaining judgment there, in the

same-causes, on theground that the Couçt of Requests had jurisdiction

in the matters.
Suchch are the difficulties and losses which a division

of original jurisdietion causes. The exception introduced by the words

any thing whereby rights in future may be barred " is to a great

extent unintelligible: it is a metaphysical division of jurisilietion

the exact demarkation of which it is difficnlt to see. If a matter

passes into what is called res judicatæ ( an adjudication upon merits)

it : concludes the rights of parties in the cause, and no future discuss :

gion of the same claim is allowed to take place. Does this excep

tion include sucha case ? Jurisdiction, therefore, as thus defined , ig,

extremely faulty , send is liable to lead to many mistakes. The 21

objection to this. clause is, its requirement to decide “ according to

equity and good conscience " instead of according to law. Every

gan isbound , for at least présuméd ; to know the land of big coine

>
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try, and is expected to conform his conduct thereto; but it is not

considerable hardship to be obliged to divine what are the rules

of equity and good conscience which gain favor in the breast of a

Judge. This, in reality, is a power to decide according to no fixed, a

rule ; that is, arbitrarily and even capriciously. The " equity " here

meant is not, of course, that which is administered in the High Court

of Chancery in England, which may be as well known and understood

As the common law of that country ; but a mere vague notion or feeling

of what is right or wrong, which, perhaps, no two people possess

alike. I am aware that this provision of the Ordinance is a mere copy

from the country court Act in England, but is not on that account the

less objectionable, and it has been found fault with even there. To

shew this, I shall cite a passage from a very valuable Periodical, the

Law Review, which advocates all measures of Law Reform ,and to

which the most eminent Law Reformers, including some of the

Judges of the Superior Courts in England, contribute. In No. 11.

of that Journal page 179, speaking of Courts of Requests, the writer

says.

***Too little time has elapsed to enable us to make any statement

drawn from actual results, sufficient to enable our readers to form an

opinion as to the probable efficiency of the new law . During the few

weeks the experiment has been tried, it has, however, been shown that

the practice of defrauding tradesmen , founded upon the impunity with

which such frauds were accompanied , had become very general. It

may be a subject of regret that with respect to debts ' not exceeding

£ 20 it should have been found necessary to substitute an arbitrary

Judicial discretion for known and well defined principles of jurispru

dence . In a commercial community, however, this appears to be a lesg

evil than the absence of any available remedy for the recovery of debts

small and unimportant when considered singly but of great importance

in their aggregate amount. The benefit of strictly legal and uniform

decisions with respect to small claims, could not have been obtained

without an extensive machinery, to defray, the pence
of which the

country would not be prepared until it had learntto prefer the certainty
022

of positive law to the uncertainty of judicial discretion. This possible

inconvenience will, no doubt,, be in a great measure obviated by
more on

confining the summary jurisdiction given by the Act, to persone

familiar by previous habits and by actual practice, with the principles
heart

of the common law . " How mapy of this latter description have we in

the Island in these courts ? Very few indeed .YATII 28019. 46

The 18th clause of this Ordinance prohibits the appearance of

counsel, but allows a substitute to appeara

,

when the
Commissioner

i
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her cause

i datisfied that there exists some good and sufficient cause, why such

party, should pot be required to attend in person ;" and when such subs, ,

atitute is allowed to appear for any party no costs incurred in respeet

of such , appearance is to be made payable by the opposite party,

This infringes the 4th principle whichMr. Cameron tried to establish

in bis scheme, and is moreover obviously, objectionable as leaving

.optional with the Judge, whether to allow substitution or not,

For, to compel the merchant, the shopkeeper, the druggist, the sur

geon & c. personally to recover their small claims, and to give atten-:

dance in court from to day for such a to the neglect of

their business and conseque
nt

loss is a hardship of
no-suale, magni.

tude. It is not every respectable female, nor indeed every respectable

male that will be willing to visit these courtsand personally, conduct,

bis or her to recover a trifling claim or debt; and such would,

rather forego a right and put up with an injury,than, do 80,1, As to,

denial of professional assistance to a party, itmay be better discussed

under the 4th Head when we come to examine the Draft Act which.

gives increased jurisdiction to these courts.

No appeal is allowed from these courts, andthat destroys the security

for correctness of decision which Mr. Cameron sought to insure, on

the 3rd prineiple I have mentioned ; but it allows the Supreme Court

on review, to set aside or correct the proceedings of these courts on

six different grounds, all of which are of the most indefinite and

vague description, and calculated to mislead or embarass a party.

1st For incompetency of the court in respect of excess of :

jurisdiction." , om auto's of

And When the case has been already tried or forms the subject?

of a trial pending in some other coinpetent court " f & very probable

event when Tribunals are established with concurrent jurisdictions ."

TheCharter did not talow any such.yaso?

hingelt as that either the Commissioneror
I. Bd. *** For incompetency ofthe court in respect of theCommissioner

his near kineman '
(how

near ?) "had an interest in the cause." (An objection which ought to
Od

be taken in limine and not after enquiry and decision, thus placing the

Commissioner in an awkward position .)
Tv @coin

* 4th. For malice or corruption on the part of the commissioner

(á most difficult thing to prove on a Review , and if proveable a very,,

good cause for dimissal by goverument.)
vad song110291 Pent

5th . "For gross irregularity in the proceedings." (Who can posis

tigvely say what amounts to gross irregularity, and what is a slight

irregularity ? caThis is something similar to the data culpa jand levits

39131 4زا3يلاو
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vidpa oftheCivil law , whichítlearned ingenuityhasin Wain triedcleality

to distinguish .) 74, mesit Tutart. us Sun 99hub

$ 6th . * On secoumt of the admission of illegal or incompetent evid

donce, or of the rejection as illegaloflegal and competent évidence

3.Such is the substitution in the place of that comprehensive Appeal

which the Charter allowed , and a mosta: pitiful substitution rith in

It will be seen that he correction ofany mistake in law ig allowed

or Tedress given forany injustice inflicted under such mistake; for you

conscience and Equity Judge might get the law at defianice and make

his own conscience the lawsgiver to him , notwould snch a liberty

have been of much avail to the suitor where professional assistance

wasdenied to him to discoverauchmistake and misdecision thereupon

It is also mere mockery, in absence ofsuch aíd , to give a party a right

to call for Review on account of the reception of illegal evidence or

the refusal to admit legal evidence, when it must be know that very

tew of those who resort to these court have ever" studied Stärkie or

'Taylor on the subject, or even our local Ordinances in respect of

it. The fact is, no suitor, or at least very few , are able to pay then

the court has - erred under any of those six heads, and when they have

good cause for application for a Review . Nor are they able to dig

cover the difference between an Appealand & Review.md when they

do take a case in Review , it is amere formal blind" act; a random

proceeding, and they feel surprised when the Proceedings are rea

turned with the entry that the Supreme Court seÉR no ground forr

interference. This, of course , impresses inthemind of the shitor ;

when he is positively assured by those who ought to know ititti

the Commissioner has erted in law, that thedecision of these courte

liowever faulty are final, and be flie linjustice they commit ever, BQ,' '

great, there is no redress tobe obtained. This produces slefice atyd ,

apparent contentment ; for why complain when your complaint cannot,

be listened to ? But hence is derived the arguments of the Advocates

of this measure and of its extension : " we hear 'no complaints ;"

very plausible one' indeed! Shut out appeal, prevent correction, bar

the discovery and detection of mislecision, refase to give the means

and opportunity for complaint, shut out the public (I do not mean
that public on whose ears the matter whichis transacted before them

falls as adead letter, but thepulšíc, profession ,
ionoho are able to

discover a blunder oran "arbitrary proceeding) and from these draw
consolation by exclaiming the system

2.without

complaint

; it"

works admirably, and every bodyis satisfied. por does the Supremea

Court seem to entertain any distinet notionsasto how far it has a right

tos interfere. Sometimesthe Judgetventure to correct even amindenne

97

the
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poioischole point of law , butat others itleýl refuse to do so. One

Judge sometimes goes 2 --little further than another. Clearly they

have no such right under the Ordinaneeswhich in this respect is not

Veryiiiilikes the county courts Acts,inEngland . The Judges of the

Superior tourts there have decided that they had topower to correct

country ricourt on a point of law . Everything isnow in a state

of weertainty, where none existed before, when legislation proceeded

upen principle . Are the Law Reformers in England satisfied with

the cancontrolled power given to the coumty courts there, though

publiety, reporting, and free discussion is a matter of course there

and ino snjall check on the Judge ; and has not the evil heen , felt

evensthere ? The following is from the Law Review No. 14 page

266.1 Speaking of connty and superior courts, 9 .

TO " Tho most difficult grievance to deal withas the absence of the

powers of appeal. We feel that were it conferred the superior courts

would -be almost overwhelmed with applications upon matterswhich it

Wönld be better for the party fancying himself aggrieved should not

be disturbed " (( Poor reasoning this ; how so ? Who is to determine

whether it is a famey or realityexcept the Appellate Court ? If fancy ,

heb will Huffer , for it in costs ) " Still there is something almost into

lerable , in having to submit to what we consider, legalized injustice.

The feeling of indignation it arouses is one of the fiercest character,

and will find some channel or other wherein toexpend itself - If shut

out from an appeal to a regularly constituted court of Justice, a man

will bring his case before one much less competent to judge of its

merits, and the public at large will be called upon to sit in judg

ment on devisions whichfrom their being arbitrary will be almost*

presumed throbe mjuste Me høye witnessed all this actually teke

place in the metropolis.Avery few weeks ago, when we might have

found a tavern furnedinto a Court of Appeal, and the Judges per.,

sonified by a hostoftradesmen whoconsidered themeelves aggrieved

by the principle involved in the decision complained against.

The present county, courts in England are far superior to the courts ::

of Requests, which existed at the period of the enactment of the

Ordinance in question, Just to givethe reader aannotion of the

these courts, Ishall insert 'here the report
INV: 1991

report of two

1990

cases taken from Hutton's Court of Requests; a most amusing work.

XL A Judgemay quit the line of justice."

" It is an established opinion that “ there is no general rule without :

Ap_exception." . This maxim holds good in equity. Every man oughtsob

to have hisown, and the bench ought to assist himin recoveringit

Bubithere are cases , though they rarely occur, where the bench onglet

$

1

10 .

Proceedings of these
i

66 .
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to act against the injured , and even assist the culprit. This step tay

out of the reach of law , and can only be attained by equity Law

knows no attribute but that of justice ; equity can introduce mercy:

Law gives a man his right; equity sees cause to deprive him of it,'

" The mind may be softened by lenitives as well as the body,

A master knows when to apply them to both with a prospectof

success . But there are a few itinstances where they have no more effect

on the body than upon iron,and where persuasion will have nomore

effect upon the mind than oil upon adamant."

* A person sued a poor old infirm man . The debt was just."JE

ha Court. - It appears from the circumstances before us that this mang
แ

is not master of one penny; he never will be able to earn ,one; he

possesses "no property;ity; there is nothing he can call his own, but ageri

sickness and poverty ; he is one of those few that a thief cannot

plunder ;he never will eat but at the expense of another.

märked ofage and infirmity, that a man has “one foot in the grave: *

but - this miserable object may be fairly said to have two.We wish ,

you to withdraw the action.”
drontiw 9000 $

f " Plaintiff.--- The money is my due, and I will not withdraw it.".

" Court. - His non -payment arises from inability, not from obsti.

nacy ; and this inability will never be removed. It is cruel to punish

a man for not doing what he is unable to do. Wemay as well at

tempt to strike money out of a flint as out of him who has none.

As a few weeks, at the utmost, will finish his wretched

and as common humanity forbids us to suffer him to die in prison

under our warrant, we shall set the payments as low as the court can

allow, and protract the first for three months, by which

in all likelihood , be removed to that place where stern justice never

frowns through the features of a creditor."
Puedo e CEZ & guilds lait

" LXXVIII. The Stamp."
3 : 3 190ig39 )

: " Things are unfavourably circumstanced when law and equity, dias:

rectly oppose each other, so that one of them must fall. The only ,

question then to be considered is, which must be sacrificed ? We

should reasonably suppose that equity ought to stand upon an ever

.

existence,

wamy

1.1

1

.

lasting basis." ili ga

& me corner of a"Should the weary and sleepy traveller retire to the

field for repose, and while he sleepe, the farmer cut off his retreat

by surrounding himwith a hedge of thorns, the law , says that the

farmer has a right to make his hedge where he pleases, and the other none

to destroy it. Is the traveller, then, to perish, because the law must.

be kept? But if the law will vindicate the farmer in erecting the fence

equity will the traveller in breaking it down. Upon what unfavoda

so bluovy sa od bist 2.0.7
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Fable ground, then, does the Commissioner stand, who both ought and

wishes to adhere to the laws of his country, but is obliged to break

them ?' He must either relinquish conscience or law . A point like

this even unconnected with the lawyer, would bear an everlasting dis

püte, because both sides seem right. The weak and absurd minister

tho“ brings him in this situation by introducing an act to infringe

the powers of equity, ought to be deprived of his political existence,

and have his works sent after him. It is allowed on all hands, that

the expenses of Government must be supplied ; but it must also be

allowed, that the consequences of an act should be seen and its

avoided. Because à case is law, does it follow it is right ? When this

contrariety appears, it brings with it no alternative; decision must lie

in thebreast of equity.".

A Plaintiff possessed a note of 'hand, not upon stamped paper,

given by the defendant for £5 . 6. O. and payable byone shilling a

week. Thirty weeks being due, he sued for thirty shillings. An atc.

torney pleaded for the defendant, with an air of decisive triumph, that

à note without a stamp could not, by act of parliament, be admitted

in any court. That the note annihilated itself; that the

wholedebt of ® £5. 6. 0. might stand without it ; and that the Plain

tiff might sue for £1. 19. 11. which must comprehend the whole

Court.- N . law ought to set aside an evidence which can elucidate,
for

* fact. " If a Judge shut his eyes against information , he shuts them

against justice. Our oath does not oblige us to proceed according to

w , but good conscience. A Commissioner must decide as he is cong

vinced. An act of parliament cannot convert wrong into right. This

note , ven without å stamp, convinces our consciences of two things

a certain sum was agreed between the parties as a debt, and

that a shilling a week should be the mode of payment. Neither side

can break either of these articles without injustice, then what right has

law orthebench It convincedthatthat the agreement is founded in

equity, how can we reconcile it to ourselves to destroy it ? The note

proves both, neither doth any contradiction arise against it, except an

act which proves nothing but weakness in the minister and necessity

in the state . Should we destroy the debt, and be asked afterwards,

whetherwe thought it just, and the bargain fair, we should answer,

in the affirmative. Should we again be asked why we did not givei
it to theowner we could financiar

but the blush of a culprit.”.a "

“The same arguments hold good with regard to receipts, which we
may also consider tax doon

upon justice. Should a man give a receipt

without a stamp, and afterwardsmake a second claim , though we leave

pains and penalties to superior Courts, yet, being convinced that the

debt was paid, the suit would be discharged ."

law ,

even

that are
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Thongh: it: has not been the practice of this Court to divide #

debt, except the contract for such division was made in writing , yet

why may not a verbal division hold good ? If £ 5. 6. 0. 18 owing

by one man to another, and they verbally agree that the money shall

be paid by instalmente, neither of them can justly dissolve the agree

ment ; consequently the stamp is out of the question ; they ought to

be supported, and the Court to lend their assistance in discharging

the debt."

" As law cannot bind conscience, and as we remain bound by the

Oaths of rectitude, we must decide for the plaintiff, and express. Our

regret that an act of the legislature should clash with eqnity.”

The other Ordinance to which reference has already been made ią

the 10th of 1843 "for the establishment of Police Court ;” There

form criminal Courts having power “to hear, determine and dispose

of in a summary manner all crimes and offences committed wholly or

în part within their respective districte and not punishable by impri

sonment with or without hard labour for a longer period than three

months, or by fine exceeding five pounds, or by public or private whip:

ping exceeding twenty lashes" These Courts are to be prasided over

by one Magistrate and to decide cases without the aid of a Jury or

Assessors, but a Review by the Supreme Court was permitted in order,

to set aside or correct the proceedings precisely on the same six grounds

which have been already quoted in respect of the Courts of Requests ;

and therefore the objetions which have been before arged in reference

to them will be equally applicable here. The criminal jurisdiction of

these ( ' ourts is so indistinctly marked that they now dispose of al

most all criminal cases arising within a district except those triable

hefore the Supreme Court, and very few indeed are the cases sent to

the District Courts for trial; thus leaving these latter Co :irta in naine,

only Courts of criminal jurisdiction. The Ordinance, it will be per-,

ceived, does not authorize the Supreme Court to correct any error in

law , and I remember one of the Judges of that Court declaring once that

it bad no such power given. " "'It was a case in which a Review was

sought against the sentence passed by a Magistrate for refusing to

hire out a conveyauce"byone who kept carriages for hire, withoutpre

payment of hire, which he demanded as a certain security from 10.16

The Advocate who appeared for the sentenced party was prepared,

I believe, to produce a heap of bills which the convicted party was

unable to recover, and to shew that the conviction was against law ; but

he was told that the correction of the law did not fall within the pro

yince of review. " However, some of the Judges do I believe venture

to assume jurisdiction, notwithstanding the want of power, and set

>
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așidoproceedings for mistakes in lain law ;,thus proving the mischief of

the denialofanappeal. These, the Police Courts,are,withoutdoubt,. , ,

not unfrequently very, arbitrary in their adjudications, often inflicting

heavy and even corporal punishments for trifling offences or supposed

offences; and ,occasionally, people thus suffer grievous injustice at their

bands, for which they can oltain no redress. I shall just relate a casę
which fell within my own knowledge. I remember to have heard a

my own

European overseer complaining at Kandy to his employer - on this

latter's return from Colombo after some stay there that he had been

sentenced to pay a fine of £ 2, for detaining for a week, a bullock which

had been tied for trespass on his employer's property. The circum-,

stances, he stated , and which no doubt were correct, were these----After

the bulloek was tied for trespass, people were sent to the Village

Headmantorequest his attendance in order to assess damages andreceive

the bullock in charge; but he was pot to be found . On the expira

tion of eight days, the owner complained to the Magistrate of this

detentiou ; the Overseer was summoned for what was deemed to be a, .

criminal offence, and the Judge, notlistening to the explanation given

by this latter, and refusing to hear the evidence which he offered to

produce in order to substantiate his defence, fined him £2., and in failure

of payment to imprisonment. He however paid the fine and asked

for no Review . On his being questioned why he did not do this

latter, his answer was a very natural and intelligible one, which it

would do well for our legislators who frame laws for the ignorart

and the unlearned to bear in mind. “ How could I know that the

Magistrate was wrong and that he did not decide according to law ? "

Even if he had demanded a Review, it is doubtful whether the Supreme

Court would have been justified in interfering with the decision, unless

it werebrought within the category of gross irregularity in the Pro

ceedings" which, by conetruction, may perhaps be allowed to admit,

any thing, Here the Magistrate imagined that to be a criminal offence

which in reality was not one. All that the owner of the animal hat

à right to, civil action for the recovery of the animal, and

danages, if anyif any. This shews also the absurdity of allowing the li .

berty of a Review or an appeal from a Court where Practitioners

are not allowed to appear, and are therefore not to be found . For legal

advice, a party will sometimes be obliged to travel some20 or 30 miles

to a place where a perhaps find the
District Court exists, and the

iemedy worse than theDeux . account of the expense. Only il

very few excepted cases are Advocates and Proctors allowed i

appearin these Courts,as prescriled by the16th clause whichrunsthu..?, '

And it is further enacted , that no Advocate or Proctor or person of

was
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any description shall be permitted to appear in any such court on behalf

of any complainant except the Queen's Advocate or some Deputy Queen's

Advocate empowered to act within the District or some person duly

authorized by writing under the hand of the Queen's Advocate or of

such Deputy Queen's Advocate, or of the Government Agent for As

sistant Government Agent or of the Collector or Controller of Customs

of the district and no Advocate or Proctor or other person shall be

permitted to appear therein on behalf of any defendant except in

cases where some Advocate or Proctor shall appear on the opposite side, "

Doubts soon began to prevail as to the real extent of jurisdiction

conferred on the Police Courts, and it was found necessary to legislate

again to remove these doubts. This legislation proved however to

be no removal of doubts but an extension of jurisdiction. The Ordi

nance No. 2 of 1845 Was passed, and by the 3d clause of it, it

was declared that in certain cases therein specified when one two

punishments is, and the other is not within the jurisdiction of this

( ourt according to any legislative Act in force within the Island, it
shall be lawful for the Court to exercise jurisdiction over such an

offence and to inflict the full amount of punishment provided by such act.

The 5th clause -extends the jurisdiction further in these words

« And it is further enacted that every Police Court which shall have .

cognizance of an offence upon the commission thereof for the first

time by the offender shall have like cognizance of such offence upon

any subsequent commission thereof by the same offender and shall

have full power and authority to impose any punishment to which such

offender' shall be liable whether the same would otherwise be beyond
the jurisdiction of such court or not.” .

The 7th clause authorizes theQueen's Advocate to sanction prosecution,

before these Courts for breach of the Revenue laws or of any enactment

making penal any act which is not malumin se and not cognizable by

a Police Court by reason of the amount of punishment. But in such a

case the Court is empowered to award only that punishment which

fell strictly within the jurisdiction originally. given to it .

Thus, it will be be seen , that under the legislation of 1843 there

came into existence three criminal courts of original jurisdiction within

the same local limits of a district, each havinga concurrent jurisdiction

up to a certain point, but the immediate superior Court excluding

its inferior after that limit is past limit theascertainment of which

is often extremely difficult. It also brought into being twocivil courts

possessing original jurisdiction, with concurrent power to hear causes

of a certain class, but one having the exclusive right to hear the re

mainder, the classification however being too indefinite to prevent error

and uncertainty
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The astablishments of these Minor Courts led to the abolition of

some of the District t ourts which, consequently, destroyed the facility

of access to some of those latter courts, to those who have occasion

to resort thither, increasing thereby their expenses and creating dis

content. It is therefore now felt necessary to legislate again, to re

move these acknowledged evils; and hence the draft acts. This there

fore brings me to the next topic in my list.

CHAPTER EV }

FURTHER CHANGES NOW PROPOSED BY THE DRAFT ACTS PROBABLE CON

SEQUENCES, SHOULD THEY PASS INTO LAW .

The Draft Ordinances which it would be necessary for me to notice,

and which stand connected with the subject which I have proposed

to discuss, are the following :

“ To amend in certain respects the constitution of the Supreme Court."

" To amend the constitution of the District Courts," and

" To extend the Jurisdiction of the Courts of Requests and to make

certain other provisions concerning the same."

In considering these 1 shall feel it my duty to express my appro

bation of some oftheir provisions, while I shall be bound to express

my disapprobation of others, giving at the same time my reasons for

80 viewing them , in order that the reader may furm his own opinion

as regards their merits.

I shall commence with that “ To amend in certain respects the

constitution of the Supreme Court."

Its first clause makes provision for monthly criminal sessions at

Colombo. This proceeds upon the obvious principle that every man

who is to be brought to trial, should be so brought as early as is

found practicable. Imprisonment pending trial is an unavoidable evil,

and in fact amounts to the infliction of punishment upon presump

tion of guilt, which may not always prove correct. This evil,

it is the duty of the legislature to diminish as far as possible ;

for the detention in prison of a man who may possibly prove to

be innocent, should be as short as circumstances permit. The

crowding of the jails and the expenses attendant thereon are consi

derations of but secondary importance, when compared with the pri

mary principle above mentioned. No doubt, if this provision could

be extended to other places also, it would be equally beneficial and

beneficient, but I shall hereafter have to urge the desirableness and

Recessity of keeping the Judges of the Supreme Court as much as pos
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sible in Colombo in order to form a constantly sitting Court of Appeal,

composed of more members than one.

The clauses from the 2d to the 7th inclusive I find no reason to

animadvert on .

The 8th is an important clause which requires all appeals to be heard

in Colombo iöstead of on circuit, but declares, that " it shall be lawful

for a Judge sitting at folombo at his own instance or upon the sp

plication of any party in any, such appeal to order that the same shall

beheard bytheSupremeCourton the circuit wherein the District

Court is situated from the judgment or order thereof such appeal has

been taken . "

This abolishes a circuit Court of appeal, almost completely ; and let

us enquire whether this will prove a beneficial change or is to be con

sidered of a contrary character.

- The reasons which it was supposed rendered a Court of Appeal

necessary were these ---

1. To “ impress upon the local Judge the consciousness of unre

mitting supervision."

2. To " impress upon the suitors in this Court the assurance that

their just complaints will be attended to and redressed .” Ibu

3. To allow “ the parties and their witnesses the same cheap and

easy access to the Appellate Judge as they had to the Judge oforiginal

jurisdiction ."

4. « To enable the Judges of the Suprenie Court to look over tl.e

records of the District Courts; and draft declaratory laws, when they

consider such desirable. "

These are the only reasons that I cắn find for the recommendation

of a circuit Court of appeal.

The consciousness of unremitting supervision will be equally im

pressed upon the local Judge, without any reference to tłré płace where

the appeal is heard, if there be a comprehensive appeal allowed from all

his decisions. Under existing circumstances he is not bound to, nor does

he in fact in many an instance, give his attendance at such sessions to

listen to any animadversions that may happen to be passed upon his

proceedings. It will be found that the supervision will be much more

effectual and unremitting when appeals are heard at Colombo ; when

the Judges of appeal will be enabled to bestow more time and atten .

tion on their task than they can do in the hurry and haste of a circuit

where every day consumed adds to the expenses of Government.

The same remarks will apply to the impression supposed to be made

on the minds of the suitors. The hearing and decision of their just

complaints and the fedress given to them will be equally felt, from
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whatever place they proceed , when the intelligence is communicated to

them . Their personal presence in court is utterly unnecessary for

such a purpose, às the vast majority of them cannot understand the

proceedings or arguments and are no better than mere idle spectators.

If they are determined to be such for no profitable purpose, surely

the public ought not to be saddled with an expense to gratify and

indulge å mere whim of theirs, but they themselves personally must

bear the cost of it.

The 3d is an excellent reason when the Supreme Court considerg

it necessary to hear évidence. But this is hardly ever done. If it

sees occasion for a rehearing or for further evidence, it generally remits

the case to the original court. But here the saving part of the clause

will still leave secure the applicability of a circuit to such a case . ?

As for the Judges of the Supreme Court examining the Records of

the District Courts in order to discover any diversity of lato or

practice, it is never done ; and if they did it, it would prove a very

useless piece of work . To wade through , indiscriminately, all the

récords of a court would require a vast consumption of time; and even

then , the Judges are not likely to discover any thing more than they are

able to do now by perusing the files that are sent in Appeal. So far

therefore , as these reasons go no argument arises in favour of a

circuit court:

Now let us look to the disadvantages of such a course.

1. Delay in the hearing. The circuit takes place once in six months

and that evidently is too long a period to keep a party from obtain

ing any benefit from the judgment he has obtained. If the Appellate

Court consider it necessary to remit: such a case for a rehearing , there

will occur another 6 or 12 months' delay, and so on . This delay is

often taken advantage of by a losing party and institutes an appeal

even wlien no good cause for so doing exists; simply, to obtain time

sufficient to alienate his own and his securities' property and thus

defeat the jndgment creditor - Hence it occurs, that on the day of

the bearing of the appeal the appellant frequently neither appears in

person nor by counsel ; the respondent occasionally doing both for the

purpose of punishing the appellant, at least with some further costs .

2dly. It often leads to superficial examination and decision of a

cause. A Judge ou circuit is obliged to read through his cases ra

pidly ; making short notes to refresh bis memory at the hearing ;

and also to hear them in rapid succession ; while a like movement

goes on among the sounsel, Often the counsel are not retained till

the eleventh hour, and then they slur over such cases and are natu

rally anxious to return home as soon as possible instead of spending

their time and money by delay on circuit.
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| 3dly. The want of ready access to , books both on the part of

the Judges and on the part of the practitioners. It is well enough

to say that the Judges ought to carry sufficient law in their heads;

but if such a possibility existed, their extensive law libraries can be

of no earthly utility to them ; and the sooner they convert them into

money, as a certain learned District Judge once did, the better it will be

for their pecuniary inter ests. Suppose they could carry the whole of

their libraries with them, and the Practitioners were also equally willing

to incur the expence of so doing with theirs; (which however has

not been hitherto usual) still, to arrange these books, to refer to and

consider authorities, require much time, which a Circuit sitting

rarely admits, when the court has to travel from one district to

anuther at periods fixed close upon each other, in order to avoid

any very considerable expense to the public treasury.

4th. The absence of it sufficient bar for the purposes of selection .

If three Advocates appear, then, the pleading falls exclusively to

thuse, but one may prove to be more than a match against both the

others put together. If the amount of business does not attract any

Advocate to a district, parties must then rest satisfied with even the

much inferior advocacy of Proctors. I mean no disrespect to theI

Proctors, but speak in a general way. Exceptions there must be

here as in every other case ; but, as oral pleaders, the one body is

presumed to be superior to the other.

5th. Misdecisions arising from all the four last mentioned causes.

Now let us examine the benefits of a Metropolitan Appeal Court.

1st. Speedy determination and the consequent check it offers to

appeals purely for the purposes of delay, and the benefits it thus

confers on the successful party.

2nd. The prevention of the 20. 3rd and 4th evils abové men

tioned and the security thereby afforded against misdecision.

3rd . Its cheapness. It not unfrequently happens now , in cases of

importance, that parties not only pay the fees of counsel but actually

defray their travelling expenses and subsistence money during the

required time, in order to secure their attendance ; which at times

amount to no inconsiderable sum .

But the benefit and advantages of the plan will depend entirely

upon the maintenance of a har in the local courts. This is the only

effectnal and attainable agency through“ which a "suitor can open a

communication between himself and the Metropolitan Proctor or Ad

vocate. It is through this medium also he can transmit information,

settle the retainer and make necessary remittances. Destroy this

agency , and it will prove a virtual denial of all appeal. Not only will

1

i
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the suitor not know whether he has any good ground for appeal,

but even if he discovers it by the exercise of his natural acumen

he will be still at a loss how to secure the necessary services at the

Metropolis...

There will be still another indispensable requisite ; the means of

making remittances to Colombo, The local ( utcherries now grant

no private drafts. This indulgence ought to be opened to suitors, and

it can be attended with no great inconvenience, as remittances of

public treasure are from time to time now made from these places to

the General Treasury at Colombo.

The 9th clausę corrects an oversight made in the Ordinance No. 11

of 1845 in respect of Appeal to the Collective Court; but I think

there should be now no such appeals. I sliall discuss that subject

at greater length elsewhere.

The aboveviews are supportable by the authority of Mill. He says

in his article on jurisprudence :

“ It thus appears, that for everything which is required to be

done by the appellate judicature, nothing whatever is required, as

foundation, but certain papers. The presence is not required either

of parties or of witnesses."

“As it is of no great consequence in a country in which the means

of communication are tolerably provided , whether papers have to be

transmitted 50 or 500 miles, the distance, even though considerable,

of the seat of the appellate jurisdiction is a matter of very little

importance. The object, then, is to get the best seat, that is the best

public. The best public, generally speaking, is in the capital . The

capital, then is the proper seat of all appellate juriediction. And

that there should be one Judge, and one Judge only in each court of

Appeal, is proved by exactly the same reasons as those which apply

to the courts of primary jurisdiction " I agree that one Judge should.

read, hear and decide the appeal. But when there are three belong.

ing to the me court, if it is beneficial to have only one stage of

Appeal as Mr. Mill himself argues it is, in order to maintain unifor

mity of decision upon points of law and practice, the judgments, at

least as many as possible, should be pronounced in the presence

of more than one Judge and in the hearing of all three whenever

practicable.

The 10th Clause dispenses with the necessity of Assessors ; but

with this proyiso :

“ Provided always, that it shall be lawful for the Judge of the

Supreme Courtsitting in Colombo or on circuit in any cause or

matter wherein it has heretofore been necessary to have Assessors at
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his own instance or upon the application of any party in such causa

or matter to order the attendance of Assessors, at the hearing and

decision of the same ; and thereupon such cause or matter shall be

heard and decided in such and the same manner as if this clause

had not been enacted ."

I see no good reason even for this exception. It cannot be sup

posed that the Assessors are for the purpose of instructing the Judges

in the general laws of the land. If the question turns upon a local

law or local custom , confined to a place, sect.or denomination , then ,

it should be proved by evidence at the original hearing, and its

.existence or non-existence found in the same manner
as any other

fact. The only case in which the Assessors can be of use to the

Appellate Court is as a jury when the Judge takes evidence on cir

cuit; to assist him in the finding of a fact which perhaps he will

not be able to do so well as they, under his guidance and advice; if

the Judge neither understands the native language nor is intimately

acquainted with the habits and customs of the native inhabitants. Would

it not therefore he perferable to try such a calise with a jury of 3

or 5 than with Assessors performing like functions as those which

now belong to themı ? This subject will be further considered pre

sently. This Ordinance may be generally pronounced to be a good

measure of Law Reform , proceeding upon correct principles.

The Ordinance which I next propose to notice is the one “to

Amend the constitution of the District Court.” It consists of but

one provision, the same that is contained in the 10th clause of the

Ordinance last noticed, with the difference of its being applicable to

District Courts-- the abolition of assessors , -- but with a like exception

as is contained in that clause, that is, the discretion left to the Judge

to use them when he sees good reason for so doing,

The advantages contemplated by the institution of Assessors were

these :

1st. “ As a portion of the public placed in an cfhcial station, which

Becures to it the respect of the Judge ; armed with power to interro

gate the Judge and the witnesses, and thus to acquire a complete

knowledge of the case, compelled by penalties to be present in

court, and compelled to attend to the proceedings by the necessity

of pronouncing a public opinion on them ," it was thought, “ Assessore

would be invaluable. ”

2dly. That a " difference of opinion between the Judge and the“

Assessors may form a very reasonable motive in the unind of a party
for an appeal."

These are the only two reasons I find given by Mr. Cameron for

1
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his recommendation to associate Assessors with the Judge. The

duties they were expected to perform were : that after the Judge

should have summed up the evidence, and stated his opinion of the

law to the Assessors, they should then give such verdict as any

two of them could agree upon ; which verdict was to be immediately

recorded, but was not to prevent the Judge from giving a contrary

decision. The reason , Mr. Cameron gives, why the opinion of the

Judge should prevail is “ that when a Judge, checked by the pre

sence of a jury, differs from a jury, the presumption is very much

in favor of the opinion entertained by the Judge, and that there

fore his opinion ought to govern the decision , subject to correction

by the appellate jurisdiction ." Now according to Mr. Cameron's own

argument, in case of a difference, the presumption is very much in

favour of the opinion entertained by the Judge; if so, why should

such a difference form a very reasonable motive in the mind of a

party for an appeal ? In case of such a difference, the one or the

other opinion must be the correct one. The judge's is presumed

to be the correct one ; and is it fair towards a party to impel him

to an appeal by furnishing him with a motive, while, had it not

been for this difference, he would not have thought of an appeal ;

and thus make him perhaps incur unnecessary expenses ? Indepen

dently of a motive arising out of such a difference, if a party feels

assured that the Judge has mis -judged his cause, he will always appeal,

if that liberty be allowed him . Perhaps it will be said , this dif

"ference of opinion is well calculated to raise a doubt in the mind of

the appellatè judge'as to the soundness of the decision and to assist him

' t come to a correct conclusion as to which was the right opinion .

No doubtitmay have the effect of creating a doubt, where rione other

wise would have existed ; but I am by no means prepared to grant that

the appellate judge will be better able by the existence of this differ

ence to come to a right conclusion, if there was nothing else in the

proceedings and evidence, excepting the difference in question, that

furnished material or argument to arrive at such a conclusion. I have

sometimes seen an appellate judge affirm the original decision , but

divide costs between the parties, because of the existence of this

difference of opinion in the original court. But this surely is a

positive evil . The decision is either wrong or right. Affirmation

proceeds, upon this latter supposition, and surely the successful, the

partially successful party , as regards costs ; might reasonably complain

“ I am not the party bound to suffer for the defective machinery you

have set up and which furnished a motive to the other party to Appeal.”

It is notorious that the advantages which Mr. Cameron anticipated
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did not, in experience , follow. The Assessors do not insure greater

publicity to the proceedings. . A Judge can say to the Assessors as

few words as he may deem proper, though he would feel bound to

record his reasons and opinion in full ; as the record may possiblys

go before the Appellate Judge; and because recordation is enjoined

and is made compulsory upon him , and he might at any time be

called upon to do so.
Moreover Assessors have been found to ben

nó check upon the Judge and they generally perform almost da

mechanical duty, without the least bestowment of thought or attention ,

considering their duty fully discharged by encouraging the Judge

with a blind assent ; that is, when no bias:'or other sinister motive

influences their minds. The Judges, having discovered that if uni-.

formly much weight be given to the opinion of Assessors on the

presumption of their superior ability to form a correct opinion asi to

facts and if decision be pronounced thereon , the Assessors do become

subject to external corrupt influences, seldom now call for their ,

opinion without previously expressing their own. They are chosen

from all classes of people, poor and rich, without much enquiry

into character, respectability or intelligence, in order to lighten the

burden of gratuitous services falling heavily and oppressively upon a

few . Nine are the number who are summoned to serve a week ,

and of this number perhaps 2 or 3 absent themselves upon various

excuses. It is practically impossible to keep these remaining few

from communicating with suitors or suitors from having free access

to them . Thence, it has been in many instances discovered that

Assessors' minds had been influenced by previous communication with

parties. Hence the reluctance to make use of them more than is at is

present done. Besides, when a court proceeds to judgment, is upons

an opinion given by the assessors previous to the expression of the

Judge's own opinion, the unsuccessful party having full confidence in

the Judge's impartiality but not of the Assessors, and believing that

the assessors led his opinion, appear always dissatisfied with the

decision.

Another consideration, which tells against the system is, that the

Judge himself may occasionally feel relieved of a portion of the

weight of responsibility for a decision of which he in reality is the

sole author, by dividing the same with the

of their concurrence ; thus making

at the assessors on the ground

um

lesen

!less anxious a strict and

rigid investigation. Such a is contrary to

principle. Mr. Mill observes, and very reasonably,
gold

“ It is a great security, both for diligent and for upright conduct in

the Judge, that he occupy singly the judgment seat. When a man

muova se

.
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known that the whole credit and reward of what is done well, the

whole putnshment and disgrace of what is done ill, belong to himself,

the motive to good conduct is exceedingly increased . When a man

hópés( that he can shuffle off the blameof negligence, the blame of

unfaimess, or fix a part of it an another, the uncertainty of the pu

nishment operates, as we have already seen, to the diminution, and

almost to the extinction of its preventive force,
Certain common ,

and even proverbial expressions, mark the general experience of that

indifference with which a duty that belongs in common to many is

apt to be performed . " What is every body's business is no body's."“ '

This is as true in the family as in the state ; as true in judicature

ag in ordinary life . ”

The New York code also proceeds upon this principle.

s That in all courts, except the appellate, there be but ' a single

Judge." I le

According to sound principle therefore, the Judge should be left

to decide al case with the whole weight of responsibility resting upon

himself and on himself alone; and thus incurring the full measure of

censure arising from misdecision , both of fact and of law . But is

not prblicity sacrificed by the absence of this adjunct body ? Is it

not at least greatly impaired ? I think not. If a comprehensive

appeal be allowed , a bar - a respectable, intelligent and independent

bar, not such a one as existed before the Charter of 1833, and which

Mr. Cameron characterized as " servile,” the Judge for his own sake

and character will in open court explain the grounds of his decision ,

the reasons which led him to his conclusion and the law on which

he grounded it, for the purpose of deterring the defeated party from a

useless'appealand for the purpose of gaining confidence for himself. But

I admittheremayhappento becases which may not be safely left in the

hands of a Judge solely_Every rule has its exceptions and too great'
a& generalization, in the study of over-simplicity, often leads to error .

There are two classes of cases which form the exception : first, cases

in which the facts involved are beyond his personal skill to find :

secondly, cases in which either
party mistrusts his

impartiality
and

want of bias.
21 daisy

The first class may include cases in which damages of a particular

kind are to be assessed, as for seduction, slander & c. wherein damages

must vary according to the 'rank, circumstances & c. of the parties;

or cases wherein the facts involved are of a scientific kind and peculi

arly belonging to the technical branch of any trade or calling ; and

then persons of skiſl, where nice matters in any trade or other em

ployment form the subject of enquiry; and “ persons of respectability
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some cause.

to decide upon the amount of compensation in actions for infraction

of rights where restitution is impossible " would be desirable,

The second class of cases will comprise all in which one or the

other party suspects a bias in the mind of the Judge, arising, from

As nothing so much secures the confidence of the

public in the Tribunals of justice as the consciousness of their

sufficiency and impartiality ; in both the above classes of cases , if any

of the parties apply for a jury to find the facts, it should , in all

reason , be granted to them , leaving still the province of the law

exclusively in the hands of the Judge. No voluntary mistake of this

latter is he likely to commit as the appellate remedy will then be

perfectly applicable always. In a portion of the cases belonging to

the first class, special jurors will be necessary, who will have to be

summoned . In all the rest a selection may easily be made of3

or 5 men from the bystanders, of whom there must be many daily

in every court, of respectability and intelligence, who, when so

chosen, will enter upon their duty with impartial minds, and will

notfeel it any great inconvenience or hardship. To fill up a jury

in England resort is occasionally had to what is called a tales, and

this is therefore no novelty. To facts found by a jury the Judge

should be required to apply the law and pronounce a decision there

upon ; but with liberty to record his own opinion as to the finding

of the facts, and the reasons, if any, for any difference of opinion,

that it may be of avail in the event of an appeal. In the county

courts in England a similar liberty is allowed to a party to apply

for a jury, but this application is so seldom made, that the cases

tried by these courts with the aid of a Jury do not amount to even

one half per cent, if I rightly remember what I have read on the subject.

Assessors moreover are a positive clog and impediment in the

way of despatch and speed. Pleadings which the Judge had read

previously are to be explained to them ; and issues to be tried, stated .

The Judge might entertain a clear and decided opinion on a point

of law, evidence or fact, but is now utterly unable to prevent the

lengthy arguments of counsel on those points, who would contend

that their address has for its object not only the producing a

viction in the Judge's mind but the persuasion of the assessors to a

like opinion with themselves. To the system I am about to suggest,

if assessors be continued, they will prove a very considerable obsta

cle and a hindrance in its proper working. The abolition of assessors

therefore I consider a very great improvement. Mr. Cameron, it

would seem, found the system existing in Kandy and adopted it with

some modification, without much consideration or thought. In Kandy

con

1
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it was indispensable, as the law then stood , the. Kandian. law never

having been reduced into writing and its ascertainment depending

entirely on information to be derived from intelligent men. The

Judges therefore constantly required advice and suggestion, without

which , they could not proceed . The case now is quite otherwise.

The Kandyan law so far as it can be known, is now to be found in

print, which is a sufficient guide to the Judge in all matters of doubt

and difficulty. If the point required to be ascertained cannot be so

found, still, evidence of the law may be received for the purposes

of decision . Therefore I see no reason for the retention of the

Assessorial system even in the Kandyan Provinces. There the Magis

trates' Courts and the Commissioners' Courts are already dispensing

justice without such aid, which goes to show, that there is no absolute

necessity for its existence even there.

The whole of my previous facts arguments and authorities will

have already impressed the mind of the reader with the conviction

that it would be impossible for me, holding the opinions I do, to

approve of the provisions contained in the Draft Ordinance “ to

extend the jurisdiction of the Courts of Requests and to make certain

other provisions concerning the same." As this Ordinance proceeds

upon recommendations emanating from a high and authoritative quarter;

and those recommendations would appear to have received the entire

approbation of the Executive ; and further, as the Ordinance itself has

been carefully and most skilfully framed by one who , to the no in

considerable loss of the Ceylon Public, is now no more ; and whose

universally acknowledged talents and abilities I always admired ,

beside the personal esteem and regard which I ever felt towards

him ; it would ill become to speak of this law except in

language the most guarded and sober and not calculated to give

offence in any quarter. But if the principles for which I have been

hitherto contending be correct and sound, it cannot but be said, that

this Ordinance violates them to a greater extent than any other law

which has been passed since the Charter of 1833. I shall notice

the most prominent features of this proposed law , in succession , stating

at the same

time as clearly as I can , the objections I have to offer

to them , and the reasons for such objections.

The 2d Clause gives the Governor the power of appointing an

additional Commissioner to the same Court. The objections I have

already urged elsewhere (p. 39.) in respect of a similar provision with

reference to the District Courts, are equally applicable to this ; a repeti

tion of them therefore becomes utterly unnecessary . In short it is

objectionable as tending to destroy unity and uniformity of law and

practice.

me
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The 3d Clause retaing these courts as Tribunals of “ equity and

good conscience" and extends their jurisdiction by authorizing them

to determine all suits in respect of immoveable property not exceeding

Seven Pounds and Ten Shillings in value, and in respect of moveabler

property not exceeding Fifteen Pounds in value; save and except>

the Courts of Requests for Colombo, Galle, Jaffna and Kandy,

which are to be vested with jurisdiction to determine immovable

property suits, should they not exceed £ 7. 103. in value, and suitsar

relating to moveable property, under the value of £ 25 . sy

The authorities who advised extension of jurisdiction in ther:

manner above mentioned, have put forth their recommendatio
ns dog i

matically, without assigning one solitary reason for the change. So, i

what were the reasons, facts, arguments or principles which induéed it

them to suggest these alterations, must be a matter of pure conjecture.hr

The first anomaly apparent upon the face of this clause is the want. I

of uniformity even in the jurisdiction given to this class of: Courts. 18

Their real property jurisdiction is uniform , but in respect of personal

property, four of the Courts, situate in the principal towns are to

possess jurisdiction to the extent of £10 above the others; just in the

same way as things were before 1833 and condemned by Mr. Cameron. ,

Mark what vests a Court with jurisdiction ; the residence of the deckin

fendant or defendants within the territorial jurisdiction of the Court,

or, when “ the act matter or thing in respect of which any such plaint

shall be brought shall have been done or performed within such juris

diction .” Hence it will easily be perceived, that in respect of move

able property, uncertainty of jurisdiction may arise between any two

of the Courts. Take the case of the Colombo District and any other

which lies contiguous to it ; say Caltura - supposé an action is entered

against one for the recovery of £ 20 in the Court of Requests of Colombo,

assuming that the defendant is residing in that district or that the

defendant had contracted the loan within that jurisdiction , plaintiff

himself being a resident of Colombo. The defendant perhaps, either

because plaintiff wilfully selected the wrong tribunal for his personal

convenience or because he wants delay, or for the mere purpose of

vexation , truly or falsely, asserts that his residence is within the dis

trict of Caltura, or that the loan was contracted there and that there

fore in this matter he is liable only to be sued in the District Court

of Caltura, and that plaintiff had wrongly sued him in Colombo in

order to avoid the delay and expense of a trial in the District Court.

Here then a collateral issue will have to be tried first for the purpose

of determining jurisdiction ; and the temptation thrown in the way of

the defendant to take such an objection is not a little, when the choice is

7
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between a superior and an inferior Court, for the purpose of his defence,

and professional assistance is to a certainty available in the one and not

in the other. Nor is the temptation less which operates in the mind of the

plaintiff to have his action tried at Colombo, when, perhaps, it ought

properly to be tried at Caltura -- for the purpose of depriving the defen

dant of the benefit of legal assistance which might probably lead to

plaintiff's defeat or cause delay.

Another distinction which a provision of the clause goes to establish

is ; between moveable and immoveable property -- the res mobiles et a

immobiles of the civil law - in relation to jurisdiction, and giving a

more contracted jurisdiction in respect of the latter. What the civil
lawdetermined to be a moveable and what an immoveable is, in

IT

many

instances, not so clear as one would be led to suppose simply from

the literal signification of the words, and questions of very consi

derble difficulty might arise ( Vide Voet. Lib . I. Tit. VIII 11, 13,

14, 15, 16 and 17.) Instead of immoveable had it said " right title pos:

session or produce of "land " as used in some of the old Regulations,

the matter probably would be attended with less difficulty. The divi

sion however is too indistinct to prevent uncertainty and doubt.

Another source of contention that will arise from this limitation of

jurisdiction in reference to immoveable property, would be a want

of agreement between parties as to the real value of the object of a suit.

When such a suit is brought in the District Court the defendant

will, in many an instance, attempt to prove the property to be below

the value of £ 7. 10. 0. in order to deprive the plaintiff of his costs,

or cast him in double costs, and when the plaint is lodged in the

Court of Requests, he will in like manner try to give it a higher

value in order to withdraw it from the jurisdiction of that Court and

thus defeat the plaintiff for once , and such a question will have to

be enquired into first, to ascertain whether the Court has jurisdiction

to entertain the cause. As to the actual value of a piece of landed

property, witnesses whoare called will no doubt give differing opi

nions, thiş being a point on which even men of ordinary probity will

without much remorse of conscience, speak without scrupulous regard

to truth ; and Courts will thus be placed in state of difficulty as

to the decision of this question. This evil was, in experience, felt

during the existence of Magistrskes Courts and created no small con

fusion and loss. Mång a case that was taken to these Courts was

dismissed as for , want of jurisdiction - perhaps, the Magistrate him

self being gladenough to be relieved from the trouble of trying the

cause, on such a iptea. The course pursued then was

mission to assess value. But this is both expensive and is open to

grave objection, as

A
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Another evil it will produce will be a conflict of jurisdiction.

While one party endeavours to have his cause tried in one Tribunal

the other perhaps will be equally anxious to have it tried in another.

Suppose a person to be in possession of a parcel of land of the

value of £20, and he is disturbed by another in its possession ; a dis

pute arises and there is a scramble, as usnal. The usurper, pro

bably without the knowledge of his opponent, lodges his plaint in

the Court of Requests claiming a quarter of the land, estimating its

value at £5. In the mean while the other party institutes his claim,

to the entire land and damages, in the District Court, putting a value

of £20 upon the land . Now which of these cases ought to give

way to the other ; both parties being either plaintiff or defendant in

both Courts about the same subject matter of dispute. Is priority of

institution to decide the point ? No, for the claim in the District

Court is for the entire property and is above the jurisdiction of the
Minor Court. But on reference to the 12th clause of the Ordinance

it will be seen that the Supreme Court is empowered to set aside

( these words are not used in this clause, but they ought to have

been, to apply to a case like the one in question to which the words

“ reverse , correct, alter and vary” are not strictly applicable) a judg

‘ ment of the Court of Requests when the case “ forms the subject of

a trial pending in some other competent Court .” Now the District

Court is another competent Court, and therefore I suppose, the case

in the Minor Court must fail even after judgment, in appeal. But

a plaintiff might for this express purpose, at any period before deci

sion, go and institute his claim in the District Court in order to

defeat his opponent in the Minor Court.

Thus then will occur under the provisions of this clause, all that

confusion, uncertainty, conflict, mistake, delay and loss which Mr. Ca

meron studied to avoid and which the provisions of the Charter did

actually remove , so far as jurisdiction was concerned.

Now , it is impossible, I find, to make any conjecture, satisfactory

to my mind, on what reason , or upon what principle, these alterations

proceed. Why should all these Courts have the same real property

jurisdiction, and not as regards personal property ? Is it because, it

has heen by some means ascertained, that the love and appreciation

of real property by the inhabitants of every district is equal and

alike, but vary when applied to personal property, so that, the

appreciation in which the latter property is held by the inhabitants

of the four excepted districts is 2-5th less than that of the inhabitants

of the others ? Or is it because £15 in one district is equivalent to

£ 20 in another ? The very enunciation of such principles is suffi

*
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cient to show their absurdity, and therefore it cannot be supposed that

the legislation proceeds upon any such principles. Then what other ?

Perhaps the capacities of all the Commissioners in the Island, as real

property lawyers, are calculated equal, inasmuch as none of them have

hitherto, as Commissioners, enjoyed the practice and privilege of adju

dicating land causes ;but the ability of the four Commissioners who are

: to possess a greater jurisdiction in respect of moveable property

compared with that of others who are placed on a lower gradient,

has been ascertained to be , as 5 to 3. How ascertained ? Perhaps

from the circumstance of the former having transacted a larger quan

tum of business. However, the soundness of this principle fails to

satisfy one's mind. Men's capacities are not to be measured thus.

We cannot therefore make the most distant guess as to what are the

principles of this piece of legislation. Further, what was the rule

which dictated this limitation of £7. 10, O., £ 15. and £25 ? This

arrangement will throw more than 9-10th of the civil litigation in

• the Island into these Courts. If Government were to call for a re

turn of all cases under the above value, instituted within a year in

the Courts of Requests and the District Courts of the entire Island , they

· would , I am pretty certain , find that such will be the case . The Colombo

District, taken by itself, might perhaps form an exception on account

of the comparative wealth of its population. But that is not a faira

; way of making an estimate. As the legislation is for the whole Island,

we are bound to take the legal statistics of the entire Island into

consideration. Now , if it be assumed that these Courts are capable

of satisfactorily determining 9-10th of the cases, what should pre

vent their disposing of the remaining 1-10th ? Does the increased value

create any difficulty ? The absurdity of such an idea has already been

shown. The questions which are likely to arise in the excepted 1-10th ,

must be alnıost identical with those that arise in the lower 9-10ths ;

and unless the legislature contemplates impunity as regards misde.

cision in reference to this latter — the more important when their ag

gregate value is considered - reason fails to suggest any ground for

this limitation . Perhaps it will be said that the simple practice and

pleading of these Courts form a bar to the excepted 1-10th being
heard there The fallacy of this supposition I shall have hereafter

to shew when I come to the head Practice .” The provisions of this

c !alise, are therefore, vicious, as tending to produce perplexity and con

- fusion , and as grounded on no sound principle. Besides, is this legis

- lation to be final as regards jurisdiction or not ? It does not look

final, but as prospective of an advance or retreat as experience

may suggest. Is it just, is it reasonable to be so constantly expé
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rimenting according to the potions which prevail in the legislature

periodically as its members are changed andasits new advisers suggest ?

From 0 to £7, 10. 0. and from £6 to £ 15 and £ 25 is certainly , a.

bold leap ; and what I would be delighted to see is, that the legis

lature make one grand effort and clear the whole ground at once in

order to regain the position in which the Charterhad placed ju

risdiction and from which they most mistakenly allowed themselves

to fall back in 1843. Experience elsewhere, has shown thatthisis,

not an impracticability, nor is likely to be attended with failure in
Home

the working. In a Pamphlet entitled “ Thoughts on the present

state of legal Establishments in Ireland," quoted in the Law Review

No. xxii page 243 is the following passage,

“ The somewhat analogous ” (analogous to county courts in England )

civil Bill Court of the assistant barrister in Ireland has from theperiod

ofits establişhment been gradually advancing in importance and utility.

There has also been a progressive increase of its jurisdiction; the

court is presided over by aJudge appointed by the crown ; the ju .

risdiction now extends to questions involving the nicest points of law

and equity, titles to property, cases of wills, intestacies, rejectments,

besides contracts and debts of all kinds, if below a certain sym , In

deed every forin of action as given by the Civil Bill Court, except

slander, libel, criminal conversation and breach of promise of marriage.

The proceedings in the Civil bill Court are free from the technicalities

thought necessary in the Superior Courts while they do not afford the
same facilities to dishonesty. A greater variety of defence in equity

is also given in the Civil Bill Court. The actions allowed to be taken

for debt in this 1 ourt are found extremely useful to the public ; but

the jurisdiction of this Court is limited to sums not exceeding £ 50 .
parte ,

Upon what just principlethoraca
l

“ is continued it is difficult.

to conceire. To be able to obtain justice in an easy, expeditious and

cheap manner is a right which every man should possess in all well

ordered states; but in Ireland justice is withheld from him if his

case is of such an amount, or of such a nature, as is supposed will pay

the ruinous expenses of passing it througħ the superior Courts. The.

toll there to be paid acts constantly as anexclusion from the seat of
justice ." It must either be asserted (which the public voice would
deny) that cases under £50 decided , upon in the hic voice would

of
the assistant Barristers' and Petty Sessions Courts, are not therein care

fully and satisfactorily adjudged, or it must be admitted that great in

justice is done in subjecting cases of £50 and upwards toa jurisdic

tion so disproportionately expensive, souncertain from technicalities,

fictions, and old forms, and so barassingly tedioua to suitore" . If the

.
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portant and is as
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in

Commissioner shaj

Titit of £50 canbe beneficially Teached in all cases,land not ex .

cepted, it is proved beyond doubt that jurisdiction maybe indefinitely

given tothe same court, though using a simple and natural system of

pleading and procedure.

1 Upon the clanses from 4 to 10 inclusive, there is nothing particular

to be said, being mere matter of detail, practice and explanation in

Econnection with the 3d clause. The 11th clause is

follows.s 4140 Sie

ni 471,- And it is enacted that no person whatever shall be permitted

Ito appear and act for or on hehalf of any paparty any suit or

ceeding before any fourt of Requests unless the

be satisfied that there exists some good and sufficient cause why such

party should not be required to attend in person ." And no Advocate
for Proctor shall be permitted to appear for or on behalf of any party,

norexeeptbyleave of the Court, shall be entitled to be heard to argie

any question as counsel in any suit or proceeding before any Court of

Requests. WProvided always, that in every case instituted before any

sach cotit Sin which the crown shall be a party interested, it shall

be competent for the Queen's Advocate
or any. Deputy Queen's Ad

vocate inpoftered to act within the district, ortheGovernment Agent

Sop Adsistant Government Agent, or the Collector or Controller of Cus

toms of the Datriet, or any person authorized in that behalf by wri

ting under the hand of the Queen's Advocate or of any such Deputy

Queen's Advocate, or of the Government Agent, Assistant Govern

thient Agent" or Collector of Customs of the district, to appear and

représent the Crown in such case. Provided, further, that where any

person shall be allowed to appear as aforesaid for any party to a suit

and where any Advoeate or Proctor shall be permitted to argue any

question as aforesaid, no costs incurredin respect thereof shall be made

payable by the opposite party .

1st.2 - lt prohibits the appearance of a party by substitute, except by

?9 permission of the Commissioner.

21 - A like prohibition is laid upon Advocates' or Proctors' appearance"

at all on behalf of à party, that is, as his substitute, and it also

2-prevents their appearing as counsel to argue anyquestion except

by leave of the Court . * in

3rd. From the abové generál Fules, it excepts certain Government

Officers for their hominees for the purpose of representing the in

terestsof the Crown:
4th. Costs are mo 'aflowed even when substitution shall have been

permitted or when counsel havehad to

To the firstprohibitionis no objection would lie, if unrestricted liberty

So,

a
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were allowed to appear by Proctor or Advocate ; but in 'absence of this,i

all the objections that I have already urged against a similar provision in

the Ordinance No. 10 of 1843 will apply with considerable additional

force, as this present Ordinance covers a much larger number of suits, i

by its proposed increase of jurisdiction.

: Under the second prohibition even when counsel may be allowed to i

appear, it is not with liberty to interrogate a witness either in chief or i

by way of cross-examination, but only to argue a question as counsel.

So ' a party will be debarred from availing himself of a very im

portant and effective part of the duty of counsel in more than 9-10th

of the civil cases of this Islard ; and even this limited liberty will

prove to he utterly nugatory ,-a mere delusion and mock -liherality,

when it is considered that the exclusion proposed will have the ula :

timate effect of completely extinguishing the local bar, except in the

principal capital, Colombo, where the Court of Appeal sits. Ofcourse,

at every court station where there is not also a District Court, no

Proctor or Advocate will ever think of establishing himself on the very

faint probability of his being allowed to argue a point on behalf of

a party—urless he previously makes up his mind to starveavand what

party will ever venture, on the bare possibility of such an indulgence

to transport a Practitioner from a distant place, at the expense of

fees, travelling charges and subsistence money, when he cannot recover

a farthing of it from the opposite party ? In reference to these Conrts

therefore, the indulgence promised amounts absolutely to nothing.

In those stations where a District Court also is found established,

what will be the amount of certain business which will be found to

maintain a bar, or anything deserving that name ? In the District

Courts, at most stations, perhaps there will be something between 30

and 50 cases instituted within the year, if so many ; and eveń should

Proctors be retained in all these, what wonld be the share falling

to the lot of each , to enable him to take out a yearly licence

of £ 3 and to maintain himself and family ? Unless therefore

they determine to pursue the calling as beggars, or make up their

minds to watch eagerly for business during the day and betake

themselves to some less reputable employment at night, the local bar

must be utterly gone. The inevitable effect of this clause, therefore,

is the almost total extinction of the bar, except in Colombo, and a

denial of legal advice to all suitors both in the courts tof Requests and

District Courts, with the above small exception of Colombo.

The existence of an educated bar has been always : considered ,

in every civilized country, as essential to protect rights, to prevent

mjury and oppression; as a security against mis-decision, and as pro .

2
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motive of the best interests of the public. The abuse of its powers

and the evils which have arisen in connection therewith should not

create the desire of destroying the entire body, and, together with

it, all the benefits which that body is calculated and is able to promote;

but rather a desire, if possible, to eradicate the causes which give

origin to these evils, leaving the body itself in existence, for goodonly . If this latter course be found impossiblence, for good

and

preponderate over the good ; then , and then only, ought recourse to

be had to the measure of extermination ; and even then, it would be

prudent to consider beforehand, whether the removal of the checks

and restraints and other benefits arising from the presence of professional

mení are not likely to produce greater evils than are now received

atI their hands. The best informed have always maintained that the

legral profession is of the utmost importance to the public, and that it

iggessential to the best interests of the state ; that the lawyer should

be ramplysnpported and placed in an honorirable and eminent posia

tion ." Remunerate it inadequately, and place it in a degraded and

vtretched {position, and it would be better to have none at all.
First - Then, let us see the benefits which a bar can confer :

Second.The evile arising from its existence, and whether these evils

1 9- care irremediable, and, whether the bar cannot be made to exist,

apart from such evils,

Third . Whatother evils are likely to arise from the extinction of a

local bar.

First.-- The benefits of having a bar.

It is of material assistance to the Bench, to have the law ascertained , to

have witnesses interrogated, its attention called to every material point in

al case which might otherwise , probably escape notice. Bentham , who

wasnot blind to the misdeeds of all descriptions of lawyers, and who wae.

by nomeang slow in exposing and censuring those misdeeds, never

for a moņient dreamt of " suggesting the desirableness of sweeping

away all lawyers and pleaders, or of excluding them from any court,

or from giving service in any particular class of cases. His mind

was too philosophio not to see the mischief of such a suggestion, nor

could any such crude idea ever enter his brain. It remained for

pseudo-reformers of a very modern date who joined the ranks of

his true followers and disciples 'to go, as it is called, “the whole

hog " and prove themselves what are termed out -and - out reformers, a,

kind of wild ultra-radicals, like members of the French Political school,

who cry out for changeand alteration without exactly knowing what

they want or what they suggest. Now, let us see what philosophic

Bentham says of the use of Professional men for the parpose of

i
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Interrogation , considered as a security for the trust-wörhintis

of testimony." In answering the question “By whom ought interra

gation to be performable " he observes,

“And by whom is it likely to be exercised with good effect ? An?

swer: By every person in whom suitable will and power are likely

to be found conjoined. Will, the product of adequate interest, in the

most extensive sense of the word ; power, consisting in the present

case, of appropriate information , accompanied with adequate ability of

the intellectual kind. ", 140, Skin

“ Of the occasional admission of a person in the character of an as

sistant to the party (supposing it a case in which admission maywith

propriety be given to the party himself) the necessity standai demio

strated by the following causes of infirmity and relative incapacity

under which a party is liable to labour : 1. - Infirmity from jmma-

turity of age or superannuation. 2 .--- Bodily indisposition. **84-Men

tal imbecility. Inexperience. 5.- Natural timiditya Female

bashfulness. 1. - Lowness of station in either sex . " 1o ylitos.comt

Trne it is that there sits a Judge, whose duty (it may be said )

is onon this occasion ason others, to act as an Advocates notcindeed on

either side, but on both.is lito 913 917Pti

“ But on the partof an Advocate, to enable him to fulfil his duty

in an adequate manner, two endowments are necessary appropriate

information in all its plenitude, and the zeal that is necessary to turn

it to full account. On the part of a Judge, neither requisite (in &

meastre sufficient for all causes, or eved for the general sum of causes)

can on any sufficient ground be expected , much less: both . Jostainais

“ Of a substitute to the party, the necessity. vis co-extensive with the

cases where the attendance of the party is either in the physical or

the prudential sense impracticable." 30 saio eit abalw noitsyoneiss

“ On the occasion here in question, ascon other judicial occasions,

the necessity of givingadmission toa professionali advocate iş indicated

by the following considerations." Trot to sastle 19:00

1. "An adequately qualified non-professional and gratuitoúsassistant

or substitute would not always be to be had.' l 1946. o

2 . “ In so far asappropriate learning is necessary (and all the art

as well asthe power of the profession has been cremployed ufor ages

in rendering that necessity as universal and cogent as possible ), ai :s ,

non -professional assistant or substitute would, veryroeldom beadequately

qualified." Din totis faery ot Viral

“ Besides those which, as above, are the result of artifice, two other

advantages are , on the occasion in question, naturally attendant on:

the intervention of the professionalesin,contradistinction to the non

"

.
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prafaggieparadvocate: advantages which may be reckoned a Bach,

even with reference to the cause of justice."

" But for this resource, a wrong -doer may, to the prejudice of the

party wronged, possess on this occasion two advantages of a very

oppressive nature : the advantage of the strong over the weak in mind;

sandri the advantage of the high over the low in station . In a Cause

jaf a doubtful or intricate nature nothing but such a union of talent

and: zealous: probity, as would be too great to expect with reason,

on the part of an ordinary judge, more especially of a juryman, can

prevent these advantages (even in a separate state, mnch more when

Arhited ) from operating in a degrees highly dangerous to justice. But,

uwless incase of a species of corruption, whièh is not of the number

of thoseriover which fashion throws its veil, the advocate is the

borrall,ito low as well as high." if'alu 78703
Dit 290

staförtunately , however, in this suppositionis included the being

in a condition to purchase such high -priced Assistance: the

majority of those who have need of justice, are far from being in

thate condition:
57 faits si ji o

qo'l Butçiof thesassistance of a professional advocate to the cause of

justice, the utility is grounded in the nature of things whereas the

abolvethukcharacterized by the name of brow -beating, is not, as will

be seen , altogether without remedy. Brow -beating is that art of

offence which never can be committed by any advocate who has not

the Judge for his accomplice."

( 1360, it will be seen, that? Bentham's regret is not that Professional

assistance is at all available, butthat itis 'not practically available to

the poprseritor y also, con accountof the expenee. Further, he was

nots,kind to the value a ofi a: Professional man for the purpose of

interrogation which this clause of the Ordinance totally denies, nor

did he thifok , that in 'reasonsansoislinary Judge should be considered

hould be
fully iadeqnate to: aetano conneely for thoth parties. ?

Another advantage of the bar is the sservice it renders as a check

upon the bench. A Judge is as mucha human being as any other man

and is subject to like inhrnities åg others, from someof which, none

can be exempt. One is haety, another negligent,'a third is capricious

and arbitrary, arfourth by his peculiar temperament naturally given

to sympathiessand antipathies, andanother perhaps is
is 80 exceedingly

good natured and leomplying their to be subject to be prevailed on by

importunity to grant that which Justice does not warrant. Is not

an independents babe schocketpon thesea bar thatis ever watchful

to expose errorbistako, to point out a fault," and, if not attended

top teady to bring the proceedings before & bigher tribunal, when-

2
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"the folly of the Législature does not prevent such a corirse ? If any

body denies this, all that I can say is , that I should be very much

disposed to doubt the sufficiency of his experience or the depth of his

discernment.

Now let us see the advantages of a bar to parties to whom they

render services. A counsel is presumed to assist his client in instruct

ing him generally as to the conduct of his cause ; to tell him what

evidence would be necessary to prove the issues ; 'which facts it

would be necessary to established in order to rebut the cause of the

opposite side ; and generally to obtain from his client all information

to lay the grounds for a cross -examination of witnesses.

A counsel will further be useful as being able to state to the

court clearly and intelligibly, divested of all irrelevancies , and in a

succint manner, his client's cause of action or matter of defence, so

as to enable the court, assisted by counsel on both sides, to settle

the issues.

The permission to appear by Proctor will be of further service,

as enabling a party quietly to pursue his own business and calling,

while the former, as his agent, transacts the whole of his business

in court.

So both by way of aid to the Judge, as a check upon him, and by

way of assistance anil relief to the client, the Practitioner may be

pronounced to be highly useful. The proposed law proceeds upon

the presumption, that the Judge, unsupported by information and aid ,

is always sufficient for all these duties. Though a Judge is assumed to be

fully adequate for all these duties, and to be willing to perform them effi

ciently and impartially, still, none that possesses the least acquaintance

with history will willingly subscribe to this opinion, unless under

the influence of some motive other than the deductions of experience.

A Judge is supposed to act as counsel for both parties. But how

many Judges, and that in the most civilized countries, notwithstanding

the checks and restraints placed upon them , have been only the

Advocates for the stronger party ? Judges are supposed to be in

corruptible. When the existing checks had no place, how many

proved themselves liable to this vice? Even a Bacon was not above

temptation in this way .

In the second place let us examine the objections offered against

the existing local bar, and see whether they are so fatal as to seal its

doom ; and whether the evils complained of are not remediable without

the excision of the body itself, for ouly, "immedicabile vulnus ense

recidendum est.”

It is objected that they are a source of the greatest expence to
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suitors whoemploy them ; that they exact larger fees than they ought,

and in order to do so, they delay and prolong proceedings in a

suit, and become ultimately the cause of ruin to litigants.

It is admitted that the objection is partially correct, though not

universally. But whence the ability, and the consequent evil ? First ;

special pleading and technical procedure. Secondly; what Bentham terms

the Fee-gathering system - a system which stands established by the

Rules framed by the Judges of the Supreme ( ourt and the Tables

of fees they have laid down ; and it is an inevitable evil , conse

quent upon such a systém . At one time this system in England

extended not only to Practioners, but also to the Junges; and it's

s pernicious consequences were deeply felt by society both with reference

to Judges and practitioners, and led to its almost total abolition ris

regards the former. Is the temptation, which British Judges could

not resist, and under which they perpetrated abuses, amassed wrong,

and introduced injustice , to be supposed resistible by the humble

Practitioners of this Island ; and if some of them fall victims to it,

are the whole to be utterly cast away as a pest to society !

Say to a Proctor that he will be allowed so much for a “ motion of

course," so much for every “ special motion," a certain fee for every

letter written , for every necessary consultation with his client and for

every “ other necessary business ;" make it his interest to have the

trial postponed from time to time, as the increase of his fees depends

upon such a course, why, the natural bent of his inclination will always

prove to be to create occasion for such services and not to bring

proceedings soon to an end. Besides, these fees, or instances for fees,

are so uncertain that, there are not to be found two Secretaries who

tax bills alike; and if the same Bill were to be put into the hands of

even two of the Judges of the Supreme Court for a like purpose ,

I am pretty certain, they would not be found to tax alike. What one

considers to be a necessary motion or business will not be considered

so by another. Suppose that the Judges of the Supreme Court were

told that they were not to be remunerated by fixed salaries but that

they would be paid so much for every motion heard, for every appeal

decided, so much for the reading of the depositions of a witness, a

fee for every postponed hearing and further argument, à fee for

consulting their brother Judges upon any difficulty in the case, can

one doubt that much evil would ensue ; that the Judges would not

be so averse to appeals as they now are, and would more willingly

listen to motions, and that the length of proceedings would not

be so much complained of ? Apply the same supposition to the

Colonial Secretary , and tell him that his business will hereafter be

' 1
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SOO !!

remunerated by a “ Table of Fees," that for every letter he writes,

for every signature le affixes to a doornient, for every consultation

with the Governor, he will be allowed a certain fee : you will

find the business multiply in his hands and the Goverior will soon

find liimself pestered in no small degree with consultations. Vould ,

in either of these two last mentioned cases, any reasonalile man sig

gest that the Appellate Judges should we got rid of , the courtbe .

abolished, and the Colonial Secretary and liis Office dealt with in a

like manier ? Yet this is the course sometimes pursued here. Is a

District Judge or are the practioners in his court not fit to perform

their duties ariglit ? the fage suggestion is , alulish the court -- that

is the only safe remedy, or rather the radical cure . So the court is

abolished and the inhabitants of a district are punished for the inale .

quacy of the Government-appointed functionary and persons aclmitted by

t! e Supreme Court to practise ; as if the cout stood established for the

special benefit of Judge & ( 0. ( as Lentham would call the born)
and not of the inhabitants. Wiat follows ? The lar scatter and fuit

settlement in some of the neighlouring courts, and the Judge l'ei'nced

to a lower Juclicial Functionary, without any reduction of emoluchis,

administers what is supposed to be justice without the control

of an appeal. Then of course, the evil is buried and hidden, ard
those who recommended the abolition congratulate themselves on

having completely eradicated an evil. If the inhabitants bed a voice

in the matter, would they not naturally call for a more capable

Judge or a better bar, and protest against their being punished for

orhers' offences. But Government is supreme, and its advisers are

considered to be sages that cannot err.

Perhaps it will be loudly exclaimed that I am very illiberal in my

notions, and my observations are extremely uncharitallo ; that 10

Judge is capable of the conduct, I suppose , under the temptation

and influence of fees, and that it is by 10 means at all a probable

occurrence. But I have not said all this without Book or note.

The system existed in England, and let us hear from Bentham how

it worked. He observes,

“ In as populous a neighbourhood as that of the metropolis the power

attached to the Office of Justice of the Peace had been converted , it

was thought, into an instrument of trade: the multitude of the fees

receivable in the course of a day, in a sort of court in which vacations

are unknown, made up for the smallness of them taken singly. In

the Country at large, so moderate is the rate, so elevated for the

most part the situation of the person invested with that office, it is

not in the nature of things that the emolument derivable from it in
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this space should, in any point of view , be an object of regard. But

in the populous neighbourhood of the metropolis, it had for a long

time been to such a degree an object of regard, as to have attracted

and placed in that commanding situation persons by whom it was

regarded not merely as an object of desire, but as a necessary source

of livelihood , serving in this respect in lieu of a profession or trade."

As a cure for this evil, a certain fixed salary was proposed ; on
which , he says.

" Nobody in this instance made a doubt of the corruptive tendency

of the retribution presented in the shape of fees ; to no one was it

erer matter of doubt, that, in some way or other, for the sake of

the money attached to the business, magistrates of the description in

question contrived somehow or other to make business ; to no one was

it ever matter of doubt, but that (however it might be in respect of

delay) fictitious, vexatious and expensive to a degree calling loudly for

the correcting hand of the legislator, was the result, But, whatever

nay have been the proportion of business made for their own lenefit

by these unlearned magistrates, it never could have been great enough

to a 'proach to a competition with the proportion regularly and from

the beginning of things, manufactured by their learned superiors and

superintendents, compared with the fictitious vexation regularly inflicted

by the courts of technical procedure --inflicted with the utmost

regularity , without danger of punishment, without fear of reproach,

with undefined power of punishment of their own creation for their

protection a ainst reproach , - punishment denourced or destined to be

the severer , the juster and better merited than reproach with this,

the utmost vexation attached to any profit, ever made, or capable of

being nate, by any cne of those unlearned magistrates, wasa Flee

lite ."

“ * Proportioned , at least with an exactness sufficient to the present

purpose- proportioned to the mischief suffered on the one part, has

been the emolument received on the other, while the unlearned magis ,

trate has been picking it up by shillings, his learned superior has

been sweeping it in by pounds. Between them , to whom are

to look for the real trading justice ? On the one part we, see the

prodigiously greater share of the profit, on the other the whole of

the odium , and the exclusive, possession of the name.” .

“ The trading justice,so called , made business ; admitted . But (to

say no more of profits, and quantities , and proportions) what means,

what instruments did he employ to make it ? By what aggravation

did he ever add to the degree and species of improbity, without

which the effect could not bave been produced ? What did he ever

we
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do towards nursing ignorance, towards generating misconception, to

wards confounding and obliterating in the public mind the very idea

of true justice ? When did he ever refuse a hearing to both parties,

or to either ? When did he ever condemn a man unheard ? In what

instance is his tribunal removed, by his contrivance out of the reach

of those whose fate is attached to their attendance on it ? When did

he refuse, refuse to all men, so much as a shew of justice, for four,

for six , for twelve whole months together ? In what instance did he

ever keep parties for months and years upon the rack , while men in

partnership and confederacy with bim were loading them with vexation

and expence by papers in which a small portion of unnecessary sense

was drowned in a sea composed of surplusage, nonsense, and lies ?

In what instance did he ever to the dismay and ruin of the suitor,

break the faith pledged to him by the legislator, by a decision in

which no regard was so much as professed to be paid to the merits

of the cause ? By what jargon did he ever befoul and corrupt the

language of common sense and reason ? By what lies, under the

name of fiction, did he ever defile his own lips, or compel suitors

and their agents to defile theirs ?

“ Thus it is, under the imperfect hold which the regard for justice

and consistency hath as yet obtained over the human mind. Combined

with weakness, improbity becomes an object of contempt, combined

with honor, the same improbity becomes an object of veneration .

Acting on a petty scale, the unsuccessful robber mounts the gallows

under his own name ; acting in a great seale the successful robber,

translates robber into king or emperor, and seats himself on a

throne. —The man who without office or power, obtains money by

false pretences is called a swindler, and under the name and pre

tence of temporary, consigned to perpetual banishment, (not to speak

of slavery :) the man who, in office, and with power for his protection,

obtains the same money by pretences equally false, is styled a Judge,

and beholds for his benefit mendacity softened with fiction, and ex

tortion converted into law ."

“ Every motion of course, that has been made is signed by the

Advocate, in attestation of his having made it : attestation of his

having received the fee charged by the attorney to the client. "

“ Every motion that has not been made, but is charged to the client

as having been made, is also signed by the advocate : viz . in attes

tation of his having made it, as well as of his having received his

fee for it."

“Made or not made, they are alike useless : mere pretences , false

pretences for extracting money out of the pocket of the distressed
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suitor , to put it into the pockets of the barrister, the attorney, the

Judge's proteges, and eventually the Judge. Pretence of speaking,

is false in many of them ; pretence of thinking, is false in all of this."

“So successfully has this fee- gathering system acted in the produc

tion of one of these results which it has, converted into the actual

order of judicature, viz. delay, that we shall see the same suit, which

under the natural system , regularly occupies on an average a space of

a few minutes, occupying with equal regularity, under the fee-collect

ing system , a space of some hundreds, not to say thousands of times

that magnitude. So successfully again has it acted in the production

of another of those seeds of judicature, denial of justice, that (as to

all remedies other than such are applied by criminal suit) we

shall find from six to about nine-tenths of the people in England

fixel by it to a state of perpetual outlawry."

“ But in the nature of things, it was scarce possible that in the

situation in question , and with the powers inseparable from it, power

should not be possessed of adding either to the quantum of the fee,

or to the number of occasions, on which it comes to be exacted. "

“ What a blessing, could Judges have contented themselves with

increasing fees in a direct and open way, without making business, or

at any rate, without making delay for the sake of making business. ”

“ The mischief became much greater, the opposition of interest to duty

much more strenuous and disastrous when a given sum was raised by

multiplying the occasions of receiving fees than when it was raised by

adding to the quantum of this or that fee. By merely adding to the

quantum of this or that fee, no other mischief would have been

produced than what would have beenproduced by the addition thus made

to the quantum of the expence, But by adding to the number of the

occasions, corresponding additions were made, inevitably made, to the

vexation and delay over and above the additions made to the expense."

Unfortunately, it became, on various accounts, easier, much easier,

to add to the number of the occasions on which fees came to be ex.

acted, than to add to the quantum of each fee. Additions to the

quantum of each fee could not escape notice and would be apt ' to

produce complaint. What did not come under notice could not pro

duce complaint : and the occasions of realizing addition to the quantity

of writing manufactured, or number or duration of other acts done,

in a word, to the quantity of business rendered necessary to be done;

and thence to the number of the fees exacted on the occasion of it,

might very easily , and on a variety of undetectible, though false,

pretences, be augmented almost without stint. Accordingly, under

this system , the Judges, to the power, added the effectual inducement,

66
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nicial :

.

to proluce fictió ", roxatid, expense, and day, ( or more briefiy,

to malo "z".! in a mantity almout without limit, and conti

Wally tending to increase the vexation , expense and delay, for

the sake of tiie priifit extractible, in the shape of fees, from the ex

jense. Hience ie production of vexation , expense, delay and official

oft, 1. une the real, and in a manner the sole ends of judicature,

it the time eul, expense and delay, so many intermediate earis,

tie production of the vexation, not an ail, but a collateral result."

“ Iainat collateral mischief been attributory to the profit for what

came to the same thing , insapuanly a tached to the production of it)

it meintl.ve been any mu's stily t procke any part of that

cillitud invef: but being citier contributory to the profit. or in

yardly attached to the production of it, it be ones every man's

interest, and conlequently every man's stiriy to produce them to the

greittout allout posible.”

Noir dues he attribute all, this to the innate corruption of the in

dividual. His dishonest disposition, his want of moral sense ? By no

pro he declares,

“ The fruit fic : not in the in:lividual, nor in any peculiar taint of

impruiry seal in the boson of the individual, but in the system it elf,

the rstom inte ribich be enters, and under which he acts. Amenithe sys

tou , you and the individual. Renderit liis interest to pursue the ends

of jast.ee, the entis of justice will be pursliel; the en .! s of judicature

will be built to a coincidience with the ends of justice."

Tow Wat is the remedy hie suge -ts ?

• If the system (mind not the fee- jatherinz bolu ) be an immcilio

cavile ruimus in the excisiva of it lies in indispen -able part of tiie

remely, we need not go far, it stares every man in the face ” ( in

the face of our legislators it does not, though .) To this latter suz .

gestion, however Jir. Mill, the editor of Bentham's works, adds the

following very sensible remark :

" For want of the requisite limitations and exceptions, the most sa

litary rules may be carried too far and mis-applied . It is only in

so far as it may be in a man's power to niultiply fres , liy multi

plying occasions for fees, that the principal reason for the abolition

of fees has place. In other respects it is of use that rewaril should

keep pace as close as possible with service. The closer it keeps face

with service, the more it sweetens service ; and alacrity, instead of

disgust is the result.” I shall take advantage of these excellent ob

observations in making suggestions for counsel's fees in the closing

chapter.

66
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In this objection therefore we see nothing that inclicates the poorse

sity for a measure which would have the tendency of extinguishing

the lar.

Aurther objection to the local bar is , their supposed inademacy for

the important duties iepired at their hands, and which lawyers gene

rally are presumed capable of performing in an eficient manner.

This also is partially true, and it is of necessity as far as the pre

sent ; but not an evil likely to be permanent or ever -continin The

Creation of a bar, at once , whiere none existed before, or at leart noue

which deserved the name, was not a practicable task . " siville was

not built in a day .” The materials first selected for the furniation of

a bar were necessarily of a very indiferent kind ; for wefiel

materials were not at the time forthcoming or obtainable. lieute the

Supreme Court Judges first admitted almost every one that applied

without examination , withont due enquiry, simply upon receitbeit

dations made by District Judges. But many of the individuals 50

admitted were found to be utterly inacle qnate to perform their duties

and fulll their enga yements aright ; and a step in advance was t'e e

fure taken requiring examination before admission. This examination

however, was not a very strict one ; for, such would have excluded all

candidates then : à tolerable knowledge of the rules of Practice aul

local legislative acts was considered a suffiient qualification. In course

of time, and as technicalities and special pleading were countezaureel

and increasel, as objections were allowed to be taken to pleadin 15 ,

and a worlel of argument tɔ be lost upon a pure nicety of le al vis

tinction or lo al defect, the Juulges of the Supreme Court discoveral

that suitors were made raju.tly to suſier for the deficiencies and sl:crt

conings of their Proctor or their Advocate aici that they required

men with serter intellects (tot sharpers, min .) Fience they required

persons seeking sentision to pass an apprenticeship and a strict and

rigid examii ation; another step in the rightdirection. This of course,

created experse to the parties sceking admission, ( for few alle men

could consent to take an appreitice without a premium or fee ) a

patient waiting for a long term ; practice and employment in a Prac

titioner's office and reading to enable one to stand the test of an ex

amination . Under this system a few , in a very short period, came

forth who could well compete even with lawyers bred in England ;

at least such as we have had the fortune of seeing as yet in the Is

land. The framer of the Ordinance in question was

and a pity it is, that he was made the workman to forge the weapon

with which his brethren are to be slaughtered. So it would appear,

that in point of legal learning and professional aptitude the bar has

C ?

such a one,
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been progressing : the lapse of time has not been sufficient, totally to

exclude the crude subjects first admitted ; but age, competition & c. will

gradually drive them off the stage; and before very long - provided

à fair remuneration for trouble, and promotion for qualification and

merit, be allowed to prevail- the local bar will prove to be an
efficient

body. The bar should always be made the stepping stone to the

Bench , and as good conduct with learning will be made the grounds of

selection, it will operate most beneficially upon the body and dissuade

them from pursuing courses that may materially affect their personal

interests . The above are facts, and I must leave the impartial reader

of his own knowledge, to say, how far they are correct ; but the

means of proving them is not open to me, for who is to try the issue ?

A further objection urged is, that Practitioners originate false liti

gation and so involve parties in ruin . I am not prepared to admit

or deny this ; for, opportunities of personally ascertaining the fact I

have had none. But this much I am able to assert safely, that the

absence of a bar is not likely to reduce such litigation. Take for in.

stance , the number of suits or plaints now instituted and entered in

the Police Courts and Courts of Requests, and see whether they are less

in number that those that used to be brought before the District Courts

prior to the establishment of the former, and you will find that they

are not a bit less , if not more, though from the former Courts the

bar is ntterly excluded. How comes this result ? Either the bar did

not instigate uncalled -for litigation, or others have sprung up in

these Minor Courts who are doing what the former are supposed to

have done. Either supposition will be a sufficient answer to this ob

jection, with this difference in favor of a bar, that this body falls under

the vigilance and control of the Judges, while the others must always

remain hidden and unassailable.

It is again objected that the bar will prove a grave impediment

in the way of speedy decision and despatch of business. This must

depend entirely upon the rules under which they are permitted to

practice. If counsel are to be heard at length and in every point

which they propose to argue, and upon every objection they may

choose to take, then the objection has, no doubt, very considerable

weight ; but the very clause under consideration makes a salutary res

triction to guard against the evil ; that they “ shall not be entitled to

be heard to ar ue except by leave. ” They had better be allowed to

suggest the necessity of an address and argument and the Court to

ovca -rule it, if it saw no difficulty or necessity, and if the Court errs,

appeal is the natural and prompt remedy. They ought, however, als

ways to cross - examine witnesses . Besides, the absence of Assessors will

dispense with the addresses explanatory of the Pleadings and evidence
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Objection is again made that they are likely to mislead unlearned

Judges, suggest incorrect law , and thus awe them by fear of an appeal,

into incorrect decision ; in fact, they would practice brow -beating to

wards these Judges even as they are in the habit of doing to witnesses,

This is the objection which I feel the most difficult to deal with.

To protect the majesty and dignity of the Bench, to allow calmness

and serenity to prevail there, it certainly is the bounden duty of the

legislature to make ample provision. Left to their common sense, those

Judges are more likely to do justice than when confusion is caused

in their brains on subjects of which they know nothing. I admit the

full weight of the objection and my utter inability to meet it. But I

will venture to hint and to throw out but one simple query . In such

case whom is it your duty to get rid of ? the Practitioners or the Judges ;

the law or common sense ? Is there no mode of allowing both

an existence in these Courts ? Is a man possessing both law and com:

mon sense such a rare animal in this Island, that the necessary re

medy cannot be had .

The last objection I have heard mentioned is this, that a bar in

this. Island is politically inexpedient. That may possibly be, but we

are not now dealing with a political question but the best mode of

administering justice. Standing independent of Government, they may

have shewn some restiveness, some obstinacy ; evinced a desire after

radicalism and a love of false popularity ; but opposition, when that

opposition cannot be the cause of positive evil , is, I think it will be

admitted, beneficial. If it were not for the standing and ever continu

ing opposition in the British Legislature, would it have passed the

wholesome and salutary laws and measures which it has done ? The

bar in Ceylon, comparatively, is too insignificant a body to in ,

flict any injury on the British Rule or Government of this Island:

Let them vapor for a while, take objections, suggest errors, point out

misdeeds ; it will be all the better. Make them all dependents on Go

vernment ; that will be a positive evil. An independent and intel

ligent public is a great blessing to every country. The bar goes to

the formation of one. Do not therefore demolish it.

These are the only objections I have heard urged against the ex

istence of a local bar, except one other of a very absurd nature ; that

they suggest appeals from Tribunals of original jurisdiction. If they

frivolously appeal, the Appellate Court might well exercise its power

of punishment as it occasionally now does. To permit appeal and deny

advice is a monstrous piece of injustice; the placing of a prize in an

inaccessible position .

ܕܘܚ
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- Let us now proceed to enquire what evils are likely to arise froin

the non- existence of a bar. 90 879tory

4. First. — Misdecision both on matters of law and matters of práctiče

The laws in this country are multifarious, and the uncertainty in which

they are involved made the ne of loud complaint by the un

initiated and even by the English Lawyer and Barrister who finds it

almost a sealed letter to him, on his first entrance upon business.h :11f

a Judge be left solely to his personal exertions for its discovery sit

will not be denied , I think , he will pretty frequently err , and thus be

the instrument of injustice. It is in vain to say, after the bar iis

driven off the field, the parties may still have their remedy by appeal;

for appeal proceeds upon the supposition of error, and how is a party

who is no lawyer to discover this error in the mazes and entangle

ments in which people say this is to be searched for ? Besidesnisłoit

not better to make the first decision correct so far as that is practi

cable, than the second , which must cost additional expence band

trouble ? A Judge is in like manner left to discover the truth

of an alleged fact by his own talent and industry. He must himself

look for matter to ground a cross -examination upon, to siftont what

is true from a mass of evidence partly true and partly false ; to elieit

all the facts that may bein the knowledge of a witness; ito instruct

him how to supply deficiencies ; to prevent the production of irrele

vancies ; and to do in fact all the services now rendered by counsel

at trial, and some rendered before trial. Is he adequate, sin point

of industry, in point of previous information , for all this ? Is a party

always able to assist him efficiently in this search ? No, certainly

not. If so , is it too much to say, errors of fact are also liable

often to occur, from which no redress can be had ? A Practitioner,

though he may be one of humble qualifications and of no greatl

pretensions, will often suggest or hint the existence of a fact on which

a Judge is able to ground an effectual and searching cross -exami

nation. A party seldom does " so. When allowed to cross -examine,

he generally begins with some irrelevant qnestions, and when he

thus proceeds, the . Judge stops him, thinking that he has no better to

put and it is mere waste of time to allow him to proceed .

Secondly.It will have the tendency of introducing into every court,

a very objectionable and unlearned class of private advisers to parties.

This is an evil which existed before the Charter of1833 , and why may

it not occur again ? Parties are often helpless without adviee; they

will have to pay for this advice whether good or bad, and be de

ceived and duped every way. The very officers of courts will begin

* : to sell advice, in the place of regular practitioners. You will see as

ܬ
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those who remember olden - times are still able to say ,-- the Inter

preters, Clerks and Secretaries giving audience of a morning to hut

dredsand fifties of suitors, and coming to courts attended by as large a

sretinuei of clients and followers as ever graced the train of a Roman

Senator or Patrician. These evils are considerably abated now , and

sthe suitor generally resorts to his legitimate adviser, the Proctor,

and if he is fleeced there it is partly his own fault, and not of

ginevitable necessity.His bill can be taxed and every item of charge

sexamined. But where there is no check, every body charges as he

slikes,andaccording to the proportion of influence which he leads the party

to believe he possesses, to guide the decision of his case. A capital

harvest of gain will flow in to all such , but mostly to court officers.

Is it at all desirable to pollute the seats of Justice by the admission

6 of these mal-practices into them ? I believe there are no two bodies

generally speaking, so hostile and antagonistic to each other as Proctors

and Interpreters of courts ; the one speaks evil of the other with

right good will.

Sie so when you take a comprehensive view of the subject : the benefits,

3 the existing evils, the probabilities of future evil, the practicable

3 remedies, and the possibility to remove abuse, the conclusion to be drawn

is that the measure proposed is neither a wise nor a beneficial one .

- This provision will prove to work viciously in its results.

The next provision to be found in this clause is, that when a

substitute is allowed to appear, or when an Advocate or Proctor is

permitted to argue, no costs incurred in respect of such appearance are

to he made payable by the opposite party.

glis There9 appears to be no just reason for the denial of necessary and

unavoidable costs . It proceeds even further than the provisions of the

3 English County Court Acts of 1846 and 1850. The provision of

the 91st Clanse of the Act of 1846 is thus explained in the Law

Review , No. XI. P. 176.

pada * The 91st Section is obscurely worded. The meaning of it seems

to be thix that a party may appear by an attorney, or may appear

by & barrister instructed by an attorney , or he may, by the leave of

the court, appear by a non -professional Agent ; but that neither' ,

attorney, barrister, nor agent can argue a case without the leave of

the Jadge ; that non - professional agents are not to have or recover

any costs ; that no higher fee than £ 1 . 3. 6. is to be allowed as the

fee of á barrister ; an attorney , nothing, unless the demand amount

to 40s, and not more than 10s unless the demand exceeds £5, nor

more than 2- 158.inany case, and that fees of counsel and attorneys

ww - are not to be allowed on taxation, in the case of a plaintiff wbiere

B
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less than £5. is recovered, or in the case of a defendant, where less

than £5 is claimed, nor in any case except by order of the Judge."

The provision in our Ordinance is simply a copy without improve

ment; but certainly with omissions whieh formed exceptions in the

original that render it the more objectionable. One does an injury

to me ; I seek redress, but cannot obtain it without professional assists

ance, and even the very Judge to whom I apply pronounces my appli,

cation reasonable and thinks that debate and argument are necessary

to the ascertainment of my right. I accordingly pay for the assistance

I obtain , in order to establish my just claim , but am denied the

recovery of expenses so unavoidably incurred , from the party who,

injures me ; and I, the innocent, am punished for the benefit of the

guilty. Now any one who has but two grains, or even less

of common
sense within him , must see, that this is most palpable

injustice. One might just as well come and knock to pieces my

garden gate, and when I complain of it, offer me the materials to

make a new one, and say : “ You must make it the best way you can

or getit made byanother at your own expence." Might I not very rea

Bonably remonstrate : “ I am no carpenter, and, probably, in attempting

to make a gate I shall spoil the very material or at least run the risk

ofso doing. Besides, though I may prove a rude workman, I have otherI

business to attend to, the neglect of which for the doing of this job,

will be a much more considerable loss to me.” If I spoke thus,

would I not be speaking as a reasonable man ? Now , substitute for

the breaking of the gate, the injury to a suitor ; for the material to

make the gate, the actual loss sustained from the injúry ; for tthe

carpenter, the lawyer : and the parallel will be complete and no real

difference will be perceived to exist between the two cascases. The

correctness of this reasoning must be obvious even to a child's judg

ment. If I, instead of employing a common house -carpenter to make

the gate, employed a first rate cabinet maker, then I may bereason .

ably denied the high charges, and be offered a reasonable sum , for

which the work could have been done. Yet wise law -givers would

not listen to such reasoning. The wisdom of the British Parliament

has laid down the rule, and we will do well to copy it, for what

are we compared with such an august body ? But even in England

they do not seem to bow to such wisdom . Hear the Law Review ,

No. XIV . p. 245 .

« To render the County Courts satisfactory to the suitor, he ought

to be relieved from the burden of conducting his case in person.
*

We have already shown the trouble and expense imposed upon him

in bringing it to a hearing, while the fee allowed for professional advo-:
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cacy is if he required it at all, insufficient to procure that assistance

which he ought in justice to be provided with . We protest against

this, not so much for the sake of the profession as for the benefit of

the public. The interests of a class must at once give way to the

welfare of a community ; and if by a salutary reform the fees of the

lawyers are diminished, to resist it on this account would be an act

of the greatest selfishness and dishonesty . It is, however, idle to

suppose that it is an advantage to a suitor to deprive him of the

power of receiving costs fairly ineurred in prosecuting his claim , and

a moderate scale of fees ought at once to be arranged, which would

enable claimants in the County Court at the cost of the defendant,

to employ an attorney to manage the case throughout, if they felt it

to be their interest to do so ."

The only other clause of this Ordinance which seems to require

notice is the 12th which permits appeal, to a certain extent, a consi.

derable deviation from the Ordinance now in force in respect of courts

of Requests and evidently an imitation of a provision of the county

court act of last year. It runs thus :

And it is enacted that any party in a suit or proceeding before

the said courts may appeal to the Supreme Court from any decree

or order of the said courts for any error in law substantially affect

ing the merits of the case, or for the admission or rejection of any

evidence contrary to law , or for the incompetency of the court in respect

offany excess of jurisdiction or that the case has already been tried,

or forms the subject of a trial pending in some other competent court, or

for incompetency of the court in respect of the commissioner himself,

as that either Che or his kinsman had an interest in the cause, for

malice or corruption on the part of the Commissioner. And the said

Supreme Court shall affirm , reverse, correct, alter and vary every

such decree order or proceeding, or order a new trial on such terms

as it thinks fit, and may make such order with respect to the costs of

the said appeal as the said court may think proper. Provided that

no party shall be allowed to appeal to the Supreme Court in any

suit or proceeding when by any law or Ordinance it is expressly pro

vided that the judgmeut, decree or other proceeding of the Court of

Requests shall notbe brought in review before the Supreme court.--

And provided further, that it shall not be necessary in any petition

of Appeal to the Supreme Court from the decree or order of any

Court of Requests to set forth the particular grounds of appeal but in

failure thereof the Appellant shall be liable to be disallowed his

costs or any part thereof in appeal."

“多
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This is a considerable improvement on the corresponding clausesof

Ordinance of 1843; but there exists no good ground for this res

tricted appeal to correct error in law only. Law and fact are some

times so interwoven in a case and stand in such intimate and close

connection with each other,that the entire separation and the conside

ration of the one apart from the other is found to be difficult. Besides,

the erroneous finding of a fact works as much mischief and injustice

as the commission of an error in law . True, it might be said that

the Supreme Court, as a court of appeal, is not possessed of meansto

discover such error ; then why does it exercise such power in refer

ence to the District Courts ? Perhaps, a Commissioner draws his con

clusions of fact from a very hasty, superficial enquiry, upon loose and

imperfect evidence full of contradictions and discrepancies, being less

careful in absence of the check of an appeal from facts. Oughta

party to suffer by such conduct ? If an appeal lay, the Supreme

Court discovering these defects in the depositions might remand the

case back for fuller and more careful enquiry. Liberty of unrestricted

appeal will be so far salutary. The appeal, which this Ordinance

proposes to allow , will be of little or no avail to a party in the absence

of legal advisers. I have already shewn that these courts will haveto

try, under the increased jurisdiction , about 9-10ths or more of the

Civil Suits of the Island, and that the District Courts, except in

one or two placés perhaps, will have so little business left in them ,

that that business will be utterly insufficient to maintain a bar. When

the bar then becomes thus extinct, a party will be reduced to the

necessity of himself discovering the error of law committed by a

Judge. But how few of the people that resort to these courts have

studied either the Roman Dutch law, the Roman Civil, orythe En .

glish law , or the law of evidence, or even our local acts and Ordi

nances ? Yet the Legislature proceeds upon the presumption of their

knowledge ofall these, & their ability to state distinctly upon what matter

a Commissioner has erred, for, if they fail to do so, they are threa

tened with punishment; that is, they “ shall be liable to be disallowed

their costs or any part thereof in appeal." With such a threat will

they venture upon an appeal even when they suspect error ? You

appeal, but are unable to state correctly the particular ground of appeal:

the appeal proves successful and yet you are punished for your igno

rance of the law which prevented your stating the grounds. Is this

just and reasonable, I ask ? In fact our legislators seem to give the

most credit to the suitors, as lawyers; for they are thought capable of

detecting the Commissioners' errors : less to the Commissioners, because

when they see a difficulty they are allowed to heap.counsel argue ; and

)
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Jeast of all to the Judges of the Supreme Court, before whom , not only

may counsel argue in every case but even the very suitors are com

pelled by penalties to instruct them by getting forth the particular

grounds ofappeal. Surely, this is hardly complimentary to the Judges

of the highest court in the Island , lawyers by profession, and persons

who are thought to be able to correct all others, and in whom legal

visdom is supposed to dwell in its utmost perfection. One would have

thought, if any court or any party could dispense with assistance in

discovering error, in finding the law , it must be these very Judges,

and the bar would have been excluded from their court first.- No ! the

-more one knows the less should he be presumed to know ; and the less

fone knows, the greater credit should be given him for knowledge.

This appears to be the rule upon which Legislation proceeds bere,

andeven elsewhere. LB)

9. There is another anomaly. These minor courts are courts of

Equity and good conscience ” and not of law strictly; fanes specially

dedicated to the divinity of common sense, who is supposed to dis .

pense justice even in greater perfection than her sister the divinity

of the law , though this latter is characterized as the perfection of

wisdom .. While these courts remain as such , how could there be an

appeal to correct their law ? Those who framed the county court

Act of 1846 appear to have perceived this, and they denied any

appeal whatever ( See Exparte Rayner, 11 Jurist 1018 ) but in the

subsequent act the distinction has been lost sight of. These courts

must either be required to decide according to law or according to

“ Equity and good conscience,” for both are not always coincident.

What equity or what good conscience will tell one that a man should

not pay his shop bills which he has neglected to pay for a year ?

But the a law will not compel him to do so against his will. The

distinction , thence, will be easily seen .

% = " So much for this Ordinance which appears to be a most faulty

piece of proposed legislation, and I flatter myself with the hope of

having assigned sufficient groundsfor saying so : and should this appeal

prove successful, I hope I shall not be cast in costs for not so doing,

either in whole or in part, (that is the cost of printing this .)

The mistake as regards the value of these minor courts appears to

have arisen from the commendation which Bentham and others of his

stamp bave bestowed upon their simple and natural mode of procedure.

Some mistook this as commendation bestowed on the organization of

the courts themselves Yand their merits as administrators of Justice.

Benthama himselfs tried to i guard against this error ; for he says.

" As far aso concerns the organization of the existing courts of

1
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natural procedure, they are susceptible of great improvements : - but in

respect of the mode of procedure, two single features, (appearance of

the parties before the Judge, and vivâ voce examination of the parties,

but especially the former) are enough to render them as muchsupe

rior to the best of the regular courts as the military tactics of Euro

pean are to those of Asiatic powers. They afford no work for lawyers ;

the wonder is not great that they should not be to the taste of the

lawyers."

When he says " they afford no work for the lawyers ” he of course

means, work by way of special pleading, motion, business & c. and not

oral advocacy , interrogation &c for that would be a contradiction of

himself.

To the above is attached the following valuable note of Mr. J.

S. Mill :

** “ It is proper to observe here, that the praise bestowed by Mr.

Bentham upon the existing courts of natural procedure, is confined in

the strictest sense, to the procedure of these courts, and by no means

extends to the constitution of the courts themselves. In many of these

courts, it is well known that justice is very badly administered . What,

however, we may be very certain of, is , that the cause of this bad

administration of justice is not the absence of the technical rules ; and

that if, over and above all other sources of badness, the practice of

these courts were afflicted , in addition , with the rules of technical pro

.cedure, they would be not only no better, but beyond comparison worse,

than they are."

“The real and only cause of the badness of the courts of natural

procedure, (in so far as bad ,) is that which is the cause of the mal

administration of so many other departments of the great field of

government; defect of responsibility on the part of those persons, to

whom the administration of them is entrusted . "

“ Causes of such defect of responsibility."

1—“Defect of publicity. In the case of a Justice of Peace adminis

tering judicature, alone, or in conjunction with a brother justice, at

his own house, or on his bowling green, or wherever he happens to

be, publicity does not exist in any degree. In the case of courts of

conscience, there is (I believe) nominal, but there can scarcely be

said to be effectual publicity ; since the apparent unimportance of the

cause prevents the proceedings in it from being reported in the

Newspapers, and would prevent it, even if reported, from attracting

in general any portion, sufficient to operate as a security, of public

attention ."

04
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2— " Number of judges. In many of the courts of conscience, the

tribunal is composed of a considerable number of officers; though any

greater number than one, or at most two, (one to officiate when the

other is sick, or from any other cause unavoidably absent,) can serve

no purpose but that of dividing, and in that manner virtually des

troying, responsibility."

3— “ Defect of appeal. In a great variety of cases, no appeal lies

from the decision of an individualjustice of peace, except to the Quarter

Sessions, that is to say, from the justices individually to the justices

collectively. How fruitless an appeal of this sort must in general be

(not to speak of its expense) is evident enough. What little value it

has, is mainly owing to the greater effectual publicity attendant on the

proceedings of a court of general sessions, which are generally reports

ted in the local papers, and always excite more or less of interest in

the neighbourhood .”

† Again Law Review No. XIÙ P. 254, speaking of County Courts.

" A great deal of petty litigation has sprung up , which it would have

been better, not to have called into existence. This however, is, but

the weed which springs up in the healthy soil A far more seriousA

evil presents itself in the perjury which is frequently committed by

the parties to the cause ; and which, although seldom successful, must

be kept in check by greater care being taken to secure its punish

ment than is now manifested. This is the more important, as the

liberty now accorded to the parties to give evidence in their own

behalf,is that alone ,which prevents the County « ourt Act from being

one of the most monstrous abortions that legislation ever produced."

(Mind this is the language of an avowed law reformer, through the

regular organ of modern law reformers.) "If the ordinary rules of

evir'e ce had been adhered to while, the plaintiff was obliged to

obtain at his own cost professional assistance to prepare himself with

legal proof of his case lest it should be disputed at the hearing,,

the act would long before this have been obliterated from the statute

book at the urgent and unanimous demand of the country.”

Hence it will be seen , that it was not the constitution or the orga

nization of these courts that drew forth the approbation of these

learned Jurists ; it was not the completeness or perfectness of their

jurisdiction for its non -existence was made a subject of complaint),( a

it was not the ahsence from these courts ofsecurities against mis-decision,

which securities, all sound jurists thought, should never be withdrawn,

but it was their simple and natural mode of procedure that they ad

vocated and held forth as deserving universal imitation. Strange it

is how this came to be lost sight of; how , instead of introducing

X
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this simple procedure into courts which already prossessed the requisite

securities and a clearly defined jurisdiction, the Legislature came blindly

to adopt what was faulty together with much that was good. Imita

tion, without thought, has been the root of this evil. Mr. Cameron

introduced a system which required but little improvement as far as

constitution and jurisdiction of courts were concerned. The Judges

who framed the rules of Practice to carry thissysteminto effect

either did not understand the principles on which it proceeded or

were lawyers' too technical to enact simple rules to make it work

well. What was thereupon left for our Legislature to do was, merely

to introduce a simple and natural mode of procedure into the then

existing courts, and this was a most easy task . This therefore brings

me to the concluding Chapter of my subject, to suggest what I con

sider to be the amendments required.

CHAPTER V.

STATEMENT OF THE WRITER'S OWN VIEWS AS TO ALTERATIONS REQUIRED

IN RESPECT OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COURTS OF THIS ISLAND

AND IN RESPECT OF PROCEDURE .

In commencing this Chapter I wish to impress on themind of the

reader certain rules which the Legislature ought" always to follow ,

if it does not desire to see change after change, to unsettle every

thing and produce confusion, uncertainty and doubt. But as far as

I can I shall try to intimate them in words not my own but of much

superior authority.

“ When every year brings some fresh bit of alteration, founded on

no principle, it passes human patience to be always unlearning and

relearning , and human memory to recollect what is the ultimate result

of the various and frequently conflicting changes " xv. Jurist. Part 2.

page 314.

“ In questions of Law Reform when once the extent of the evil

is steadily discovered, the boldest reform is often the most advisable,

because it settles foundations and prevents the great evils of frequent

changes." (Quoted by Sir. E. Perry in p. 50 of his Pamphlet as "the

remark of perhaps the greatest living authority in common law." )

A further objection to the proposed scheme of dealing with established

evils in law . procedure by gradual reforms is that it is nearly sure

to prove illusory.- I have shown the objections necessarily entertained

by the profession ( as part of the natural history of lawyers ) to changes

generally in the law, and justly entertained whenthe changes proceed

66
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In like manner
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on no fixed principle, and through indefinite periods of time. The

public, on the other hand , whose interests are paramount in the

matter, pay so little attention to the subject that they are very apt

to adopt all the notions, and imbibe the prejudices of those whose

interests are certainly not coincident with their own. The consequence

is, that an unsuccessful or an incomplete measure of Law Reform

enables so many plausible arguments to be urged against alterations

generally, that the progress of improvement is arrested, and the happy

opportunity lost of basing a solid reform on principle.” Sir E. Perry's
Pam .

Bombay is extremely favourably circumstanced for an experiment

in law reform . For 48 years past it has presented the example of the

best small cause court in the British Empire. Sir David Pollock

myself have lately extended the jurisdiction of this court to so large

a sum, and over such a large field of law, that there is no reason ,

except the supposed conflicting interests of practitioners, why it

should not be extended indefinitely ” ( that is to destroy its character

yas a small cause court.) Sir E. Perry's Pam, P. 68.

nner what we want here, is a solid Law Reform , based

upon principle, and without its being prospective of further material

change or alteration. If any such Reform is possible in this Island,

this is the practicable moment ; as we have now at the head of the

Government one who by his judicial experience, is capable of compre

hending the subject when placed in a right point of view , and is

very desirous of establishing a system which will prove to be a real

improvement. This opportunity is not likely to recur, and were it

not for the occasion , thus presented , the writer of these pages would

have preserved complete silence on the subject and not have obtruded

himself ' upon the public to expound his own ideas on this matter;

which ideas, under difterent circumstances, would probably be treated

with contempt and inattention . My earnest desire is that the Sir G.

Anderson will take nothing as good upon mere authoritative dictation ,

but consider and reason upon it for himself, and adopt that which his

reason approves.

Sir E. Perry observes " At home it will be found that practitioners

are nearly always enamoured with the practice of their own courts ."

In like manner our present Ruler's Indian judicial experience and

his intimate acqnaintance with the system which prevails there, and his

legal habits there contracted , might possibly raise in his mind a pre

dilection and bias in favor of that system . But impartial enquiry

will shew , thatweare, or at least have been, greatly in advance of

Continental India'sregards the constitution of our courts, and also
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in respect of practice. I say this uponthe authority ofSir E.Perry ,

who in his pamphlet P. 62. says “ I witnessed a remarkable illustration

of the efficacy of the practice." ( the examinution of parties) in one

of the visits which I have already mentioned to the District Courts

at Ceylon. I have already described the defective state of the

bstantive * law of that country. The Judges also for the most part

have not been happily selected. But the procedure which has been

adopted upon fixed principles " ( Bº far as our rules followed Mra

( ameron's recommendations only it must be kept in mind,) " and after ,

careful consideration appeared to me most satisfactory, and to contrast

very favourably with that which is to be seen in India. Every where )

I went I found the court sitting at regular hours, and the same inte

rest exhibited by the natives, and the same publicity shed over alle

parts of the proceedings as is exhibited at the most frequented assize :

Town in England." , The Indian judicial system does not proceed

upon any fixed principle, and that in itself is an objection to it.

It resembles, I believe to a considerable extent, the system which

prevailed here before the Charter of 1833. I shall now, without furtherza

preface, proceed to make my suggestions, adding thereto mýis reasonso

and authorities, when necessary, or where any thing contained in the

previous part of my inquiry fails to shew sufficient grounde

1. - I suggest that the entire Island shall stand divided into judicial

districts as at present; or if necessary , that a re-division be made so

as to admit of the distribution of an exclusive original jurisdiction

on the Geographical principle as suggested by Bentham...

I
agree that “the courts should be locally situated so as to bring

justice home to everyone's door, and neither put the suitor nor theiu

supposed offender to the inconvenience and charge of a distant

tribunal."

I also concur with Mr. Mill that “ the question, how many courts

there should be as well of primary as of appellate jurisdiction is to

be determined by one thing only : namely, the need there is forthem . ta

The number of the courts of primary jurisdiction must be determined,

S7

“The terms, adjective and substantive, applied to law , are intended to a

mark an important distinction ' first pointed out to notice by this author ;

( Bentham ) viz . the distinction between the commands which refer directly to

theultimate ends of the legislator,and the commands which refer to objects

which are only means to those ends. The former are as it were the laws

themselves; the latter are the prescriptions for carrying former into

execution . They are, in short, the rules of procedure. The former
former Bentham

calls the substantive law, the latter the adjective." Mill. The subject of this

Pamphlet belongs entirely to the adjective law .

11
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in some instances by the number of suits; in some by local extent.

To render justice sufficiently accessible the distance from the seat of

judicature must not be great, though the number of accruing suits

either from the paucity or from the goodconduct of the peopleshould

belever so small."

328. Isuggest, that in each of the districts above referred to, there

shall be two courts established : one to be called the Civil Court,

and the other the Criminal Court of such District ; and to each of

which shall be appointed one Judge; the one appointed to the former

to be called the Civil Judge, and the one appointed to the latter, the

Criminal Judge. 7194

The complete union of criminal and civil jurisdictions can never !

beeffected ' for any practical purpose. Though conferred on one and I

the same Court and Judge, the amalgamation, in reality, never takes 1

place; the business will stand always divided ; that is, one establish

ment consisting of two distinct departments, the Officers of the one

being also the Officers of the other. It is a mere nominal union i

without destroying their distinctive character. Nor do I see the benefit

of such union . No confusion, conflict or doubt is raised by this na

tural separation. When it is practicable and circumstances do permit,

it is desirable that to each of these Courts a separate Judge should be

assigned, which would effectually prevent criminal business dislodgingand

retarding civil.. Formerly when they stood united, sometimes an

urgent criminal enquiry necessarily postponed the civil business which

had been already fixed , to the great annoyance and cost of suitors.

If I rightly remember, once the civil business of the District Court

of Colombo stood suspended for nearly fifteen days, the Judge being

engaged in holding inquests upon the bodies of some persons that had

been killed at a riot during a Mahomedan Festival.

The reasons given by Sir C. Marshall for the combination, and

which Mri Cameron quoted in support of his recommendation, do not

strike me as satisfactory . Hedeclares :

" Indeed, I am inclined to think that the union of the two Juris

dictions in the same person , supposing him to possess diligence

and a good understanding is very beneficial to the natives, by refering

them in all their little grievances of whatever description to the same

arbitrator." " two arbitrators,(What signifies whether there be one or

if both are equally convenient and both able to afford redress .)

" Another very material advantage derived from this combination

of authority, arises out of the difficulty which so frequently presents

itself of deciding whether the wrong complained of should be treated

as a civil injury or a criminal offence; if the complainant mistakes his

.
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coarse and applies to the wrong side of the court for redress, he is

transferred to the other side, and his case may be heard at once,

instead of his being driven to seek another tribunal.” When the two

courts are situated near the same locality, the inconvenience must be

too small to deserve consideration. Besides, the principle of the

division of labour will make each court more efficient when so presided

The best civil Judge is- not always the best criminal Judge.

As regards the alteration of the names of courts

there is nothing essential, but it is better to give an intelligible name

rather than an unintelligible one . Those I have selected are words

in common use and to which a fixed meaning attaches. A court of

Repuests” and “ Commissioner " have no definite meaning. The former

does not at all give any notion of the business that should come before

it, ' nor the latter of the functions belonging to the Office. The names

" Police Court ” and “Police Magistrate” are alike objectionable, as the

business is not confined to Police offences.

48. - I suggest that the Civil Court shall possess all the original civil

jurisdiction now exercised by the District Court and Court of Reqnests

of each District, and the Criminal Court the whole of the original

criminal jurisdiction now exercised by the Police, the District and the

Supreme Courts within each district, except the trial of the following

offences: treason , homicide &c. and this latter, the Criminal Court, be

vested with power to award any punishment which the law allows

to the offenders tried before it.

So far as the Civil jurisdiction is concerned I have already stated

reasons enough. In reference to the criminal jurisdiction I haveonly

to observe that under the defective state of the substantive law of

the country in respect of criminal offences, the specified mention of

the offences excluded from the Criminal Court will be abundantly

better than the undefined distinction which now exists. Of course the

Legislature ought to determine what offences should be so excluded:

4. - I suggest that all cases tried before these courts shall be tried

before the Judge of each court without a järy or assessors, with the

following exception ; that it shall be allowed to any party to a cause

to apply for a jury ; in which case jurors shall be selected: '

from the bystanders to perform such duty, but such jurors will

only have the cognizance of facts under the guidance of the judge,

and the judge shall be bound to pass decision applying the law to

the facts so found by the jury, but shall be at liberty to record his

own opinion of the facts with the reasons thereof. 1 * ,

The reasons for this suggestion I have already stated . I

agree in the principle that " each court should be so constituted
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as to throw upon the judges undivided responsibility ," but the ex

ception is a necessary one. Certain cases will occur which require
a sperial jury, and in such the application should be made at the

settlement of the issues, as I shall hereafter state, that sufficient time

may be allowed for the citation of jurors.

5 .-- I suggest, that the Supreme ('ourt, as at present, shall try all

the excepted criminal offences as à court of original jurisdiction.

6.- I suggest that the Supreme Court, consisting of three judges,

as at present, shall form one court of appeal and hear all appeals,

civil and criminal, sitting at Colombo, but every such appeal shall be

heard by all the judges that may happen to be at the time of

such hearing in Colombo, sitting together, and the decision of such

court to be final, reserving the right of the Queen in Privy Council to

entertain appeals of any kind as at present.

Bentham judiciously observes that the court of final appeal stands

most in need of securities against mis - decision ; simply because there

is no ulterior remedy. It has been already intimated that two18

stages of appeal are objectionable, if the unity of the law can be pre

served without them . When all appeals are decided in Colombo I

think it can be practically secured. Besides, a collective court of

appeal to revise the decision of each of its individual members, is

not at all, in its working, likely to prove a good constitution for

a court, and an appeal to such a court is attended with inconve.

nience, expense and trouble . As appeals will have to be heard at

Columbo, from the remotest parts of the Islands ; and even in

the case of a supposed error of the appellate court an Advocate

will not venture to lodge appeal to the collective court without pre

viously consulting his client-- For such consultation and the giving

of the necessary securities a much more considerable allowance of

time wiil,be required than at present ; and that itself will form no

trifling obstacle in the way of such an appeal. But all the benefits

of a collective court, I think,might be secured without such an appeal

and without its cost. As the time occupied by the judges in making

circuits will no doubt be now very much reduced there will almost

always be found at least two of the judges in Colombo . Each of

the judges may take his just proportion of the appeal business, and

enter upon the hearing simultaneously with his brother judge or

judges, who may happen to be in Colombo, sitting together, and

pronounce judgment in the hearing of each other, each judge taking

up a case in rotation from those he bas previously read. When 80

delivering judgment whenever there exists a difference of opinion

on any point of law or practice, it will necessarily create a quiet de
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cision, which must either lead to agreement, or reservation for col,

lective determination. This will promote much more effectually the

unity of the law , than when the resort to the collective court is

left to the means and option of a party . - This of course adds

another argument in favor of appeals being heard at Colombo.

Under this system the three judges must be continued, or often

the appeals will be left to one individual judge. If the number be

reduced to two, the Chief Justice's opinion must be allowed to prevail,

and there will be less confidence in such a decision than when it

proceeds upon a majority of votes. Moreover the system I recommend

will furnish sufficient business for three judges, not for a useless but

a beneficial purpose the correct administration of justice.

Further, the presence of more judges than one on the Bench

will be a wholesome check, the one upon the other. Even the superior

Judges are subject to like infirmities as the inferior, and are apt

to act capriciously, at times, and even arbitrarily. I make no allusion

to living instances, and even if I found any grounds for so doing,

it would be very unbecoming of me to do so . — But in illustration of

my remark and in order to induce the belief that it is not en

tirely uncalled for, I shall instance a case decided long ago, in

appeal; both the appellate judge who decided it, and the judge of

the original court, being now dead . — Both were most conscientious

men, desirous of doing justice, but there was this difference between

the two ::-The judge of the original court was a calm , patient, in

dustrious character, who seldom allowed his mind to be at all

ruffled ; but the appellate judge, whatever were his other good qua

lities, and they were many, had not the control of his passions ;

allowing sometimes suspicions and irritated feelings to get the

better of his judgment, which under other circumstances was ex

tremely sound . — The case was a suit between two parties for a piece

of land . - The original court gave judgment in favor of one, against the

other. The successful party had called a witness who also claimed

some interest in another portion of the land , but not then in

question ; and the original court proceeded to decide, giving credit to

his testimony. However, the defeated party denied the witness's

alleged right also. On the hearing of the appeal the appellate

judge thought that the judgment could not be sustained , suspected

this witness ; but sent back the case to the original court to call

upon this witness to intervene and establish his asserted claim . On

being so called, the witness, probably aware of the certainty of

defeat after the pre- expressed opinion of the appellate judge, de

clined to involve himself in litigation ; said that his interests did not

1
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enter into the subject of this suit, and therefore he was not a nécessary

party. On this being intimated to the appellate court the decree . it

pronounced was, that as the least punishment which the Supreme

Court could inflict upon the party who declined to intervene, for his

contumacy, was to condemn him in all the costs of that suit ; and he

WAS :80 condemned to pay the costs of all parties, successful and

defeated, and even of the party who called him as a witness. There

was no further appeal and no remedy. The whole of this man's

property was sold under execution to satisfy this arbitrary decree-

Now , had there been any other Judge sitting on the bench at the time

this judgment was pronounced ; being an honest and an independent

man , would he not have suggested his dissent, and, probably , pre

vented the arbitrary & unjust decree taking effect ? Some may doubt

the correctness of my report, but I am in a position to say where

the record , which will prové all this, is to be found.

Thus much for courts, their constitution and jurisdiction. Next

eomés.

2

PROCEDURE.

CIVIL.

:

1 , * 1. I suggest that all suits shall commence on the personal

application of the party " or of his counsel to the judge."

13. On such application, of course, if the judge discovers that the

party has come to the wrong court ; as for instance to the criminal

instead of the civil, or vice -versâ ; he will at once refer him to the

proper court, making, if reqnired, & record of the order and its

grounds, for the purposes t of an appeal.-.So also making a like

record, if requested, he will refuse simmons, if he be clearly of opinion

that the grounds of complaint stated are insufficient to support the

claim . The benefits connected with this proceeding are obvious. It

ävoids further trouble and expense, and enables parties instead of re

sorting for legal advice to a Practitioner who may possibly ad

« vise him ill, at once, to take the opinion of the court whether he

has good grounds to found an action upon or not.

2 ... I suggest that when the judge permits the entry of the suit,

la summons or a capias phall thereupon isstiei "

3. I suggest that "on summons & e., being served, the parties

( unless personal attendance be dispensed with) shall attend before the

judge in open court ; and " f any matter shall appear to be in dispute,

a day shall be fixed for the hearing, and the proceedings in the snit

regulated." ***** s polos pontosan

y vided that must have been to

1

3

1
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According to the present rules for the courts of Requests a

párty defendant as also the Plaintiff are obliged to attend at once,

after summons, prepared with evidence to meet every possible issues

that may be raised . In this case , in many an instance, either witnesses i

have been unnecessarily brought up , or the necessary witnesses ishave:I

not been cited. This causes ngeless expense. This rule has been

copied without consideration of its effects. Its faultiness is thus ext)

posed in the Law Review No. XIV P : 250.

. “ In the superior court, at the end of eight days after service of

the writ, the plaintiff delivers to the defendant a declaration , to which

the defendant must plead in four days, and if he fail to do so,

Judgment is signed against him . The costs are greatly increased

by this proceeding as we shall show hereafter, but the suit is rended ?

here and the Plaintiff has not been called upon to sacrifice one mo-u .

ment of his time, or to put himself to any inconvenience or expense

in proving his demand. In the county courts, however, the case is:)

very different. On the day appointed for hearing he must go prepared

to prove his case although the defendant may not have the smallesti.

intention of requiring him to do so . He has no means of knowing

before hand whether it is to be opposed or admitted , whether he is a

to be niet with every objection that ingenuity can suggest, or to be

allowed to take a judgment without question or dispute. He must

therefore be prepared for contest, and expense and annoyance of this

preparation , and the vexation of finding that it has been unnecessarily

taken is enough to make many a suitor forswear altogether a course

of Proceeding that so needlessly gives rise to them ."

The summons should direct the defendant to produce all documents

on which he may rest his defence, that they may be admitted or

denied by the opposite party. , is

The above is as summary a kind of procedure as can be devised I

applicable to a vast variety of cases of all kinds and of all amounts. It

will be at once seen there will be three stages. 1.- The entrance of

the claim . 2. - The appearance of the parties. 3.- The hearing or ' s

trial. A portion of the cases will terminate at the first stage.

Another portion at the second, and the remainder at the third .

A small number of cases not so triable, and of, a very coniplex na

ture will arise, whether the amount of the suit is small or large,

in which written pleading will be of considerable , advantage. Sir

E. Perry. (Pamphlet No. 16.) observes.It is ** ? mnivina, as it

“ There remains the class where there really , is something,- whether

of law or fact to try ; where it is necessary to impress firmly on the

mind of the judge minute facts from which legali, conclusions

Crisáp oil
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atestato

derivable where it is expedient to chalk out the limits beyond

which the discussion is not to proceed at the trial; cases, in short,

in which the advantages afforded by careful written statements should

be available to the parties” ( complex cases ).

In these cases the pleadings should never proceed beyond the answer.

On the filing of the answer after examination of parties, if necessary ,

the issues should be settled and a day for hearing immediately fixed .

So that this class of suits must also terminate, at the third stage,

at the most ; that is, so far as judgment is concerned .

I claim nothing of originality in the above suggestions. The pro

cédure is that recommended by Mr. J. Mill and Sir E. Perry. ,

Written pleadings should be avoided as much as possible. In fact this

is-exactly what Mr. Cameron recommended in his report. He says:

54th I recommend that the pleadings shall consist of an oral alter

cation between the parties in open Court, and that a minute thereof..

shall be made by the officer of the Court under the direction of the

judge." sa salita
i sa'yo ?

5th + I recommend that at the time of pleading each party, shall

state the names of the witnesses whom he intends to produce at the

trial, and the matters which he expects them respectively to prove,

and shall describe the documents which he intends to produce at the

trial, and that a minute thereof shall be made by the officer of the

court, under the direction of the judge."

6th-I recommend that each party shall be subject to cross-exami

nation by his adversary as to the statements made by him in the plead

inge, and as to those relating to evidence, and that each party, if he

desires it, usliall be assisted by an advocate or a proctor who may

examine him in chief, and cross examine bis adversary as to their

ręśpective statements ."

Mr. Mill, thus supports these views :

“The stages we have observed are three. The first is that in which

the Plaintiff adduces the fact :on which he relies, and is met by the

defendant either with a denial of the fact, or the affirmation of another

fact, which, to maintain the suit, the Plaintiff minst deny. The second

is that in which evidence to prove or disprove the faction which the

affirmation or denial of the parties ultimately rests, is adducel and

decided upon. The third is that in which the operations are performed

necessary for giving effect to the sentence of the judge." (Execution .)

“ What is desirable in the operations of the first stage, is, 1stly

That the affirmations and negations with respect to the facts should be

trưe ; and 2dly that the facts themselves should be such as ' really

to have the quality ascribed to them . For the first of these purposes,

>
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all the securities, which the nature of the case admits of, should be

taken , for the veracity of the parties. There is the same sort of

reason that the parties should speak truly as that the witnesses should

speak truly. They should speak, therefore under all the sanctions

and penalties of a witness, They canpot indeed, in many cases swear

to the existence or non -existence of the fact, which may not have been

within their cognizance. But they can always swear to the state of

their belief with respect to it. From the second of the above pur

poses, namely, that it may be known whether the facts affirmed or de

nied are such as to possess the quality ascribed to them, two things

are necessary '; the first is, that all investitive and divestitive facts, and

all acts by which rights are violated , should have been clearly pre

determined by the legislature ; in other words, that there should be a

well made code; the second is that the affirmations and denials with

respect to them should be made in the presence of some body capable :

of telling exactly whether they have the quality ascribed to them or

not. The judge is a person with this knowledge, and to him alone

power of deciding in matters 60 essential to the result of the

enquiry be entrusted .”

" To have this important part of the business done then, in the best

possible way , it is necessary that the parties should meet in the very

first instance in the presence of the judge. A is asked, upon his oath ,

to mention the fact which, he believes, confers upon him or has violated,

his right. If it is not a fact capable of having that effect, he is told so ,

and his claim is at an end. If it is a fact capable of having that effect,

B. is asked whether he denies it or whether he affirms another fact,

either one of those which , happening previously , would prevent it

from həying its imputed effect; or, in a civil case, one of those which,

happening subsequently, would put an end to the right to which the

previous fact gave commencement. If he affirmed only a fact which

could have neither of these effects, the pretensions of B. would be

without foundation .”

“ We have now seen the whole of the operations to be performed .

The parties are required to state before the Judge the investitive or

divestitive facts on which they rely. If they state, for this purpose,

a fact which is not possessed of those qualities, they are immediately

told that it is not possessed of them , and not calculated to support

their claim. They come, by two or three steps at the longest, to a fact

upon which the question ultimately turns , and which is either contested or

not contested. In a great many cases it would not be contested . When

the subject was stript of disguise, the party who had no right would

generally see that he had no hope, and would acquiesce. The suit

a
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pould thus be terminated without the adduction of evidence - Whemi

it was not, the cases would be frequent in which it might be termia

nated by the evidence which the parties brought along with them .

Iy these cases , also , the first hearing would suffice. A vast majority

of the whole number of suits would be included in these two sets of

cases . For the decision of a vast majority, therefore, of the whole

number of suits, a few minutes would suffice. When all the evidence

could not be forthcoming at the first hearing, and only then , would a

second hearing he required. In this mode of proceeding, justice would

be, that without which it is pot justice, expeditious and cheap.

" In all this there is nothing which one man, with the appropriate

intellectual and moral qualities, is not as competent to perform as any

number of men. As one is cheaper than any greater number, that is

one reason why no more than one Judge should be allowed to one
tribunal."

PROCEDURE .

CRIMINAL

9

4. I suggest that every party having any charge of a criminal

nature to make in the ( riminal Court, shall be allowed to do so by

personal application to the Judge, and no previous committal of the

accused by a Justice of Peace be considered a requisite in any case

whatsoever.

It is unnecessary to enter further into rules of criminal procedure as

the rules enacted for the District Courts in this Branch, and now in

operation, are extremely simple and summary:

&

PROCEDURE.

CRIMINAL AND CIVIL .

5 .-- I suggest that every party to a suit, whether Criminal or Civil,

shall be allowed free liberty to have the aid and assistance of counsel

at all the stages of a cause, but such counsel shall not be at liberty to

argue or address the Court at length without the leave of the Judge

Reasons have already been given.

6.- I suggest that every party engaging the services of counsel shall

be at liberty to contract for the remuneration of such service, the

sum agreed upon being entered in the proxy given to such counsel;

but no party shall be at liberty to charge, against the opposite, any

other fees than the following.
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Proctor's Fees chargeable by one party against another.i. ***

Appearance in Court to lodge plaint
£ .

Appearance in Court to settle issues

Attending Triał (once only ) .....

Suing out writ of Execution .......

The reasons for restricting the counsel from arguing at length

without permission have been already given ; but full liberty should

be given to cross -examine witnesses and parties under due control.

I havealready argued the propriety of allowing every party to rest:

caver, his reasonable expences which he has incurred in retaining coun .

sel, but I do not see why every counsel should be compelled to accept

the same sum . This may be safely left to be arranged between the a

employer and the employed. Let every man put his own value upon -1

his services and get employment if he can. This is the principle of

free: trade . Only care should be taken to protect the defeated party

from a too burdensome charge of costs, without necessity, and at the

option of the party opposed to him. If I rightly remember, this rule 1

has been adopted in the New York Code, and it prevails here in res - 1

pect of Advocates. I only desire its extension, there being no reason.

particularly under the procedure I have suggested, for the distinction :

between the two branches of the Profession , Advocates and Proctors.

It is antorious that one man's services are of greater value than those

of another, and why should both be sold at the same raté. Legal

compulsion in such a case merely produces 'evasion ; they will not

sell at the same rate and the law becomes a dead letter. It will

perhaps be objected, that the practitioners, by mutual agreement, are

likely, in such a case , to put a monopoly price upon their labor, and

make extravagant demands. This objection will equally apply to Ado

vocates, and yet the rule has produced no such effect. Each Advovate

&

M

9

8

stand , and lowers or raises it as the demand diminishes or increases. »

If, haply, a common understanding among the Practitioners should, for

a time, enable them to make exorbitant charges, the politico-economic

principle will soon comeinto operation ; high wages will introduce ;

more labourers and bring down the wages to a natural level. Against

exorbitant demands the liberty to conduct one's own cause will be ;

another check.

If the bar is to be maintained a fair rate of remuneration should

be allowed , to attract men of education , and enable them to fill a resa

pectable position in society. that's

The previous settlement of fees will extinguish the desire to protract

proceedings. The fees I above proposed are for unavoidable services,

*
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When the rate of remuneration has been agreed on between Proctor and

client, it may be made to appear in the Proxy, at what stage or

stages, it is agreed that it should be discharged either in whole or

4

X

in parte

1

7- suggest that an appeal should be allowe from Courts both

Civil and Criminal upon every question of law and upon every question

of fact,

I agree in the rule that in case of any miscarriage through the

Judge's fault at a trial, means should be afforded of reversing the

decision, whether upon a question of evidence or upon any direction

given by the Judge; and in any manifest error in those who decide

on the fagt, a new trial should be allowed . - But no relief should be 3

given against the consequences of any oversight committed by the

party or hių advocate.”

Mr. Mill justly remarks,

What is required to be done, in the case of an Appeal, is theri

first thing which deserves to be ascertained . An appeal takes place

in conseqnence of a complaint against the previous Judge: Where

no complaint, there is no appeal nor place for appeal." B

A complaint against the Judge must relate to his conduct, either

at the first, the second, or the third stage of the judicial operations."

“ If to his conduct at the first stage, it must be a complaint of his

having permitted , a party to rest upon a fact which had not the inves

titive or divestitive quality ascribed to it ; and this implies either &

mistake, with respect to the law , or that he allowed the decision to

turn upon a fact which did not embrace the merits of the question

It is evident that, for the decision of this question all that is ne

cessary is an exact copy of the pleadings and the transmission of it to

the Court of Appeal.” .

4.If the complaint relates to his conduct at the second stage, it

must tum upon one of two points ; either that he did not take all the

evidence, or that he did not properly determine its valne."

“ If he did not take the evidence properly, by a failure either in

assembling the sources of it, or in extracting it from them when as

sembled, the proper remedy is to send back the cause ? to him with an

order to supply the omission; or if he be suspected of having failed

wilfully, to send it to the Judge of one of the neighbouring districts,

to retake the evidence and decide."

“ If the complaint relates to a wrong estimate of the evidence, the

statement of it transmitted to the court of appeal, with the reasons

assigned by the Judge for the value affixed to every portion of it,

will enable the Appellate court to decide.

awá Sja
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To the comprehensive appeal thus proposed to be allowed, theonly

objection that may be offered, is that too much appeal business is

likely thus to be thrown into the Supreme Court. This ohjectionis ***

grounded on the supposition either, that so many would be the orrors

of law and errors of fact committed by the Judges of original juris

diction, that appealable cases" would be very numerous ; or that parties

would resort to appeal without just grounds. If the former, the

appeal becomes the more indispensable, for want of which, much

injustice will be done throughout the country ; but if the latter, the

proper course to check it is to punish those who frivolously appeal

and make an abusive use of so wholesome a liberty.

Moreover it is to be taken into consideration, that the proceedings

which will go before the Appellate Judges for revision under the

proposed simple system , will not be incumbered with the mass of

paper and written pleadings which now go to the composition of a

file ; so the labour of perusal will be greatly lessened .

Thus have I endeavoured to sketch out a course of simple proce

dure, giving only the broad outlines of it, and omitting all minor

detail, simply to show, that there is nothing impracticable in it. The

Legislature seems to assume that such is practicable with reference to
9.-10ths of the cases. I only argue, that it may be indefinitely extended

with benefit.

Perhaps some will think it strange that I should take for my autho

rities a few jurists or theoretic men chiefly, and not Practical Lawyers.

The reason is obvious ; that these latter are mostly technical men,

wedded to an already existing artificial system , men of precedent and

not of principle. The former are more likely to propound an im

proved system than the latter. Sir E Perry correctly observes :,

“ But I ought to premise, that I do not consider practitioners like

Sir L. Peel and myself to be the fittest persons to conduct this sort of

enquiry. The Germans have a very good division of those who cul .

tivate the study of the law ' in Theoretiker and Praktiker, the former

are the scholars by whom the science is advanced, the latter are the

practical men who apply the doctrines patiently thought out under the

midnight lamp to the every day business of life. · A similar distinction

prevails no doubt asto all sciences, and a ready illustration occurs to my

mind in the passing political events of the day, where one may see

the practical statesmen of the House of Commons carrying out the

theories and enforcing the doctrines of the philosopher of 70 years

ago," ( The New corn lawswere just passing throngh Parliament at this

period ,) " but it is in the Law especially that the distinction is most
marked ."

9
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It will perhaps be asked , how comes Sir E. Perry then to have taken

views supposed to be correct, and not his other brethren . He explains
the reason .

“ It was my good fortune just before I entered the chambers of a

special pleader to hear the great speech of Mr. Brougham on Law

Reform in 1828, and very shortly afterwards to become acquainted

with the works of Mr. Bentham. From that moment to the present,

I think, I may fairly assert, that I have never lost an opportunity ,

whether in conducting the technical business of a Pleader's office,

practising at the Bar, reporting the decisions of the Court of Queen's

Bench, visiting the law courts of continental nations, or studying

the works of theoretic and practical writers, of endeavouring to make

myself acquainted with the rationale of rules of procedure and the

comparative value of the methods adopted for the ends in view.

The advantages which Indian experience confers in this respect, and

especially the presidency of Bombay where a court of natural proce

dure had sprung up under the tutelage of such men as Sir William Syer,

Sir James Macintosh and Sir Edward West, are in my view so great,

that now when I am approaching the end of my legal career, and

when I have arrived at a time of life at which hasty and inconside

rate opinions are not fairly presumable, I do not hesitate, even at the

risk of being thought dogmatic, to express my opinion in the strorg

and confident tone, which I have adopted above. According to the

theoretic views laid down by Mr. Bentham , the appearance of the

parties before the Judge at the earliest stage of the suit is the sim

plest, the most rational, the must economic and most satisfactory method

of settling the matter in dispute. In nine cases out of ten, it enables

the suit to be disposed of at once without any expense ; in the tenth

case it brings the parties on the stage who know better than any one

else what the real matter in dispute is, and enables arrangements to

be made for the further conduct of the suit. The method is eminently

plastic, and allows of the complicated entangled case of the rich suitor

to be equally and carefully disposed of as the simple difficulty of the

poor for which a five minutes audience will often suffice . ”

“ It is moreover founded on the principles of common sense ; it is

to be found oecurring in the jurisprudence of all nations before chica

nery has been allowed to raise its head, and seems so obviously to be

the mode which reason would dictate for solving a difficulty, as to

make it a fundamental principle in natural procedure. I feel bound

to depose that all the experience which I have gained both from men

- and books confirms the truth of these doctrines."

It will be seen that in working out the Procedure which I suggested
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the Judge is made to supervise the proceedings from their inception

to their ultimate termination with judgment; and little or no room is

left for the miscarriage of a case by the fault or neglect of practitioners.

These latter come in merely by way of aid to the Judge and the

parties. Upon the fitness and aptitude of the Judge must therefore

depend almost entirely the result. No system, however scientifically

and well arranged, can be worked with unfit instruments. Sir E. Perry

has stated “the Judges” of this Island “for the most part have not

been very happily selected .” It would ill becomeme to express any

opinion on the subject; but if this observation be correct, means should

be adopted to prevent a like evil occurring again . Those at present

holding office may be deemed as having acquired certain vested rights,'

to endure through life or during good behaviour and ability to work ,

and their removal will be difficult except by transfer, for which the

occasions will be few ; but prospective provision is not impossible.

Besides character for honesty, a Judge should possess two indispensable

requisites ; legal learning and aptitude, and a knowledge of the lan

guage of his District. Without these, efficiency is very uncertain.

The device I would suggest to secure these two latter (the first being left

for enquiry by the Governor who selects ) would be two classes of

certificates, one obtainahle from the Judges of the Supreme Court, (who

should never grant them to any without due examination ) as to legal

8 fficiency ; and the other from a Board of standing examiners at

Colombo, certifying as to a candidate's knowledge of either one or both of

the native languages. Of this latter there may be two kinds ; the

first to be granted to those who possess a full, thorough and critical

acqua'ntance with them ; and the other to those who possess it suff.ci

ently for all practical purposes. The issue of these certificates should

not be deferred to the moment of a vacancy, but should be made obtain

able of right by all the Advocates of the Supreme Court and by all

who belong to the Civil Service or are admitted as writers. The

Governor may exercise his patronage by allowing any other whom he -

selects to apply for such certificates. The possessors of these certi

ficates should be considered as the only persons eligible to fill a

vacancy as Judge.

Would it be too much to suggest that even the Bench of the Supreme

Court should be filled by persons either selected from the Local Judges

or from Queen's Advocates of three years standing in the Island 'who

have obtained the above Language certificates. ' At present, occasionally,

a Judge is imported from a distant part of the world , and he immedi

ately on his arrival, assumes duties which he is but imperfectly pre

pared to perform . Of local customs and laws he can know but little,

and of the people literally nothing. Does a Judge so sent make the

a
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same estimate of evidence on his first arrival as he does after 2 or

3 years' experience ? In administering Criminal Justice in cases of the

gravest nature this is a serious consideration.

Mr. Mill justly observes

“ The Judges of Appeal ought all to be chosen from the Judges of

primary jurisdiction , not only on account of the education and the ex

perience received but as a step of promotion, and a proper motive

to acquire the requisite education , and ' to mierit'approbation in the

inferior employment. There is the same propriety, and for the same

reason, in choosing the Judges of primary jurisdiction from the de

puties.”

If selection for judicial office be made, as I have above suggested,

it will not only attract to the Island Lawyers of respectable ability

and legal acquirements from the British Isles in the expectation of

obtaining judicial offices even the highest,—liut will give 'no small

impulse to those born in the Island, by creating wholesome emulation.

Perhaps it is too much to expect such liberality, but the country should

demand it and reiterate the demand till it is given.

Further, the substantive law of the country has been pronounced

to be defective. Codification, though not an impossible task , is one of

difficulty and time. But certainty may to some extent he secured by

maintaining the unity of the law as administered in the several

Courts. Uniformity depends on the knowledge of decisions. May not

a half yearly publication of Reports of decisions take place under the

mapagement of the Registrar of the Supreme Court. Such publication

should comprehend the Collective decisions of the Supreme Court, other

decisions of the Appellate Court considered by any of the Judges

to be of sufficient importance, and such of the decisions of the local

Courts as may be sent by the Judges of these courts, provided

the Registrar agrees on their importance or value. The gentleman

who at present holds the office of Registrar may be fully competent

to perform such a duty with occasional assistance from the Judges.

The value of such a publication would be great. It woulil keep both tle

Bench and the Bar of each court informed of the course of decisions

on many points of law . As precedents the decrees of the local

courts cannot be of any great authority. Still, as guides, to a certain

extent, they are not without their value,

It now remains for me only to make a remark or two, though

having no legitimate connection with my subject, in respect of Judicial

expenditure. The primary motive which impels individnals to form

themselves into societies, under an organized government, is the

security and the protection of their persons and property. Every good

Government is bound to afford this support, and any failure on its
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part Bo to do, defeats the principal object for which it stando esta

blished. Protection of person and property must be given in two

ways ; that is, from external enemies and internal factions, who make

a direct attack on the Government and the governed ; and from in

juries which one individual may sustain at the hand of another. In

order to afford the former, a military force is maintained at the expense

of the State; and for the latter courts of Justice, and a Police, the latter

being no less important than the former. The redress and protection

administered to parties by Courts of Justice both Civil and Criminal,

may be considered a public benefit conferred upon all, in as much as

it tends to repress the commission of injuries on others; -just as a

Police force detecting offenders creates public security and is therefore

& public benefit. Properly speaking, the whole of the expenses at

tending the Administration of justice both Civil and Criminal should

be defrayed out of the general Revenue, and no portion of it should

be laid as a burden on the suitor; for that is a part of the understood

original compact with Government. Justice should be administered gra

tuitously. Yet this plain truth is often lost sight of, and under the

shallow pretence of suppressing and not encouraging litigation , that

is the seeking of redress for injury or alleged injury, a heavy

impost is laid upon litigation , and justice is sold to parties in courts,

other commodities are sold in the shops. If any portion of

the expenditure comes from the general Revenue of the states ...it is

grudgingly bestowed , and every reduction deemed a public gain. At

the time Mr. Cameron made his report in 1831 , the cost of jndicial

establishments together with contingencies and circuit expenses, but

exclusive of Police, Fiscals, Queen's Advocate's Department and Goals,

he shows to have been : £ 35,245 .: 0. 11. that is.

£. 3 s. , d. 1

Supreme Court...... 13,030 ;. 18,0

Provincial ( ourts.. 8,987 , 116

Magistrates' Courts 6,008 156

Julie al Commissiouer Kandy. 2,443 :.14 0

Ma ristrate Kandy ....
345 0 0

Judicial: Agent" Kurnegalle , 1.26.6it...
272 14 0

Half of the fxeit Establishment of Agents of
2,919 10 0

Government

Contin'rencies fixed
7 0

Ditto :- -unfixed ..
€ 26 . 6 6

Circuits of the Supreme Court

Total = £36,245 * 0 11

On this Mr. Cameron, observes,seTe
Le
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9

3:
bol . 1538

op 872
2.3.4 3
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-55 * The expense of the actual judicial establishments, described in the

first part of this Report is £36,245 : and I cannot undertake to say that

justice can be effectually administered to 800,000 people at a much

cheaper -rate; but I can pledge mvrelf that the sum required for that

purpose, if my views should meet your Lordship’s approbation, will

notexceed the amount of the present expenditure.”

7.The expense for 1849, as given in the Almanac of last year, stands
thus :

is Judicial Establishments.

Supreme Court ..

Queen's Advocate, Deputy Queen's Advocate and

7.Deputies ......

Registrar of the Supreme Court....... >£ 42,476 5 33

District and Police Courts and Courts of Requests

Justices of the Peace for the Eastern, Northern

&c. Provinces

等 。

£ 3,375 15 5

Administration of Justice.

SupremeCourt

District and Police Courts

Fiscals of the Provinces

Police and Goals ..........

Fiscals in the Provinces including Goals

5,633 15 111

7,971 8 13

Total per Annum .£ 59,457 4 104

64. 119 12*

The population of the Island in the same year had increased to

1,508,882. For the purpose of instituting a comparison with the year

1831, deduct Fiscals, Police and Goals ( even without excluding

Queen's Advocate's departments ) that is £ 13,605. 4. 1. There will

be then leſt a sum of £ 45,852. 0.94 : and the increase compared with

1831 is only £ 9,606. 0. 104. while the population is now almost doubled.

So ' the expense has by no means kept pace with the increase of

population .

Again, taking the entire expenditure, without deduction, which

has been incurred for judicial and Police purposes ( though a consider

able portion of this latter is paid out of a special tax for the purpose)

at £ 59,457 4 104, it is hardly 10 pence per head ; but of this

we may safely . Assume for want of better data a quarter bas

been realized by the sale of stamps. Then on the general revenue

the charge laid is £ 44,582 18 84 , about 7d. per head of the po .

pulation . But if all proper deductions be made it will not exceed

a

Buin
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six pence. Can , this be considered as too great a tax or a call on

the General Revenue to give protection to person and property ? How

much more do we pay for less beneficial purposes because the be

nefit is of a more direct and palpable kind ? I make these observations

not because I apprehend that my scheme will entail a larger expense :

far from it, but to convince those who argue for a reduction, that the

expenditure at present incurred is by no means unreasonable.

The task I assigned to myself I have now finishe ! . Whether I have

performed it well or ill, I must leave the reader to judge. Were it but

to rouse enquiry and thought, I do not despair of seeing a well di

gested system , one proceeding upon Principle, established - The honor

and glory of achieving such a task is within the reach of our present

Governor Sir G. Anderson, who is now placed in a position to intro

duce, not a temporary remedy, but to introduce and establish a com-.

prehensive scheme of a permanent nature, subject to no material alter

ation or future change ; founded on principles advocated by the greatest

jurists, and which will surpass in perfection all that now exists in any

part of the British Empire.

Finally, I have to apologize for thus deviating from the prescribed

routine of my duties and intruding myself on the public notice,

The only excuse I have to cffer is the desire to perform , what our good

Chief Justice would call, the act of a good citizen -- the prevention of,

what I consider, a public mischief by means of faulty Legislation,

THE END.

!

COLOMBO :-PRINTED AT THE OBSERVER Press.



NOTE.

>

As I have ventured to quote largely from Bentham and to support

moat of my suggestions on the sanction of his authority; but as the

amount of authority attaching to his name and the connection in which

he stands with the modern Law Reformers may be but little known

to the general reader, I shall perhaps be forgiven when I append this

further extract from the Law Review of November lastp. 94 .

“ The improvement of Arbitration, the introduction of Reconcile

ment, the institution of Tribunals of commerce, are all intimately

connected with the preference of natural to technical procedure. It is

also stated by Lord Brougham, in his answer to Mr. Lyne, that all

the measures which he has at any time brought forward formed parts

of a system whereofthat preference was the foundation. We may

confidently add that the great improvements now in contemplation,

whether in legal or equitable procedure, must result in bringing the

parties as speedily as possible to confront each other, and state their

cases intelligibly and plainly, that is, naturally, not technically. Then

let us never forget to whom we are indebted for taking this great

distinction three quarters of a century ago , and whose language we

are now using in urging the fundamental doctrines, long held in ab

horrence by some, ridiculed by others, regarded as visionary by all.

When we name Mr. Bentham to such of our readers as are Law

Reformers, we give a name familiar to them ; but beyond this circle

we fear the name is about as little known as in Justinian's time were

the names of the great civilians whose learning he was causing to be

digested, and whom, when one was mentioned, it is recorded that

the listener thought some foreign fish was alluded to. Certain it is that

there seems a general disposition among those who address the public

though the press, and even among those who report the debates in

Parliament and at meetings, to sink all mention of that illustrious

name, as if when it fell upon the hearing it connected itself with no

distinct idea. As friends to the improvement of jurisprudence, the

most important subject that can engage the attention of mankind , we

are bound to express our sense of this injustice. True, the Philosopher

seeks after truth for its own sake ; and the philanthropist pursues his

benevolent objects for the gratification which he finds in benefiting his

fellow men. But it is both just and expedient, both the duty and the
interest of the community=-10 hold in perpetual remembrance their

great benefactors, whose exertions may be stimulated by the examples

of public gratitude, while a prospect of the pleasure that it is fitted

to bestow upon generous minds can never make their motives appear
less pure."
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